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lBS!!lC!

This study atteapts to determine which aspects of the
acadeaic and artistic cultu.re of Trecento Italy exerted a
significant influence upon conteaporaty au.sical style and
•usic theory.
Chapter

focuses on the growth of a foraal thQory of

I

vernacular poetry in Italy in the first decades of the
fourteenth century. The foraulation of rules for scansion,
with special emphasis placed on the pxobleas raised by
vowel

elisi~a.

vas the aost iaportant developaent in con-

teaporari puetic theorj with

fot secular song.

i~plicat!ons

The aiscussions of scansion and elision included in Antonio
da Tempo's 51.!.10 artis rithimic! vulgaris dictallinis ( 1332)
are examined

~ith specifi~ ·r~ference

to trends in ausical

notation and text inscription in sources of
later years of the Trecento.

Conn~ctions

aaa the early

.fourteenth-c~·.;.tury

~

and

betveen particu-

lars of French poetic theory (set forth in
treatises which constitute the ..!£!.§

tb~ ~a~ly

t~e

group of

seconde netorique)

theory of Italian vernacn-

lar poetry are also discussed. An explanation of the origins of

th~

Franconian definition

th~ back~r~und

~f ~e•Eus

(which provided

for all Italian notation theory of the Tre-

centol and its relation to poetic theoxy is suggested.
Cha~ter

II exaaines theoretical xeferences to the subdi-

visions of the perfect te•pus beyond that of three egual

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

se•ibreyes in the uarlj years of the fourteenth century,
while Chapter I I I deals with the theoretical crisis engendered by the increasing sutidivision of the breYe. The ulti~ate

h£'eakdovn of the Fra::conia.n teapus as i•plied or

expressed in the theoretical language of the third

dec~de

of the fourteenth centur7 in both France and Italy is discussed, with a focus on tbe theoretical

~oocept

of te•poral

quality.
Chapter

I~

considers the details of a particular solu-

tion to the theoretical crisis: the institution of the
minimum teapus in the Italian notational systea, a technique known as longa-nctation. The distinction between
Italian longa-notation and

~rench

prolation notation is

exaained in liqbt of conteaporary atteepts by theorists and
notators to equate the two systeas.
Chapter V contains an 6xa•ination of the Yarious •ethods
available in Ital1an notation for the expression of syncopation at all levels.

The ·specific details of the notation

of these syncopations provide grounds for distinguishing
the "styles" of the
cento

iiU~ical

tra~s~isaion

a~nuscripts

of works in the aajor Tre-

OD geographical

aanuscript sources are 9rouped with
to which tbsy appear to
of individual

re~resent

g~Qnnds.

resp~c~

The

to the extent

the notational intentions

coaposers~

- vi -
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Chapter VX ezaaines those aspects of 'lorentine society
of the •iddle and late

fourte~nth

century vith

th~

aost

far-reaching i•plications for ausical style and notation.
An overview cf

th~

socio-economic structure of the Floren-

tine republic and the ways-in
·'

~hich

it differed froa that

of other canters of artistic activity is presented in order
to clarify the city•s unusual bourgeois patronage structureo .The role of Francescc Landini as an artist and intellectual is then discuEsed against the background of this
structure. An atteapt is
artistic

inte~est

aa~e

to identif7 the sources of

and support closest to Landini both in

Florence and abroad. The coaposer•s Latin invective against
detractors of the philosopher William of Ockhaa is discussed at length vith an aim to further delineating the
segaent of Plorentine societ! with which Landiui ¥as most
intiaately associated, aud to augaent our perceptioa of
Landini as a scholar and as a

proaineu~

and influential

figure in the social world of late Trecento Florence. The
section devoted to the aanuscripts GB-Lba29987 (Lo) and
r-Fn26 (PP) de&onstrates that even non-deluxe musical
sources •irror the specific milieu in which they were froduced, and aay in soae vays offer a aore revealing picture
of their creator(s) than costlier presentation manuscripts
commissioned within an aristocratic patrcnag€ systea. The
final section of the dissertation focuses on the role of
the Augustinian order in the ausical culture of Florence

- vii Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

and Avignon. The Augustinian coaposers discussed iuclude

Gu9lielaus and Egidius de Prancia

a~d

New docuaentary evideuce is published

corrados da
~hich

PistQrio~

aids in establ-

ishing the presence of french coaposers in Florence in the
pericd cf the 1360s and 1370s, and streugthens tha notion
of the existence of a strong· cultural bond

bet~eell\

tl1e

elite artistic circles of Yloreuce and Avignon.
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I. MUSIC ABD !BE ART OF PO~tRY A~ !BE TUBN OF THE TRECENTO

f)

!. Tuscan

lit~rary

supremacy and the origins of vernacular

p-,etic theory

By the turn of the fourteenth century, the

~uscan

ver-

nacular had begun to assert itself as the preaier literary
idiom of

Italy~

So•e of the earliest literary propaganda to

advance the claim for the superiority cf that dialect was
~roduced,

not surprisingly, by natives of the region: Dante

Alighieri and Francescc da Barberino.
the latter•s

~egqiaento ~

author is exhorted by
verse (so that it will

costupi Si

Elogu~uza
b~

In the Proemio to
~onna

(1318-1320), the

to co•pose his treatise in

more effective to the ear), and

to use primarily the tuscan vernacular supplemented only by
the •ost pleasing words of non-Toscan idices.

E parlerai sol nel volgar toscano
e porrai mescidare alcu~ vclgari,
consonanti con esse
di que• paesi dov•ai ~iu usato
pigliando i belli, e• non belli lasciando(1).

( 1)

Pran~esco da Barberino, Del Beqgim~fjto e Costumi di
Donna ed. c. Baudi di Vesae (Colle~ione-d~Opere Inedite o Bare 26) (Bologna, 1875), 15. See E. Miglior.ini,
Storia della Lingua Italiana, (Ficenze, 1961), 213-214.

-

1 -
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Dante devoted a chapter of his !! vulgari elogaentia (c.
1302) to an exa•ination of the relative •erits of the Tuscan dialect(2).
pal

of aany of his Tuscan predecessors, he

¥~rnacalar

p~aises

Although he condeans the civic or aunici-

the tine literary idio= of his aore immediate cor.-

temporaries (and, by iaplication, his own).
erature soon

ca~0

to be

characte~ized

Trecento lit-

by a self-conscious

sdmiration for the Tuscan, and especially the Florentine
dialect. The inclusion of a reference to nostra fiorentina
Jinqua tecaae a formal convention utilized by Boccaccio,
Petrarch, Passavanti, and qthers in their literary prologues(3).

By the end of the csnturr, Beuvsnuto da

could assert:
Nullum loqui est pulcrics aut proprius in ltalia
quam Florentinum{q).
The incredsing dignity of the Tuscan vernacular in
general inspired a new appreciation of the
of the Tuscan

ri~ato~e,

lite~ary

efforts

and led to an important develcpment

in poetic theory which bore aajor. i•plications for the status of secular song in Italy. The position of the rieatore
in the eyes of the educated critic underwent a significant

on the dating
of this work, se~ the introduction to the edition ~y
Aristide !arigo: Dante Aliqhieri, ~ Vulgari Eloguen-

(2) ]£ Volgari Eloqaeut;\! Bk. I, Chapter 13.

ru,

(Firenze, 1968)" x:c-xxi.

(3) SeeJ for exaaple~ the Pro~•i~· t~ !assav~nti 8 s Specchio
M .!m r!enitenza ( 135q) , quoted by !iglior ini, op.
cit., 213.
(4)

Ibid., 21q.
- 2 -
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change~

Dante proposed the following unprecedented notion

in Book II, Chapter 4 of the

~

vnlqaJ:i e}oguentia:

....
Hevisentes igitnr ea gue dicta sunt, recolimus ~
nos eos qui vnlgariter versificaatur pl~runque
vocasse poetas; quod procul dubio ratio~alibiter
eructare presumpsiaus, quia prorsus poete sont,
si poesim recte considereaus; gue nichil alind
est qcam fictio rethorica ausicaque poita. Differunt taaen a aagnis poetis, hoc est regularibus, quia magni sermone et arte regulari poetati
sunt, hii vero casu, ~t dictua est. Idcirco accidit ut, guantn~ illos proxiaus imiteau~, tantum
rectius poetemur. Dnde nos doctrine operi intendentes, doctrinatas eorum poetrias eaulari oportet (5).

For the first tiae, the appellation Eoeta, formerly
reserved foL classical poets (e.g. ViJ:gil and Catnllus) was
assigned to th• vernaculaJ: riaatore.

~J

the second half of

the trecento this usage had becoae fairly widespread and
vas accepted as the standard manner of classifying such
sasters as Dante and

Petrar~b

bishop Giacomo Colonna as

(who was referred to by the

_fl·~rentin pn~ta). This revolution

in nomenclature had spread across Europe by the end of the
century(6).

(5)

~

Vulgari Eloguentig, HaJ:iqo ed., op. cit.,

~86-186.

(6) compare. for exaaple, the implications of Cbaucer•s
epilogue to Troilos ~ criseye~ Ek. 5, 1786-1792 (Ed.
BobeJ:t K. Root (Princeton, 1926], 402) o See also K.
Brownlee, "The Poetic Oeuvre oi Goillau~e de Kachaut:
The Identity of Discourse and the Ciscours~ of Identity" in Hacha~ World: Science
A£! in l l i l,ru!£teenth ' . 'l.t~. Annals of ,ill l!..!ll! l2!.!5 Academy ,!ll .§.£.!ences J;~ \October, 1978)~ 219-33.

m

-

3 -
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Most

iaportan~

from the point of view of vernacular

song, the new outlook inspired Italian literati to apply
the

tnec~z

of classical aetrics to Italian poetic coaposi-

tion. From this point forward, a

~l~arned"

structure was

considered as much a part of fine vernacular poetry as it
was of Latin verse. The recogGitioll of a new set of formal
poetic principles

entai!~d

the need for explication and

coaaentary, giving rise to such vorks as the well-known
Sumaa Arti§ rithiaici vglgaris dictaainis of Antonio

d~

Tellpo(7).
Although he vas a native of Padua(8), da Te•po
ated the widely-held

~ie~

of the

Plo~entine

r~iter-

vernacular:

Circa finea autea buius operis quare magis uti•ur
verbis Tascorom in huinsaodi rithiais qua~ aliarum. Et responsio est in promptu: quia lingua
tosca magis apta est ad litera• sive literaturaa
quam aliae linguae, et ideo magis est comaunis et
intelliqibilis(9).

(7) The critical edition by Richard Andrews: Antonio da
Tempo, summa Art!§ Rithimici Vulg~ris pictaminis (Collezione di opere Inedi te o Rare 136) (Bologna, 1977)
repr€sents a significant i~prove~ent over that of G.
Grion, Delle Rime Volgari: Trattato ~ Antonio !s Tempo
(Bologna, 1869). Page nuabers refer to Andrews• edition. The trend toward a vernacular ~E poetica vas not
realiz~d elsewhere in Rurope until tbe French seconde
rh,torique and Chauc~r 's Italian-influenced ~roilus
(1385). on Chancer's anglicization of Latin rhetorical
conceptsc see A. c. Spearing, Chagcer: !!gilo~ ~ f!!seyd~ (Londo~, 1976), 16. on the ~rench d€•elopment,
see section I.B.4~ belov.
{8) llhere be vas trained as a jurist: see N. siraisj., Arts
~ ~iences ~ Padua (7oronto, 1973), 44.
{9) S!JIIJa, 77 ~ 1-5, 99 •
-
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In the

Proemi~•

to his treatise, da Te•po presents a

lengthy discussion ai•ed at legiti•izing its contents. His
arguaent centers on the presence of rhetorical

ele•~nts

structure ln rithi•is vulgaris as well as in Latin

and

poet~y.

Having offered this academic "proof," he proceeds to cata-

logue the genre includEd among the rithimis vulgaris, and
to analyze each according to the tiae-honored system of
rhyme and (most important) syllatle count, providing examples of all allowabLe combinations of quantitati7e divisions(10).

In order to assist students cf the Sumaa in

making their own judgaents concetning the •etrical structur~

of vernacular

set of

instrur.ti~ns

poems~

da

Te~po

includes an extensive

concerning scansione svllabarum. This

section of the treatise, aore than any other, bears witness
to da TeapG•s unaerstanding of contemporary musical style
and the relationship between poetry and song.

(10) For a comprehensive anal1sis of the relationship
between the theoretical basis of the Sum•a and
sedieval Latin metrical theory, see the revie8 of
Andrews• edition by M. Pazzaglia in studi § Problemi
9i Critica Testuale 17 (Bologna, 1970), 209-225.
- 5 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

a.

Da Te•po•s suaaa and the relationship between poetic and
musical quantity

1. The rules for scansion

Da Tempo's discussion of scansione syllabarum cuiusli~

rithimi vulgaris suggests that the most important pre-

requisite for a

vo~al

composition was the determination of

the number of syllables included in each verse. If the camputation was performed

incorr~ctly,

the music would dis-

turb, rather than efibance the carefully contrived poetic
structure; and the disjunction of textual and ausical elements would be

perc~ived

by the listeners:

Ubi notandum est guod, sicut in quibuslibet ver-

sibus litteralibus quibus uti•ur in nostris carainibus secundum graamaticos, vocalis ante
alteraa vocalem abicitur de •etro in scansio~e,
sic in quolibet soneto et rithimo vulga~i abicitur prima vocalis de versu in nu•ero -- quod idem
est ac si dicerQ= quod prima vocalis non computatur in numero syllabarum -- €t •~xi~e in rithimis
super quibus debet fieri sonus, quia si sonus in
hgius~odi rithi•ic non contingeret ad rectum
numerum sillabarus~ nunqua• bene sonaret auribus
a~dientium secundum music:s et cantores(11}.
The

~ajar

pitfall faced by the composer in scanning a line

of poetry, or by a singer attempting to perform a vernacular song which has

al~eady

be~n

Frovided with a sonus (or

(11) Summa 6 7:5-14, 8.

- 6 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

musical setting(12)) vas the

iap~oper

count~ng

tive vowels. Therefore, da Te•po provides a

of consecu-

~ule

for eli-

sion, ane suggests a nu•ter of vays in vbich the elision
aay be notated in the tezt. The first •ethod (which the
theorist felt should be reserved for texts vbich were to be
used by readers or singers who

we~e

ignorant of the rules

of scansion) is of particular interest in that it

p~ovides

a link between the poetic theory originating in Padua in
the first half of the trecento and the practices of Florentine poets and scribes in the latter half of the century.
Si in versu soneti vel rithimi vulgaris.~. inveniatur una vocalis ante altera• yocale•, quia una
dictio finiret ic vocalea et sequens inciperet a
vocali, nunquam reputarentur illae duae vocales
~i~i pro una sillaba -- ut in hoc exe•plo huius
proximi versus vulgaris: <<Chi porze al pc~ro za
~ai non gli ~anca>> ••• Ha~ illa vocalis littsra
.E. quae est in fine illius dictionis <<porze>>
habetur pro non adic~ta quantum ad Dueernm sillabarum. Et ideo guida• sunt qui ipsas literas,
quae abiciuntur de versibus vulgaribus in scansionc seu prolatione, cancallant punctand~ de
subtus in scriptura~ idest quando scribunt sonetos vel alios vulgare rithiacs ••• Tamen aeo iudicio non est pnlcbrum ipsas vocales de subtus
punctare, nisi propte~ illos qui nesciunt quid
sit abicere vocalem de ~etro in scansione(i3).
If da Tempo's warning is taken litezally, it provides a

vital step towards the understanding of the pre-coapositional assumptions which foraed the background for early
secular art polyphony in Italy. In order to demonstrate the

------------------(12) See Andrews, 132: "[da Teapo] adopera la parola
(sonus] per indicare ~•accoapagnamento •usicale di una
poesia. La parola ~usica non caapare nella sua•a·"
(13) Su•ma, 7:20-43, 8-9.
- 7 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

i~portance

of Da

Te:po~s

re•arks from a ausicological per-

spective it must be shown that 1) there is indeed a correspondence between syllable count and musical structure in
setting~

cf

secula~

poetry eaanating fro• northern Italian

centers in the period conte•porary with the

coapositio~

of

the Su••a (the 1330s) and that 2) ausical sources preserve
signs of conscious concern for proper textual declaaation
and syllable;note correspondencea.

2. The structure of the earliest works in the
Bassi codex

(I-~vat215/I-OST]

Although the contents of the Rossi codex are often
considered to be a fairly
part, no doubt, to

~he

homog~neoos

repertoir€

(ow~ng

in

unifor•itj of textual and musical

handwriting throughout the manuscript), the

~orks

display

varying degrees of stylistic development# and include
representatives of the •ost significant style changes which
occurred in the years c.

1330-1360. APF€ndix 1

includ~s

a

suggested chronolo9y of the layers of notatiqnal features
represented in the manuscript.

For the purposes of an exa-

mination of da Tempo's reaarks as they ainbt have applied
to conteaporary

coapositi~nal

procedures, ve shall concern

ourselves with the works included in the earliest group,
vhich probably dates from around 1330.
- 9 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

The aadrigal "Quando i oselli canta" is probably one

of the earliest surviving works in the Trecento secular
repertoire(14).

It is written in an extreaely simple

poetic style on a

tra~itional

pastoral tbese(15;:

Quando i oselli canta
Le pasturele vano a la campagna
Quando i o~elli can~a
Fan girlande de erba
Frescheta verde, et altre belle fiore,
Fan girlande de erba.
Quest• e ~uel dolce teapo
Ch 1 amor m1 prese d•una pasturella,
Quest• e guel dolce tempo.
Basar la volsi e deae de la rocae
The poem is unusual (from the perspectivG of the more
advanced madrigal te%ts of mid-century) in that it includes
an internal refrain within each terzetto (verses 1 and 3 of
each terzetto have the sa•e text). 7he poetic structure of
the work with respect to syllable count is:

A(7) 8(11) A(7) I C(7) D(11) C(7) I E(1) F(11) E(7j / /
[Rit] G(1l)

(14) Ed. Pirrotta,

C~~8/2,

21-22.

(15} Concerning the standard subjects of madrigal poetry
see Schulz-Buschbaus, ~ aadrigal (Bad Homburg,
1969), 16-17 and T. Marrocco, "The Fourteenth-century
Madrigal: Its Form and Contents" in speculum 26
(1951), 454.
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The musical setting of "Quanao i oselli cantari is no aore
complex than the poetry. The poetic refrain is reflected in
the melody of the tenor:

.Ex. 1. 1

ih~

wo=k is notated in .o.[ctonaria] with a shift to

&n*(ovenaria] at the ritornello(16).

The example shows the

number of teapora included in the setting for each verse.
There is a clear correspondence (although it is not
one-to-one) between the nusber of tempera and the number of

(16) The change of mensuration is in keeping vith da
TeP.po•s dictum that the sonus of a madrigal should be
altered at the ritornE!llo, along with the rhyme (consonantia). Summa, 55:6-8, 74. This usually accompanies a shift of nar~ative stance in the poetry. The
la~ge-scale poetic framework of the pastoral madrigal
is thus clarified through rhyme scheae and ausical
meter: Terzetti= NABBATION, including description of
SEtTING, ACTION (within the setting), PCET'S RESPONSE
(to scene) (+EXPANSION in second terzetto] // Ritornello= CONCLUSION ([1] Shift to vocative: direct
address to Baloved. or [2] ~oral eJpressed to audience, or [3] Personal reflection upon scene described
in narrative portion).
-
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syllables per verse:

(A)7:7

(B) 11:12

(1)7:7 / /

(Bit.) 11:13.
Another early vork 6 the

~adrigal

cor

"At~azami,

miu' 1 (17), represents a style aarked by a more florid cantus
part, but

wi~h

a tenor which

structurally quite siailar

i~

to that of "Quando i oselli canta." The tenor setting for
the terzetti of "Quando i oselli canta" and the entire
tenor of "Abrazaai, cor aio" never exceed the li:its of the
pentachord

~-A·

The poetic text of the latter:

Ab~azami, cor mio!
Baxaai e po' va• via,
Che dal ziloso sentito non sia!

Zentil aneaa e bella,
to•e poss• io partire,
Ch' i' tegno in tcazo tuti i miei dixire?
Se non te parti, aaor, [i'] sero aorta!
Vita mia dolce, et io te faro scort~!
is again characterized by alternating heptasyllabic and
endecasyllabic lines, but here in a different permutation:

!(1)

B(7)

B(11}

_:J _ _ _ ,

;11n.:ail'\

I

C(7)

0(7)

D(11)

the correspondence

//[Bit.]

bet~een

E(11}

te:pcral

and syllable count is noteworth)r: {A) ?:10

E(11)

st~ucture

(E!)7:8

(B) 11:15

// (Rit.)11:10.

(17) Ed. Pirrotta, CMM8/2, 24.
- 11 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

(Terzetti)
s

;,

7

8

9

J J J J J JJJJ "

•

ij®Jjj

..

5

'

7

8

J J JJJ]JJJ
"}

s

IO

11

l:t

IJ

li

...........

Ex. 1.2

The sole exaap!e of a rotunde!lus{18)

i~

':e early

Italian repertoire: "Gaiete, dol:e parclete =ie"(19) displays a similar correspondence between poetic quantity and
•usical

struct~re.

Gaiete, dolce parolete mie,
Dites, de voi cbe fi~,
Partite da gli acesi miei desiri?

(18)

See G. Corsi, Poesie Musicali del lrecento (Collezione
di Opere Inedite o Bare 131) (Eol~gna~ 1970), 26-27.
Although the for• of "Gaiete" does not correspond precisely to any of the rotuu~elli presenttd by da Tempo,
it may b~ considered a va~iant of the rotundello
biseptenario ~ undenario. 'Ihe theorist admits tha.t
his examples are incomplete: circa rotundellos ~
eoram foraas sciepdo• ~ quod Elures etia• ~
rotundellorua l!2~ent coEpilari. (5UIIIIa, 50:4-5, 70).

( 10\
·~I

Ed. Pirrotta: CMM8/2e 21.

-
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'fhe poetic fora:

I ( 11 ) // A(7) B( 11 )

is once •ore reflected in the relative length of the •usical phrases.

·,./D ,

2,

3

s

.,.

"

..,

8

'

10

0

~

I~

3

...

r;

(,

.,

8

':J

10

0

Ex. 1. 3

In this case the operative musical unit is
than

~:

the work is notated in

•odu~

gua~ernaria

rather
•easures

representing one-half of an imperfect long and one-third of
a perfect long(20):

(A) 11:10 11 (A)7:4

(B) 11:11.

ftarrocco•s comment that
The irregularity of the early madrigalian verse
is not reflected in the form of the music. A FOem
whose lines are arranged in coMbinations of seven

------------------~20)

Fur a complete discussion of this aspect of the nota-

tion of "Gaiete, dolce parolete aie," see below, Chapter IV.C.
-
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and eleven syllables does not aodify the length
of the musical phrases, for, tbe Badrigal aelody
is too highly melis~atic to be concerned with or
influenced by the noaber of syllables in each
verse(21).
is not supported by the evidence of the

ea~liest

extant

Italian secular repertoire. And it is highly probable that
these works which display a demonstrable relationship
between nuaber of syllables and number of te•pora more
accurately represent the coapositional style of c. 1330
with which da Teapo vas faailiar than do the aelismatic
aadrigals of the early aasters Giovauni and Piero(22).
While the length of the early madrigal tenors may have
been to soae extent predetermined by the syllable count of

the poetry, the nature of the constituent teapora vas an
independent issue. The selection cf perfect or
te~pus

i&p~£fect

for a song setting vas, according to Marchettus,

dependent only upon the co•poser's understanding of the
aesthetic union of ausic and text (araonia), a relationship
which Nas not snbject to scholarly analysise The choice of
tempo1:al quality
est relinquendum solum arbitrio auctoris perfecte
scientiam musicae cognoscentis ••• Probatua est
enit quod omnis cantus notatas potest cantari de
te~pore perfecto et de teapore iaperfecto. Solu•

(21) Thomas !arrocco, "The Pourteenth-C€ntury ~adrigal: Its
Fora and contents", Speculu• 1951/3, 453-54.
(22) Pot instance, the text of the rotandello "Gaiete"
appears to have originated in the d~cade of the 1330s.
See Corsi, Poesie =usicali, 27. GiovaLni•s mature
works seea to be products of the early 1350s. See
Chapter v, below.
-
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en~m talis diversitas cantandi instituitur ab
auctore, ratione scilicet araoniae. Et quia hoc
solua dependet a volunt~tg auctoris, et non ex
natura cantus, ideo siguua [for perfect or iaperfect te~pus], t~!e~ div~rsitatem innuens debet
poni ibi, solu~ secundua voluntatea auctoris: nee
potest propria ratio iuveniri quare hoc signum
plus ponatur qual illu&(23).

3. Elision

Although the punti sottospritti described by da Teapo
are not used in the Rossi codex to mark elisions, there are
indications that the

scrib~

of

th~t

manuscript (or its

exemplar[s]) vas conscious of elision as an important ele•ent in the union of text and sonusg Jn a nu•be4 of works,
poetic elision is symbolically reflected in the musical
notation by means
tio vel in eadem

~f

notes which are ligated in eodea spa-

line~(24}.

Marchettus• discussi0n of th€se "one-pitch ligatures"
has often

bee~

misinterpreted owing to its inclusion in the

fifth chapter of the

book of the Pome,ium, a aaction

fin~l

devoted to Reprobatio Cuiusdaa Er,oris

~

Sp3ciali.

It is

not, as has been asserted(25), illegal within the

(23) Harchettus, Pomeriua II:2,37. Ed. G. Vecchi, CSM6
(Florence, 1961), 163-164.
(24) Marchettus, Poaeriy• III:2,5Q-1. (CS2!6, 196).
(25) Pirrotta, "Marcbettus de Padua and the Italian Ars
-
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!archettan

syst~•

to ligate tvo consecutive notes of the

saae pitch. As is •ade clear by the exaaple drawn in the
"ilan source for the

~eriua,

Karchettus; only objection

to the procedure is that often the notes are drawn carelessly, so that one figure intrudes cpon the boundaries of
the other a.11d thei.r true forms are obscured, e.g ... ,
rather than ... He concludes this section of the treatise by
stating that the one-pitch ligature may be used as an
alternative to the drawing of notes lis artis (with tails):
Si autem ad pulchriorea armoniaa sit necesse non
repercutere(26) plures notas, dicimus quod si in
uno corpore possunt includi via artis, ut dictum
est, includantur. Sin auten, propinquius figurentur etia• usque ad contactum~ ita taaen quod una
de spatio alterius nihil toll~t, ratione superius
allegata(27).
Table 1 includes the occurrences of

"notate~

elisio~s"

in

the Bossi;ostiglia repertoire. The notational configuration
is most useful in representing syncopations, particularly
vben thos~ syncopations extend across the boundary of the

tempus(28).

Among the occurrences of the one-pitch liga-

ture in the Rossi codex

Nova" KD9

howeve~,

several have no

a~parent

\ i-:155; , 59n.

(26j

Vecchi chooses the minority reading "sit necesse
repercutere" in his edition cf the Pomeriom (CSM6,
200). The manuscripts Broxellesa Bibl. Boyale II.4144,
Pis~ Bibl. Univ. 606, Roaa Bibl. Vat. Lat. 5322 and
aost i•portant, the primary source ftilan o.v inf. dii
transmit this phrase with the crucial "nun." Vecchi's
reading makes no sense in the context of this passage.

(27}

Pomeriu~

II!:2,50 CCSM6, 200).

(28) Chapter V contains a detailed discussion of the notation of ~och syncopated passay~s.
-
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rhythmic rationale. The figure . .

could in soae of these

cases have been replaced by a siaple breve(29).

In these

instances, the preference for the double seaibreve see•s to
have been motivated by concern for the proper cQrrespondence of poetry and ausic. The ligation of two

consecutiv~

semibreves which retain their identity as distinct

~orpora

in written form, but which are sung as ooe voz, sine repercussione, was a particularly apposite method of representing the sonus associated with two written vowels which were
sung as one.

There is no immediately recognizable governing principle
which explains why care •as taken to overlay some but not all
elided

~owels

in this !!!anner.,

The

in the case of sinalefe (where t vo

dou~led

l'Ot~els

seeibreve is used
are actually united

in one sound as in "E piu me dogli• assA! che del aio danno":
the diphthong

~

is set with the figure(30)) as well as in

cases of aferesi and elisione (which entail an actual vocal
omission of the first or second of two consecutive vow. els) (31).

A good illustration of the latter is the phrase

-------------------

(29) For example, the illustrations drawn frcm "Ogni
dilecto" and "O crudel donna" included in Table 1 .
(30) In the tenor of the aadrigal "O crudel donna" fc22r:
(31} More detailed infor2ation concerning the classification of vowel groupings is p~ovided hy G. Mari, ~
sunto ~ Dizionarietto A! Bit•ica Italiana (:v4ino,
1901), 8-12. The scribal approach to the use of the
point of elision (punto sotto~critto) in trecento textual manuscripts is similarly i•precise. See G. Vandelli, "On Autografo della Xeseid_!l," studi Si Filolq-

17 -
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·---------------------------------------------------------+
I
I
I
t
I
I
1

TABLE 1

Elision in early madrigal settings

f
I
I
I
I

·---------------------------------------------------------+
8v OGNI DILECTO [Tenor]
I

....

I

I

'

I

pur v(o]glio-anchora

I
I

'I
I

·---------------------------------------------------------+
I 19v OB Q!JA CO!PAGNI (Cantus]
I
I
I

•

H • •

guata, guataAascosa

1
I

.......
.

I
I

1
1

·---------------------------------------------------------+
22r 0 CBUDEL DONNA (Tenor]
o crude! donna-o falsa

..

Ch'amando te-avea

; .. •. • + ~ .. • .

E

pi-~

me dogli, assa-v che

·---------------------------------------------------------+
I 25r PESCANDO IN AQUA [Tenor]
I
a

I

I

t •

..

I

1

dolc€-appresso

I

I
I

.

I

s~

~

+t

t

I

•.

mosse-e cum v1so

!

.....

1
I

1
I

+---------------------------------------------------------+
! 31r !NUN RROLETO (Tenor]
i
I

In un brol~to-a 1 1 alba

I

+------------------------------------------------· --------+

------------------gia !taliana 2 (1929), 38-39.
- 18 ..
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:~itu£1:4

iA. pur v[ o ]gli.,2 _!nchora" in the tenor part of "Oqni

dilecto" (f.8v).
syllables
ture,++

sion of

Here~

=:£!ip-an-

the vowel "o" is

sile~t.

and the elided

are set vith the double-semibreve liga-

• The omission :ls made clear in the concordant ver"Og~~

clilectotiJ which appears in the •anuscript I-Fn26

(FP) (32) through the use of the punctus described by da Te.wpo.

In the tvo voices of this canonic •adrigal, the syllables in
question ar.e written in the following aanner:

stave 6:

wogli~ ancha~a

Stave 8:

vogl9

ancho~a

Although the scribes of PP rarely utilized the one-pitch
semibreve ligature, tbe •anuscript includes frequent occurrences of the punctU§ in the text to indicate liteLas
s:iuntu&: in scansione seu prolatione(33).

~ ~-

This particular

aspect of da Tempo's theory was adopted with enthusiasm by the
Tuscan literati of the second half of the TreceLtoo The autograph

ma~uscripts

of Baccaccio are often cited as examples of

the use of the punti sottoscritti in practice(34).

Dots of

elision appear in the autograph manuscript of the Lib'o delle
~of

Franco Sacchetti(35).

They are also prevalent in

(32} Polio 88r.
(33) Da Iempo, see above, 6. Pro!atiooe here bears the
meaning of pronunciation: see B. Andrews ed., 127.

(34) See Giuseppe Vandelli, "On autografo della Teseide,"
in Studi Si Filologia Italiana 2 (1929), 38ff. anj
Tav. IV.
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•usical •anuscripts fro• the latter part of the century, e.g.
I-Fn26 (FF), F-Pn568 (Pit) ana !-Las184 (!n).

4. The

~

S! seconde

It vas not until the

rh,torig~e

tu~~ ~f

the fifteenth century that

French vernacular poetry becaMe subject to the sa•e quantitative aode of categorization which marked the Italian
of da teapo and Gidino da
champs (in L'lrt

~

So~~acaapagna(36)~

com~endia

Eustache Des-

dictier, 1392} cites rhyae as the funda-

mental elemefit which distinguishes verse

fro~

prose(31).

Beginning with the fifteenth-century treatises of the seconde
rh,torignei however, syllable count comes to the fore as the
essential element of verse. one of the earliest of these
works, pes rithaes

~

coa•ent

~

Legrand, furnishes evidence that

doivent faires by Jacques
sc~e

aspects of French verna-

cular poetry may have been influenced by Italian aodels(33j.

(35) Florence, Bibl. Laur. Ashbnrnham 574. The puntini are
discussed by A. Chiari ed., F. Sacchetti, 11 Libro
delle~ (Bari, 1936), 390.
(36) Gidino•s Trattato ~ Blae Volgari, (ed. G. B~ c. Giuliari, Scelta di cur1os1ta letterarie 105. Bologna,
1870), written in the 1380s, is little •ore than a
translatioP of da Teapo's treatise into Italian.
(37) W. F. Patterson, 7hree Centuiies ~ french Poetic
Theory: ! Critical History o the Cb1ef !!!§ of Poetry
lA France (1328-1630) (Ann Arbor, 1936), 116.
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In addition to its focus on syllable count, Legrand's treatise
is noteworthy for its introduction of the use of the point of
elision in

Fr~nch

poetry:

Tu ovi~ s~avoir que, 9uant deux voyeulx s•entre soyvent~ tu peulx deu: s1llabes tant seulement coapter

pour une, car le derrenier voyeul co•prend le premier, et ainsi deux sillabes se coaptent pour une.
Exeaple: ~ ~ bonne, la derreniere sillahe de
~ se prononce avecques ~, et ne font que u:ne
sillabe. Toutesfois il est en toy de les coapter
pour deux sillabes, se t~ veulx, aais lors au prononcier on doit fere point eot~e l•uog voyeul et
l'autre, non obstant, 1 1 oppinion plus co••une, si
est que les deux vcyeulx et les sillabes dessusdicte~ ne se doivent compte: que pour une, mais on
dolt mettre ung petit point dessoub2 le premier voyeul, en significant qu 1 il ne se dolt point prononcier, non obstant qu 1 il se escripse(39).
Legrand "as a member of

th~

Augustinian order (associated with

the convent at Paris). A native of Toulouse, he taught philosophy and theology at Padua in the late fourteenth century,
and it may have been there that be becaae acquainted with the
principles of Italian versification(qO).

The fragments which

(38) Legrand•s treatise is edited by M. E. Langlois,
Recaeil d 1 Arts de Seconde Bh~torigue (Paris,1902). ~
rithaes foras part of Legrand•s translation of his own
Latin philosophical tract, the Sopholoqium.
L'Archiloqe Sophie (the vernacular version) was completed by 1405 and dedicated to Louis, Duke of Orleans
(Langlois, 16. w. F. Patterson, op. cit., 115). I am
grateful to my colleague Lawrence Earp for calling the
Legrand treatise to my attention.
(39) Quoted by Patterson, 117, Of the reaaining sec~~~ ~he
toric treatises, only one other (fticbel de Bct~~u
Tille, !.tl ~ aetrifier fran~ai!:!, 1497) suggests the
use of the point to mark elisions in the text. Boteauville however, places the point above the vowel in
question. See Ant~ Tho•as Annales ~ la facult~ des
lettres ~Bordeaux V (1883), 351.
(40) For the few known details of Legrand's biography, see
Patterson, 115 and J. F. Ossinger, Eibliotheca August-

"l1
"-'

-
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constitute the aanuscript PadA reveal that the use of the
poir!t of elision vas s·till practiced in Padua at the turn of
the fifteenth centuryi41).

Interestingly, the

"B~rg~~cian"

repertoire of the last fascicles of the eeina manuscript(42)
(which was

prob~bly

coapiled in northern Italy(43}) provide

(to my knowledge} the earliest extant exaaples of the use of
points of elision in Prench-texted •usical vorks(44).
evidence of the Beina

~anuscript

The

in conjunction with Legrand's

activities at the University of Padua suggests that Padua or
the Veneto may have been a centei for the interaction of the
contemporary French and Italian artes £Oeticae.

iniana (Ingolstadt, 1768), 532-533e See Chapter 6,
below~ for a discussion of the role of the Augustinian
order in European cultural life of the late fo~rteeuth
century.
(41) See. for exaaple, the ritornello of Jacopo da
Bologna's madrigal "O cieco mondc": " ••• volta el
summo.o." in GB-Ob229, f. 33v.
{42) l'-Pn6771 (PH).
(43) Concerning the provenance of F-Pn6771 (PB), seeK. von
Fischer~ "The Manuscript Paris, Bibl. Bat. Nouv~ Acg.
i'rc. 6771" in !11! 11 ( 1957) , 53-11 and N. Wilkins, "The
Codex Beina: A Revised Description" in Jm 17 (1963),
67-73. The fifteenth-century fascicles have a number
of concordances ~itb the north Italian •anuscripts o
and BD. PR is the unique source for Bartoloaeo da
Bononia•s "Mersi cbiamando adiuto." Given the rather
limited sphere of Bartolomec•s activity, it is improbable that a manuscript produced outside of Italy would
tr~nsmit a unique composition vith an Italian text by
this composer. For the details of Bartolomeo•s biography, see A. cavicchi, "Sac~o e profano. Documenti e
- 22 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

c. The Pranconian concept of teapus

The rules of

IIUSi~al

-.otation presented by l!aJ:chettus in

the PomeJ:iua and by frater Guido in the Ars Musice

Mensur~

are based on the breve or te•pus as the priaary unit of musical tille(ij5).

~his

feature has generally been accepted as the

aajor distinction between the early Italian notational system
which proceeds from the division of the breve, and the contemporary PJ:ench systea based on the long and the principle of
aodus. At the saae time scholars have recognized that the
roots of Italian notation lay in the iJ:ench

~

vetus system.

Marchettus• citations of Franco (and their echo in Guido) and
the late thirteenth-century variations on the Ar$ cantus
surabilis preserved in Italian

sou~ces

~-

(a series of treatisP-s

with the common incipit Gaudent brevitate aoderni} offer ample
proof of Italian familiarity vith Franco's name and notational
tenets(46).

note su Bartolomeo da Bologna e
cattedrale di Perrara nel primo
ill.! Italian a l i P.Jusico·loqia 10
"Altri documenti per Bartoloaeo
(1976), 178-181.

gli organisti della
QuattJ:ocento 11 in Biv(1975), !J6-71 andda Bologna"~ .!!..111! 11

(44) The works which include the elision indications are
"Orsus" (f. 90v) , "La plus iolie" (f. 91'"!), "Se ie vous
ay J:ien" (f.92v), "la plus Flaisant" (f.100v), "Ce
aoys de aay" (f.103v), "ta belle se siet" (f.108v),
and "Jollis ioyeoulx/Or tost" (f.115v).
(45) See Appendix 2 for a discussion of the relationship
~~t~een the two treatises.
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r
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I

.t

The
i~g

~~pect

of Pranconian theory with the aost far-reach-

consequences for Italian notation vas his codification of

the breve as the unit fro• which all •usical measure
derives(47).

Although fro• a modern

~erspective

a simple

•odal or quasi-modal work which moves in longs and breves
appears to be governed by the loDg and the aodus it implies,
this level of me:nsural organization is external and imposed
upon the melody by the coaposer. !he long did not represent a

fundamental element which could be divided or left whole (or
perfect) according to

conte~t,

but a gxouping of the more

basic unit of tempus (signified by the breve). Even though
fro• the standpoint of aatheaatical proportion, long : breve
as breve : semibreve,
(the same (proportion as that of breve to long) is
ttue of the valuation of breves and semibreves) (48)
the breve does not

re~resent

3

a fraction of the long in the

sense in which the semibreve is part of the breve. Rather, the
ti~e

value symbolized by the long is a two- or three-fold mul-

(46)

See, for example, F. A. Galla~ Storia della musica: Il
Medioe:vo 1 (Torino, 1977), 57 and ]& 'l'eori~ della
Notazicne in Italia dall-:t Pine d-sl XIII all' Inizio dE'!l
!! SecoJry (Bologna, 1966),~f:-toncerning the 9au=-~ treatises, see belov, 40.

(47) Franco's statement t:hat lon_ga perfecta Dl:'iJta dicitur
~ principalis. Nap i! ~ omnes aliae includantur, A9
~ ~~ omnes aliae reducuntur refers only to the
varieties of the long· (perfect, iaperfect, duplex) and
not to all the figurae siaplices. ~ Cantus ~ensur~
bilis 4:1-7, ed. G. Beaney and Ao ~illes~ CSft18 [Eome~
1974]).
(48) Pranco, Ars

Cant~s ftepsu~a~ilis.

Strunk, SRl (New York,

~~6

5. Translated in

), 142.
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tiplication of the breve:
The i•perfect long .§.i9nifies !E teapora [italics
aine ](49).
This understanding of the long vas aaplified by Guido who
explained that the long

originates~

replication~

hrevis(SO).

Thus, for Franco and his Italian disciples both the long and
the semibreve were

defin~~ble

in teras of the multiplication

or division of the teapus (or breve).

~he

for•ulation cf a

aeaningful definition for this unit, which vas to serve as the
basis for the entire proportional syste• of measure, required
nQt only theoretical §Ubtilitas, but also a readily grasped
point of reference outside the boundaries of Franco's own
aatheaatically derived theoretical structure.

His

fa~o~s

definition of tempus, quoted by generations of theorists, grew
out of the contemporary vocabulary of poetry and

r~atoric.

Perhaps the most influential treatise on the art of poetry originating in the acadeaic 1ilieu of thirteenth-century
Pa~is

{ac

~uvironaent

of vhich Franco biaself vas a part) (51)

vas John of Garland's work on Latin metrics, the Parisiana
Eoetria(52).

John's work provides an historical witness to

(lJ9j

Ibid. I 142<:

(50}

Guido~ Ars Musice Mensurat~ ed. P. l. Gallo, Mensuiabilis MUSicae T~actatoli 1 (Bologna, 1966) , 19:
-

(51)

See the incipit to the version of the Ars santuE ~en
surabilis in the MS. !ilan D.S inf., in wh1ch t e--theorist is referred to as Maqistrp l~nccne Parisien~ (CSM18, 23).

(52)

~ ~siana Poet~ia

(New Haven, 19,4).

cf John of

~arl~nd

ed. Tc Lavler
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the practice and tradition of the teaching of rhetoric and
poetry at Paris in the first half of the thirteenth century.
As tavler eKplains,
The title of the work stresses its connection with
Paris. Knowing the contemporary practice of calling
a book by its ineipit, John began it with the word
PaFisiana purposely. The title Parisiana poetria
means not only "The Art of Poetry that begins
'Parisiana'" but also "The Art of Poetry as it is
taught at Paris. (53)"
On the basis of textual citations, it is clear that the Pa£!siapa E2Etria represents a tradition of rhetorical study which
focused on three earlier works: the pseudo-Ciceronian Bheto~AS

Herenniua of Cornificius, Horace•s

pocuaentua

~ ~

et arte J1tctandi

frey of Vinsauf(54).

~he

~

~

poetica and the

ve,sificand; of Geof-

Rhetorica was especially popular in

the Middle Ages, and it is unlikely that a musicus as academically sophisticated as Franco would have been unfamiliar with
the work. The terms lonqa, brevis and

~~pus

were the key-

stones of Latin metrical theory for Garland and his contemporaries (as well as his predecessors) :
secundua metristas brevis s~llaba solum tenet unum
tempus prolationis, longa vero duo(55).

(53) Lawler, xvi.
(54)

Lavler, xv.

(55)

Trattato di Nico..l..Q 'Ii.bino ed. G. Plari in .! Trattati
~edievali~~ilca Latina (Bologna, 1899), 99, 11£
177-178. Cf. Garland's Parisian~ poetria, 218f. Concerning Tibino's fa•iliarity with Garland's treatise,
see Lavler, 268.
-
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Medieval ausic theory acknowledged its debt to the vocabulary
of gram•ar and rhetoric:
!usica aensurabilis dicitur a aensura sicut graa•atica, metrica a metris, quod est •ensura, que inquaa
gramatica, duas aensuras accentuua desinet et importat scilicet longu• et breve~; quorua longus est
duoru• temporum, b~evis unius(56).
The ter• used by Cornificius in the Rhetorica for this long or
sho:rt quantitj of a voiced sound is ..E.leni tu do s yllabarua (57) •
Franco's definition:
unua tempus apellatur illud quod est •iniaua in
plenitudine vocis(58).
may well reflect his faailiarity with the poetic concept of
the "fullness" of syllables. For in setting a text to a
modal-rhythmic melody, the breve is the s•allest
can carry a syllable.
a

~ij!imuJI

!_n

music theory,

Thus a tempus is that

Jl!enit~dine

.!2,!

~alue

~hich

which

represents

§..'IllgbapiJJ. froil the standpoint -of

(in the s·ense of a discrete musical sound)

is a natural analogy to the grammatical concept of syllable

(the smallest grammatical unit representing a sound). The
theoretical association of

~

with syllable is implied as

early as the eleventh century. The

(56) H. Soea ed.,

]£ ~usica

of Aribonis (c.

1!n

Anonym9r Glossiertet !ensuraltraktat
~ee also Gallc, Storia
della ~usica, ~. It is also interesting to note that
both Franco and the st. E••era• anony•ous identify
long and short (brevis) note values by the grammatical
ter• accentus: J! ~ ~ tria te•pofa, ~ ~
accentu quam diversis prolata, ~ perfectionem
constituunt. (Franco, .!£!!, CSM18, 36).

1112 (Kassel, 1930j, 25-26.

(57) Cornifici, Rhetorica ad S• Herenoium ed. G. Calboli
(Bologna, 1969), 173.
(58) Franco, !!§ cantus mensurapilis (CSH18, 34).
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1070). includes a lengthy discourse on the relationship between

neuaes and the voces vhich they represent, and the correspondence between the regularities of •usical phrases and the campar numerus syllabarum of Latin rhetoric.

Significantly, Ari-

bonis cites the Bhetori(;ae as his authority(59).
~ranco•s

choice of words may also have teen related by

analogy to that portion of the Rhetcricae which deals specifically vith the qualitative aspects cf rhetorical discourse:
firaitudine vocis, aaqnitudine vocis and mollitudine
vocis(60).

Plenitudipe vocis would represent the

guantiti:l~

aspect of organized discourse.
!archettus approached Franco's definition from a strictly
literal
th~

of

~oint

of

vie~~

trying to substantiate the notion that

duration of a tempus is equivalent to the
ti~e

mini~al

amount

necessary for the human voice to utter a sound. Eis

hyper-rational physiological explanation, if correct, would

1
l

pr.eclude the existence of any note value representing a length
of time smaller than a complete tempU$; tor instance the semibreve (or imperfect breve) :
Quando ergo plene dicta instru•enta concurrunt ad
vocis et dec~nter non niais nee parum~
tunc fiet plenitudo vocis. Et istud fiet quando cum
canna pulmonis seriose et decenter impleta anbelitu
cua decenti inflatione ventris ad hoc exprimendum,
emittitur anhelitus feritque sic aoditua quod ad

fc~=ationem

(59) Aribonis, ~ _•usica ed. J. S11its van Waesberghe (CSM
2) (Rome, 1951) , 50., cited by Gallo in Storia del la
ltusica, 5.

l

(60) Bhetorica

AS £.

145.

~renniua,

-

2~

-
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plenue percepit, proferens bone prolatua sonua sive
voce• in sui ipsiu seu in alterius proferentis pectore ceu in quoda• tintinnatulo resonare. Illud ergo
ainiaua teapus in quo potest plenitude vocis foraari(61).
fta~chettus•

gloss on the concept of tempus provides a model

case of aedieval theoretical resFonse to an out•oded issue. By
the mid-1320s (the

pe~iod

in which the Romeriua vas composed),

the division of the breve into

a~

=any as twelve semibreves,

each capable of bearing a syllable, had made the linguistic
model for ausical te:pus virtually obsolete(62).
the

:~tational

In a sense,

systea had becoae detached froa its foundation.

The attempt to re-establish the original relationship between
ausical and textual measure characteri2ed much of the Italian
notational development in the generation after Marchettus.
Musical notation, despite its abstract and occasionally
obscure theoretical trappings, is a pr.actical matter.

Nota-

tion treatises provide documentation of changing habits in the
concxete

represent~tic~

of musical sound. Unfortunately, they

usually provide few indications of the practical impetus
behind the innovations or elaborations which they promulgate,
substituting instead artificial constructions based on formal
logic and traditional authorities. Chapters I I and I I I consider the consequences of the trend toward smaller sobdivisions of the breve in an attempt to

(61) Pomerium,

I/2:5~1.

ext~act

from the body of

(CSM 6, 78-79).

(62) On the

ea~liest examples of syllabic se•ibreves see E.
Sande~s. "The Medieval Notet" in Gattunaen der Musik

in Einzeldarstellung~ (Be~n. 1973), 536.
-

---
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European notational theory of the fourteenth century those
discussions which are especially illustrative of the vital
process of interaction between conteaporary theory and practice. Theoretical speculation and aanipulation vas often
eaployed not toward purely intellectual ends. but toward the
practical aaintenance of an organic •usical system.
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II. THE BREVE IN

FRE~CH

A.

brevis- and longa-notatior.

Int~oduction:

AND ITALIAN NOTATION

In 1905 Friedrich Ludvig drew attention to the extensive
number of fourteenth-century Italian coapositions which survive in brevis-

~

lonqa-Passungen, and raised the question

of ¥hether the versions with doubled

the coaposers• own intentions
von Fischer, in his Studien

later reworkings(63).

o~

~

not~-values ~epresented

~usik

des Trecento

Kurt

p~ovided

the first detailed description of these alternate notational
techniques based on a systematic examination of the principal
manusc~ipt

sources{64).

Von Fischer co&cluded that the exis-

tence in Italian sources of works notated in a style which
utilized the longa as the primary

p~oportional

unit vas a

result of French influence on Italian musical life in the period, particularly in the latter half of the fourteenth century(65).

Be summarized the notational character of the

(63) In his review of Wolf's Geschichte der eensuralnota1!2! ~ 1250-1460 in SiftG6 (190i~1905). 604-605# 635.
(64) Von Fischer,,Stuaiep zur italiepiscben !usik des~
cento ..!!~ friihen .ouattrocento (Bern, 1956), 11T=113.
(65) Von Fischer, Studien, 112.

Ludwig had already criticized Wolf for suggesting that the activities of Gregory XII's chapel in Bome in the 1370s were the major
impetqs behind the introduction of French traits in
the trecento repertoi:e. Ludvig pointed out the
- 31 -
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·.~

alternate versions si•ply:
Brevis-notation ist italienisch. Longa-notation ist
franzosisch(66).

I

In his review cf von Fischer•s work, Gilhert Beaney
pointed out that
Most French •usic of the fourteenth century
written in long~ notation(67).

~as

not

Reaney•s re•arks were incorporated intc von Fischer;s article
on the developaent of fourteenth-ceDtury Italian notation(68),
in which the latter presented a revised and

fa~

more detailed

picture of the role of longa notation in Italian sources than
in the earlier Studieno It waQ in this article that von
Pischer introduced the concept of "dicinution" in referring to
the longa-based notation.

orsula Gunther reiterated Beaney•s

position in her article on the use of diminution in the notation of the Chantilly

manuscript(69)~

In spite of the fact

tha~

both van Fischer and GUnther

have pro•oted the use of the teras diminution-notation or longa-notation, von Piscber•s original

fo~aulation

of the techni-

gue as "French notation" in contrast to the breve-based

strong international ~~ltural cutrents which pervaded
the Italian artistic scene throughout the century.
SI!G6~ 600.
(66) Van Fischer, Studien, 112.
(67) G. Beaney in ML37 (1956), 394.
(68) Von fischer, "Zur B~twicklung der italienischen !recento-Notation" Af~H16 (1959). 87ff.
(69)

u.

Ganther, "Die Anvendang der Di•inution in der HandChantilly 1047" Affti17 (1960), 1-2.

schr~ft
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"Italian notation" still remains in evidence today(70).
ftost recently, Alberta Galla has atteapted to shed more
light on the question by relating the concrete evidence of the
ausical sources to the changing details of theoretical jargon
in use aeong conteaporary Italian notation theorists(71).
Galla's work

~asterfully

reduces a mass of coaplex theo4etical

aaterial to some basic, intelligible •atheaatical principles.
and furnishes a clear picture of the proportional relationships which served as the foundations for the French and Italian systems of

notatio~.

He also discusses soae significant

contemporary statements concerning the use of the longa(diminution-} type notation by Italian coaposers.
It can, I believe, be demonstrated that the introduction
of

-lo~ga-n~tation

iu Italy was a response to a particular

eo~-

positional and theoretical problem, and that the innovations
of the

l~s

Nova in the early decades of the fourteenth century

led to a musical-theoretical crisis

~hich

provided fuel for

theoretical speculation and discussion throughout the century.
The issues confronting fourteenth-century notational theory
~ere

inextricably interwoven Mith the rise of

longa~notation

(70) See for example, Fellin, "Notation types in Fourteenth-century Italian Kusic" in t•ars Nova Italiana
~~!U.Q 4 (Certaldo 6 1973) 1 211-22s:--Fellin
does, however, distinguish betwe€n various gradations
of "French" or "Italianfl notation types. See also
below, Chapter v.D.

m

(71) F. A. Gallc, 15 Tecria della

Notazicn~

(Bologna,

1966).
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in Italy, vhich vas only one aanifestation of a situation
which transcended national boundaries. Beferences to comaon
notational probleas (although clothed in various guises} in
the works of French and Italian theorists of the first decades
of the fourteenth century deaonstrate the international scope
of the new moveaents in notation theory and. implicitly. ausical style.
Section II.B will provide

~n

examination of the stylistic

developaents which formed the sutstance for much theoretical
speculation and justification at the turn of the fourteenth
century: the expansion of Pranco•s original system of dividing
the breve (as presented in the AI§ Cantus eensurabilis} to
include divisions into seven, eight and nine seaibreves, and
the performance of these semibreve-groups with special reference to the term egualiter and its interpretations. These factors, when properly understood, help to explain developments
in international notational style in the second half of the
century.
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B. Subdivisions of the breve

Any discussion of the early stages of the Italian systea
of divisiones must necessarily concern itself with the question of pre-Ars Nova divisions of the breve (or teapus) into
four to nine parts, and the manner in which these semibreves
were perforaed.

Much of what we know of this post-Ars C.antus

systea of notation (often referred to as "Petronian" owing to
its association with the naae of Petrus de cruce) (72) , is,
unfortunately, based largely on inforaation transmitted by
later theorists,

see~ingly

after its replacement by the sys-

tems of Vitry, Jean de Muris, and

~arcbettus.

The issue around

which arguments concerning the nature of this transitional
systea have centered is whether all eleaents of the four-.
five-, seven- or eight-part di?isiuns cf the perfect breve
were equivalent (in teras of absolute temporal value} within
each teapus, or whether the iambic and/or trochaic proportions
of alteration and imperfection were utilized at the level of
subdivision beyond that of th€ terndry semibreve group. Al-

I
I

(12) The term "Petronian notationti tias introduced bi w.
lpel, IS! Notation ~ Polyphonic Music ~Q0-1600 {Ca~
bridge, 1953), 318. !ost theoretical references to
this so~t of notation do indeed refer to the motet
"Aucun ont trove"• attributed to Petrus, but cf~ the
citation below, wherein Jacobus of Liege says that
even Franco used this system in aotet tripla. Perhaps
a less narrow term, and one more in keeping with contemporary theoretical language, would be semibreves
eguales notation (concerning which, see below)e
- 35
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though very little evidence in favor of the first interpretation e:ists, this viev of "fetronian" semibreves is still
widely accepted(73).

supporters of the equal-value hypothesis

have cited a statement of Jacobus of Liege as the clearest
indication of the method of performance which contemporary
musicians aust have applied to these se•itreve groups(74}.
The passage appears in the

sevent~

book of the speculum

~-

Illi autem doctores optiae ipsas ah ~n~icea descernebant sive pro perfecto teapore duae <semibreves>
ponerentur inaequales, sive tres eguales, guattuor,
quingue, sex, septem, octo vel novea(75).
The understanding 3f this sentence has been that the term
eguales refers not only to tres

semibr~ ~

teapore, but

also guattuor, guinaue etc. More crucial than the syntactic
difficulty inherent to this reading is the assuaption that
equales necessarily refers to the temporal quantity of the
semibreves (in absolute tiae).
In the same tootg Jacobus discusses the nine conclusions
put forth by Johannes de Huris in the Notitia Artis Musicae
(vritteD in Paris in 1321, around three years earlier than the
Speculum !usicae of the Liegeois) (76).

He cites part of

(73) See Apel, Notation, 318ff. and Ulrich Michels Die
Musiktraktate ~ Johannes ~ Muris (Wiesbaden:-1970j,
106-107.
(74) Apel 1 s use of the phrase "seaibreve chains" contains
the prejudicial iaplication of equal "links". "Groups"
is preferable for its neutral quality.
(75) Jacobi Leodensis, !peculum musicae 7:17,12. EdG R.
Brigard, CSK3 (Het erlands, 1973), 38.
-
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fturis• conclusion as

fo!lo~s:

Piet ergo cantus ex duabus, tribus, guattuor, quinque, sex, septem, octo, novea seaibrevihus aequalibus eiusdea tiqurae, etc(77).
Although this alone would appear to support the theory of
seaibreve equivalence in these divisions, fturis' fuller dis-

I

cussion of his own ninth conclusion sheds aore light on the
aatter:
Fiet igitur cantus ex 2, 3, q, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 seaihre•ibus aequalibus eiusdea figurae. Non est autea
aultua bene possihile voci ulterius pertransire.
Canitur ex tribus aegualibus et ex duobus; duo et
tria sunt quinque, bis duo <sunt> quatuor, bis tria
sunt sex. quatuor et tria sunt septem, bis quatuor
sunt octo, ter tria sunt novem. Haec omnia sunt
aequalia. Igitur ex totidea aegualibus Futest fieri
cantus. Laudabilis autea esset musicus et peritus,
qui super idem tempus aequale ipsu• dividendo nunc
per duas~ nunc per tres et cetera partes integre
discantaret(78).
After

p~esenting

the possibility that a teapus may be divided

into as •any as nine

se~ibreves

.§gual;j.b.!!§ eiusdea figurae, he

describes the manner in which such

~empora

uonld be sung: all

nuaoers between four and nine inclusive are broken dowr. by
factors of

t~o

and three and grouped accordingly within the

tempus. Thus, five

semib~evcs

; two + three; seven ;

{two +

tvo) + three. Clearly, this indicates that the groups of two
are performed either as tinaries in coDtrast to triplets:

(76) See

~ichels,

9.

(77) Speculu: =usicae 7:44,12

(CS~3,

85-86).

(78) Johannis de !uris, Notit1a Artis Mosicae !:13,4-7, ed.
o. Michels csM17 (Bo•e, 972), 1o4-los.
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I
~
e.g.,

t

++++++

or, aore likely, in a manner analogous to the two semibreves
inequales of the higher-level division of the teapus (whether
iaabic or trochaic(79))

I

•••••••

=

l fJjJTI ortJ)Jffi
3

3

3

3

!

!uris eaphasizes that regardless of the nuaber of seaibreves
or the nature of the interior

gro~pings,

haec oania sunt

aequalia (all (the configurations here described] are equal).
That is, the tempus

di~ided

into

.&.. ...... -

'-WV

--

VJ.

thr:ee or: four parts is

equal in quantity (absolute time value) to the tempus divided
into seven, eight, or nine semibreves.

~uris

restates this

point in his concluding re•ark that
Laudabilis autem esset musicus et peritus qui super
teapus aegnale ipsum dividendo nunc per duas,
nunc per tres et cetera partes integra discantaret(80). [Italic~ ~i~c]

~

(79) On this further confusion of the interpretation of

binary

Semibreve gtoupsg see E. sanders,
Rhythm and Alternate Third ~ode in the 13th
Century~ JAMS15 (1962), 2q9-291 and~. Bent, "~ Prel~~inary Assess~ent of the Independence of English Trecento Notations" in L'Ars ~ Italiana q, 65-82. The
late thirteenth-century Italian anonymous treatise of
the Paenza manuscript (see below, p. 40) includes a
significant remark concerning one facet of this question: quandocu•gue ~ seaibreves cro £ecta brevi
inveniuntur in unisono, ~ ~ iB ead~~ linea ~~ in
eodea spatio, ~ voluntatea cantantis possunt fieri
priaa ~ secunda ~brevis aaior pronuntiari.
(Anon., Coapendium ~u~icae aensura~il!s artis antiquae
3,12 (ed. P. A. Gallo, CS~15, 69).
untail~d

~Duple

(80) This passage is quoted by Jacobus, eook qq,1q.
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There reaains the proble• of an apparent contradiction batween
the semibreves aegnales of the first part of the passage, and
Muris' own gloss upon those configurations. However, the semibreves are in the

~ords

of the theorist

[eg~ale§]

eiusde•

figurae. The information that these semibreves are all of the
saae shape is retained in Jacobus• otherwise abridged version
of this passagec In Chapter 46 of the same book, Jacobus complains again of the aany naaes "and moreover shapes" which the
moderns have introduced in order to distinguish between semibreves(81).
Thus, a possible explanation for the reference to four
through nine semibreves eguales in !uris' Notitia aight be
that regardless of the groupings of those semibreves, all are
figured, or drawn, equally: i.e., there is no distinction
between the shape of a semibreve worth one-third of a tempus
and a semibreve with the value ot one-ninth of a tempus. There
is no doubt, of course, that this concept of "equality in
nature,~

as it might be termed, originates with the equality

in quantity of Franco's triple division of the breve.

(81) Speculum musicae 7:46,i9 (CSM3, 90)
Hanboys' summa
includes a rewark which aay represent a verbalization
of a tacit assumption behind the theories of the semibreves eguales of Muris and Jacobus: ~ ~ dicun!Y! seaibre¥Ps~ scilicet aajg£, ainor Y£1 egualis,
ainorata e~ minimas CSI, 425b~ !or H~nboys, then, the
egualis is a species of seeibreve, having a characteristic shape (i.e., no up or down stea).
g
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As will be seen, the concern over note shapes vas not
aerely a manifestation of a conservative Yisual

aest~etic

on

the part of Jacobus. Por the abandonment of the se•ibrevis
~~lis

as the universal note fora for sub-temporal values

possessed troublesome consequences for later mensura! theorists(82).
The anonymous Cump€udium

~usicae

"ensurabilis Artis Anti-

quae of the manuscript Paenza 117 cites the quaternary to septenary divisions of the te•pora in the triplo• of Petrus de
cruce's "Aucun ont trove" as exa•ples of se•ibreves igeguales
(~ua.les

sunt: quando plures §§•ibre!U (guam

.9..YA§ longas vel breves

invenianto~)

(83).

~]

inter

Gallo considers this

treatise to be an authentic representation of the "transitio~al"

notation of the late thirteenth century.

Signifi-

cantly, it is one of the group of theoretical works commencing
with the phrase Gaudept hrevitate aoderni(84).

If this is a

work which vas compiled prior to the introduction of the notational innovations of the 1310s and 1320s (i.e., the Moderns•
addition of tails and steas to semibreves) which figure so
importantly in the treatises of Jacobus and Hanboys, it is not
surprising to find the tet:ii _g,quales reserved solely for the
ternary division of the breve. The notion of "equal in form"

(82) See Chapter III.
(83) Anon., CoKpendium Musicae ftepsurabilis 3,7 (CSM15,
68) •

(84} see Chapter I.e.
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would have no relevance in a systea which included no contrasting semibreve shapes.
Another treatise which see2s to have been co•piled in
this period of transition is the anony•ous
abilis

~~cundua

~

Franconea (Paris lat. 15129).

which is aore clearly linked to Franco's

~

ftusicae ftensurThis work,

Cantos ftensura-

bilis than the Faenza treatise(85), includes the following
description of semibreve groups:

+,

Seaibreviua sic for!llataruii:
alia ainor, alia
maior in valore, sed non in figuratione, quarum ponuntur aliquando dnae pro tempore, aliqnando t~es vel
quatuor vel quinque vel sex vel septem(86).
If we take the critical theoretical issue to be one of shape
and not value, soae of the stateaents maJe by Jacobus and others are aore readily comprehensible. Jacobus, for instance,
re1mrts:
Est autem notandua quod ftoderni ~ro perfecto ••• tempore nunquam ponere videntur quattuor semibreves.
Et cua Antiqui pro perfecto tempore nunc qnattuor,
nunc quinque, septem vel octo ponerent, posset
quaeri a ftod~rnis in quarum semibrevium divisionem
illas reducerent; et cua hoc non inveniant, oportet
~t immediate in divisionea reducantur brevis(87).
Similarly, Hanboys states that in the case of four semibreves
per teapus:

(851

s~e

Gill~s and Reaney, ed., ~ Musicae ftensurabilis
Secundum Franconem C5ft15, 33-35.

(86} Ars Musicae §ensurabilis Secundum Prancone• 1,10
(C5!§15, 42).

(87) Speculum

music~e

7:17, 14-16 (CSft3, 38).
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Hodie tenet ut pro brevi iaperfecta; sed pro brevi
perfecta nequaquea(88).
Obviously, the state•ent can not be taken at face value. The
did put four se•ibreYes for a perfect breve (thus

Modern~

entering the second level of division of the three-se•ibreve
teapus: six minims). Proponents of the equal-quantity
interpretation of the seaibreves

equal~~

would argue that the

reaark indicates that the ftoderns never sing four seaibreves
of equal length:

(_) h " l' "

l~J

J. ~· J. J.

for a perfect breve. More likely, and far siapler, is the
notion that this passage again refers to note shapes:
5oderns

ne~er

the

put four se•ibreves equales for a pecfect tem-

pus: they distinguish (once beyond the ternary division) the
•ajor and minor with tails and stems.
ci~e

the

~oderns

for

th~ir

Jacotos meant to criti-

inability to sing from music

notated in undifferentiated semibreves. githout the aid of
notated minims, the uneducated modern singers could not, the
~teorist

complains, resolve the underlying sub-temporal

pro~

portional relationships within a perfect tempus containing a
nu~ber

of

semibrev~s

not divisible by three.

~he

later addi-

tion of minim stems to manuscript copies of works originally
notated in semibreves equales was symptomatic of the modern
trend towards visnal differentiation: a modernization which 6
although it was probably intended to clarify sub-temporal

(88) CSI. 424a,.
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proporti~ns

(and vas not, contrary to Jacobus• suggestion, a

"crutch" resorted to by ausical incoapetents) created a theoretical

~aradox

with far-reaching i•plications. Jacobus vas

aware of the potential theoretical hazard, and attacked the
new usa of variant semibreve shapes in order to preserve the
theoretical underpinning of the Pranconian system(89).
Siailarly, Hanboys• examples are intended to demonstrate
how the 5oderns draw what vas

]L~de;stood

by the Antigui(90).

The only cases in which the Moderns do not distinguish values
by shapes, according to Jacobus, are in the divisions into two
(always sung as ineguales) and three, six or nine (in wbich
cases there can be no variable seaibreves within each group).
This interpretation is supported by Hanboys• statement (above)
that the

~ode~ns

do put four semibreves (i.e. eguales) for an

i=perfect breve. this particular situation corresponding to

the equal divisions of the perfect breve into three, six and
nine.
The only other evidence one can bring to bear on the

question of the interpretation of these semibreve groups is
that

r .

implication based on omission. E1cept for the case of

Muris' statement containing the

phrase~-~~

sGmibrevibus

egualibus, (which ve have seen aay refer more to fiqura than
valore) the concept of equality is never unequivocably intra-

(89) See below, Chapter III.
(90) CSI, 427b-430a.
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duced vith reference to groups of more than three (except in
Jacobus• abridged quotation of the passage

The

f~om Mu~is).

usual pLOceuure in theoretical coapendia seeas to have been to
deaonstrate the divisions into tvo seaibreves:
inequales, and then the ternary division:

!t:~~

semibreves

~

seaibreveR

eguales. Alaost as an afterthought, the other possibilities
were mentioned (division into four, five, six,

eight or

se~en,

nine) without explaining in detail how these might be performed.
are

(1)

Possible reasons for the oaission of this material
loss of the "secret" of the style of performance of

the works of the composers immediately following the

Franco~

nian era and {2) concern over econo•y of space.
The former possibility has been accepted by a
scholars(91).

However, the notion that ausici such as

--

Vitry and Jacohus of Li~ge, a l l

h::av.inn
-----~

been trained

of

numbe~

~uris,

-

.... -~~ Ulo.
.....
c.uu.,

active at the University of Paris (the center for late thirteenth-century theory) would have ''forgotten" the details of
the notational system

~hich

formed the tackground for their

own innovations is unlikely. Jacobus himself expresses familiarity with the late Franconian milieu:
Item videtur •ihi Parisius audivisse triplum a magistro Francone, ut dicebatur, compositum in quo
plures semibreves quam tres pro uno perfecto ponebantur tempore(92).

(91) See, for example, !ichels, 85.
(92) Speculum musicae 7:17, 12 (CSM3, 38).
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The second suggestion is more probable, given the amount of
parchaent and scribal energy involved in writing the exaaples
for Marchettus• Poaeriua, Guido's Ars Musice and Hanboys 1
Summa, each of which describes in detail the interpretations
of all possible configurations of
pus.

au~ise

solution, which •as to

~esibreves
cutli~€

within tbe tem-

the underlying

principle of binary and ternary subdivisions, is economical
and at least partially complete (if we discard the "equalquantity•: theory of the seaibreves equa}.§§ notation).
Given the Franconian and post-Franconian interpretation
of groups of two

se~ibreves

within a

perie~t

tempus

,J J ) it

is not inconceivable that all duple groups vere to be interpreted within the sa•e iambic framework. If four semibreves
for a perfect tempos were sung as egual in
lence

nypothesis)~

valu~

(the eguiva-

there is little rational@ for maintaining

the iambic interpretation of the tvo

§e•it's~es

inequales for

the same tempus, an interpretation about which there is no
question in the Franconian tradition. The 1:2 ratio of the
winor to major semibreve implies a

te~nary

the tempus, a conscious subdivision by

understanding of

three~

regardless of

whether the "tactus" fell officially on each seaibreve or on
each breve. The performance of

as

•••••••
JJ ,J.JJ.J.

seems unnecessarily complex, isplying an underlying use of the
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proportion of

not otherwise in use viihin

sesquitQ~tla

individual coapositioms until the second half of the fourteenth century(93).

It would also aean that th2re

vo~ld

have

been no way to notate subdivisions of the iaabic tempus until
the introduction of the •inim with upward ste• and the downvard-tailed seaibreve major, a

n~tion

which is strongly con-

tradicted by theoretical references to the Antigui who knew
all the aodern divisions. bot did not need to express them
with special shapes(9q).

It is very likely that French nota-

tion imaediately prior to the introduction of the new shapes
(which were codified hy the Ars Nova theorists along with the
subte•poral proportions in perfect and imperfect te•pus which
had probably been in use without their theoretical justification and regulation for so•e time) corresponded to the systea
of notation in the novenaria

divisic~

described by Guido and

ftarchettus (although no shapes other than the semibreves
equales were in common use).
Theoretical concern over note shapes in the 1320s and the
tendency to focus on this issue in presenting the two sides of
the "battle of the ancients and the moderns" was not merely a
point of academic subtlety. The introduction af the stemmed
minim as a "regular" note shape entailed a very important
shift in proportional thinking. The difficulties which this
development engendered are evident in the writings of both

(93)

See Chapter IV.D.

(94) E.g., Speculum

~ausicae,

-

7:q6.
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French and Ita1ian theorists through the turn of the fifteenth
century. Chapter III is an examination of the contemporary
theoretical response to the

ao~erD

syste• of proportions.
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III. THE CRISIS OP TB! 1320s: PBOPOBTIONAL UNITS

1. Teaporal quality

One of the first indications of the recognition of the
aforementioned difficulty is found in Jacobus• seventeenth
chapter:
Est autem notandua guod "oderni ~ro perfecto vel
iaperfecto tempore nunquam FOnere videntu~ quattuor
seaibreves, uon guinque, non septem, non octo, sed
duas, tres, sex vel novea. Et cua Moderni novea quas
ponunt pro perfecto teapore, vel sex pro imperfecta,
p~onu~ti~nt ternarias et sic discernant eas guas
vocant mini:aa, non videntur illae novem esse pro
uno perfecto temFore sed pro tribes, ut tribus et
t~ibus unua tempus ~espondeat perfectum, sicut fuit
apud Antiguos. Et illi guidea, cua sex vel novem pro
perfecto ponebant teapore 1 sic aegualiter ipsas
pronuntiabant ut ipsas non ternarias, binarias, vel
quaternarias discernerent(95).
The remark wkich lies at the center of Jacobus• theoretical
complaints against the Ars Nova is that the Ancieuts

(Fra~co,

Petrus de cruce, etc.)
when they put si~ or nine [semibrevesl for a perfect
tempus sanq these equally [i.e., unaccented], so as
not to distinguish ternary, binary or quaternary
proportions (at the level of ainia : semibreve].
Jacobus criticizes the conceptualization of a three-minim
group as a tempus:

(95) Speculum musicae 7:i7,14-16 (CSM3, 38-39).
-
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non videntur illae novea (seaibreves ainiaes] esse
p~o uno perfecto tempore sed pro t~ibus=
Siailarly, vhen replacing an imperfect tempus with six semibreves, the

~oderns

create, in effect, two teapora (again of

one semibreve each), since
divisible proportional
of viev, transferring

~he

un~.t.

teapus should be the saallest

Pro• a strictly theoretical point

syste• of

~he

propo~tions

to this level

vio1ates the integrity of the Franconian definition of tempus.
More important from a practical

standpo~nt,

the admission of

the ainia as a proportional unit (a status enhanced by distinguishing it in shape

a ainor

f~oa

se~ibreve)

signified the end

of the seaibreve/breve relationship as the rhythmic raw material

fro~

which the •usicus

Interest vas nov

focus~d

~ ~~itus

could fashion a cantus.

on the relation of the divided to the

whole seaibreve, iaplying that the breve would soon lose its
position as the tactus integer in real tise, and the tempus
would forfeit its value as a practical concept. The second
t~eatise

(Quoniam •usici) of the Berkeley theory aanuscript

(olim Phillipps q4SO) provides testimony that Jacobus• fears
were eventually realiz€d in theory as well as practice. Following his discussion of note values and proportions (concluding with the relation of ainia to seaibreve and the concepts
of perfect and imperfect semibreves) the author declares that
although the breve should properly be called te1pus,
Sciendum est eciaa quod !icet ••• guelibet fiqura seu
notula per se posset appellari tempus(96).

(96) o. Ellsvorth, "The Berkeley lllan:tsc:tipt (olim Phillipps
4450) : A Compendium of Fourteenth-Century lllusic
-
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If it vas this shift in

thinking which lay at the

p~opG:rtional

root of Jacobus• invective, the passage cited above concerning
the six- or nine-fold divicion of the perfect teapus may be
seen as the first warning against the consequences of abandoning the teapus as the lovest level of notational division. The
aost ext=eme difficulty arises in the case of the perfect teapus of six seaibreves • duration. Wht:reas t_he Antigui maintained a constant value for the
by six or

the Ars

whether it was divided

b~eve

nine, the pseudo-teapus on the miner gemibreve of

Mc~a

destroys that consistency:
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Theory" (Ph.D. diss., uc Be:rkele:z, 1969), 36.
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By

endo~ing

the ainia with a discrete value in real tiae, t.he

six-fold division of the perfect

br~ve

(in

~hich

each se•i-

breve is subject to binary division) takes on a length tvothirds that of the nine-•ini• breve (in which each semibreve
is subject to ternary division). This situation explains Jacobus• reaark that the Ancients sang both of these perfect teapora equally (the implication being that the

did not).

~oderns

The perfect breve of six ainias• length (the divisio
binaria of which Jacobus coaplains) was, then, perfect only in
concept. In reality, it was equivalent to an imperfect breve
(a nine-ainim breve minus one-third). By aid-century, this
notational paradox vas given a theoretical basis in the concept of mutatio

~ualitatis(97).

7his theoretical abstraction

clearly postdates the notational practice itself(98).
seems to have been intrcduced in !uris' Libellus, a

It

~crk

vrit-

ten in the middle to late 1340s(99).
Et nota quod qnidam cantoreso=• iaFerficiunt •••
breve• imperfecta• majoris p~olationis a duabus minimis siaal sequentibus vel precedentibus ••• Et
dicunt illi ibi autari qualitatea. Capiunt enis ibi
brevem perfecta~ minoris prolationis ac si esset
brevis imperfecta majoris prolatioDis, et e contrario breves imperfectas •ajo~is pEolationis ac si

(97) See illrich Kichels, 6, 36 on this phrase and its use
in Auris• Libellus cantus mensurabllis.
(98) See below, 3.B.
(99) ftichels, 36, explains that the work probably dates
froa the decade of the 1340s, on the basis of information provided by Muris concerning notational idiosyncrasies in the works of !achaut which date from that
period~ On these, see Be Hoppin, ~Notational licenses
of Guillaume de !achaut" MD1~ (1960), 13-28.
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esset brevis perfecta ainoris prolationis(100).
Jacobus vas not the only musicus to point cut the basic
conceptual contradiction in the invariable [seaibreye] ainiaa.
!archettus devoted an entire chapter of the

Po~eriua

to this

subject, thus bearing witness to the international scope of
music-theoret~~~l

issues in

notatio~

at the turn of the four-

teenth century:
CUIOSDA! EBBOBIS: Ex dictis ia•ediate
supra surrexit quida• error non Farvus in •usic aensurata~ Dixerunt enia quidaa: Tu dicis quod possum
dividere duas partes teaporis iaperfecti in tres
singulariter, et sic habeo sex; sed sex etiaa consurgebant divideDdo tres partes te•poris perfecti in
duas; ergo, concluserunt ipsi, senaria divisio
potest esse media inter perfectu• tempus et imperfectum.
DES~BOCTIO

Sed respondeaus: Di~i~us enim quod omnis numerus in divisione duarua rerua semper invenitur. vel
potest inveniri, in ambabus; et tamen nulla pars
alicuius rei potest esse media inter ipsam et
alteraa rem, sicut si duae lineaG dividantur, divisio binaria, ternaria, quaternaria et oanis divisio
potcst reperiri in unaquaque: et tamen pars unius
lineae nu~quam potest esse media• inter ipsam et
alia• lineam. Quantuacunque ergo procedis dividendo
teapus imperfectus in partes diversas, tu incedis in
eundem numerum partium, sicut tu faciebas dividendo
te•pus perfectum in suas. Nulla tamen pars temporis
imperfecti pctest esse unquam media inter ipsam et
tempus perfectum, nee omnes si•ul, cua natura temporis iaperfecti~ d~ se et essentialiter, sit distincta a natura teaporis perfecti: quod maxi•e patet
in modo cantan~i de teapore perfecto et iwperfecto.
Et si dicatur: Tu dicis quod solum i•perfectu• deficit 4 perfecto.
Diciaus quod hoc est veru•~ facta proportione perfecti ad imperfectua; tamen in essentiis sunt duo
tempora distincta ad invicem, et separata et opposita, sicut patet per diffinitiones oppositas eorundes: fit enim unam cum plenitudine vocis, aliud vero
cu• se•iplenitudine vocis(101).

(100) Litellus.

CSIII, 50a.
- 52 -
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Pirrotta has pointed out that !archettus does not even
discuss the senaria perfecta as an
tion(102).

indep~ndent

aensura-

It aay be that the author of the Poaeriu•

pu~

posely oaitted that particular division so as not to have to
coamit hiaself to describing a tvo-minia division of the semibreve in perfect time, considering the six-seaibreve teapus
only as the next higher level of the twelve-semibreve (ainia)
tempus (dQodenaria).

Despite the reservations of Marchettus,

the practice of autatio qualitati§ vas apparently incorporated
into northern Italian coapositional and notational styles at
an early date.

(101)

Pomerium I.I:3,4 (CSM6, 170-171).

(102)

Pi~rotta

"Marchettus de Padua and the Italian lrs
Nova", 59n.
-
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B. Katatio Qualitatis in Italian music before 1350

An

anony~ous

(I-VatR 215),

•adrigal preserved in the Bossi codex

~seguendo

un me• sparver" (i.Jv-4) furnishes an

exa•ple of the acceptance of the six-•inim equivalence in
practice. At the opening of the ritornello the mensuration of
the cantos part is indicated by the signature .sp. (perfect
te•pos, minor prolation or binaria). The tenor voice bears the
mensura! indication

·~·

(imperfect te•pus, major prolation or

terna&ia). The work provides evidence that minim equivalence
was utilized in the earliest Italian repertoire.
Further indications of J!!!.tatio ,g_yalitatis in this early
repertoire appear in the collection of monophonic tallate for
which the Bassi manuscript is the unique source. In these
works, s•all strokes resembling semibreve rests are entered
presumably as breath or phrasing •arks(103).

Whatever the

specific performance nuance indicated(104), the implication at

(103) The marks were first discussed by Firrotta, "Lirica
monodica trecen tesca" g
Rassegna ftusicale 9 ( 1936),
322: "Ed ~ testimonianza significativa di come una
continua articolazione di element± melodici di
diversa lunghezza e accentuazione, l'ispiego, nel
codice Rossi, di segni speciali che verosiailmente
erano destinati ad indicate i respiri e il fraseggio
del discorso melodico."
(104) The St. Emmeraa Anonyaous refers to them as b~eath
marks or aarks of syllable division (the latter seems
to be the case for, e.g., "Lucente stella", m.6}:
Hie intendit ~ctor ~ fiquris 2AUSatio~um differen~ specificare guantitatem cuiuslibet ostendendo
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the sub-temporal level is often that of mutatio qaalitatis
(for instance, a duple division of a perfect te•pus) •

As

these ballate are usually notated in duodenaria, the effect of
this transforgation is to increase the scope of the "mutaticn. ·~
fturis' basic equivalence of 3,2 and 2,3 is in these cases
one of 3,4 and 2,6 (or 3,2:2 and 2,3x2):
.d.

Ex. 3.1 !2n formo cristi(105)

par;ter

~

Figurlam,

~~.

~

17-19

i•pris~

i l l fiqura pausationis £!. quot

videndum

~'

.§.l!!!! J2aUsatiOilUII

qu~a

ill-

que sit cosnitio inter illas. ~ nrimua
dicimus: figura Rausationis ~ si9nua ~ tractus
circa divisione• soni: tractus ~ factus in debita
guantitate sive proportione. Paosationu• vel tractuum
differentia ~ ~: gueda• dicitur semibrevis. ~
.!!A! recta brevis, i l l maior, ~m longa ainor,
maior, gueda• dicitur finis punctoru•, queda• divisio
aodorum, guedam divisio sillataru•, guedam suspiratio. (Sowa, 110). The!!§ ~usicae !ensurabilis of
Vat. lat. 15129 uses the term soEp;ri~~ to refer tc a
signum breviter hanelitum retrabendi (CSH15, 53). The
suspiriu• does indeed rese•ble the indications in the
Bossi codex.
ferenti~, ~

m

(105) Pirrotta CK!8/2, 45.
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t.N.'l

tt~• . o

r..ol"'

de-

Ex. 3.2 Locente stella(106) ••· 5-7, 16-19

This internal grouping again effects the transfor•atior. of a
perfect tempus into an imperfect one (through binary division).
The Rossi ballate, then, include frequent shifts between
.sp. (as the second division of .d.) and .gQ (whether notated
with the signature letter or through temporal division signalled by phrasing markz).

The repertoire thus bears out the

accuracy of the description of the ballata given by the
aous author of the Capitulum de

vocib~s

applicatis

ano~~-

~-

hi.§(107):
Volunt etiam esse de tempore ferfecto et de aere
ytallico, et in aliqoibus loc~s vel puncto de gallice, sed non in principio nee in fine(108).

------------------(106) Pirrotta CMMS/2, 43.
(107)

s. Debenedetti, "On11 trattatello del secolo XIV sopra
la poesia musicale in illg! Aedievali 2 (1905),
58-82.

(108) Capitulum, 11. 16-18.
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The &ensurations of the Rossi ballate:

"Che ti zova" (f.18)

d[ uodenaria]

"Aaor mi fa cant.ar" (f. 1 8v)

n[ ovenaria]

"Per tropo fede" (f.19)

d

"Lucente stella" (f.22)

a

~Non

forma cristi" (f.23)

include only one

exc~ption

(d]/n/d/n/d/g/d/9/d

to the regula presented in the Cap-

itulua. The ballata "A•or •i fa cantar" which is composed
entirely in

it~

gallico (i.e. 11ajor prolation) , a musical

illustration of the text;

"Love 11akes me sing ,g ]& trances-

The regronping of the triple mensuration of duodenaria
into a duple mensuration ir; which (=ach ita.lf of the te!!p!.!s is
divided into three (at the first stage
the second

le~~l)

€V~ntu~lly

led to a

1Jf

division) or six (at

w~olesale

revision of

the original concept of duodenaria in theory as well as practice. Coussemaker•s Anonysous VII, representing the anti-Mar-

chettan orientation of late Trecento notation theory(109),
does not consider duodenaria to be a ternary division of the
breve at all:

(109) Von Pischer, 11 Zur .Entwic:klung", 97. His theory and
attitude would place him in the same theoretical
tradition as the vernacular ano~yaous of Florence,
Laur. Redi 71, described by von Pischer as "ganz
franzosisch orientiert", and the anonyaous diet.
~heo. de Caprio of Vat. Barb. lat. 307.
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Brevis in ista •anerie duode~aria valet ~ majores
seaibreves. id est sex miniaas. (italics aine](110)

+------------------------------------------------------------+

[uuu uuu]
~ ~~ ~

ll

i
t
I

'
•
+------------------------------------------------------------+
I
I

Fig. 3.2

This aethod of rhythmic organization of the tempus provides
tte theoretical basis for the "6/16-Gruppen" utilized in the
coapositions attributed to "Guide" in the Chantilly manuscript(111).

one of these

works~

the ballade "Or voit" is a

setting of a text which attacks the systea of notation codified by

~archettus(112).

Although it is clear that by this

time (late in the century) it vas the fundamental theoretical
nature of

~archettus'

pressures of those who

duodenaLia which vas succumbing to the
p~eferred

to use note values smaller

than the breve as the immutable tasis for all proportions (in

------------------(110) CSIII. 405b.
( 111)

See GUnther, "Das Ende der Ars Nova" MF15 (1962),
109. The division at this level is soaetiaes termed
"•inor subprolation": see Hirshberg, "The ftusic of
the Late Fourte~nth Century: A Study in ~usical
Style" (Ph. D. diss. u. Penn, 1971), 176 ..

(112) Gunther, 108.
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this case, as with =any of the "mannerist" pieces of the later
fourtee~th

century, it is the relationship of minim to

[binary) seaiminia which reaains constant), Gunther•s state•ent that Guido's twelve-fold divisions of the breve
entsprechen ganz eindeutig nicht det von Marchettus
eingefuhrten duodenaria(113)
may be too inflexible. For the performance nuances preserved
in the monophonic ballate of the Rossi Codex indicate that
froa a practical point of viev, the 6+6 organization in duodenaria (as a technique for effecting a short-term mutatio
itatis) was used to full advantage in the early

~-

Trece~to

repertoire. Since there was no sextenary division of

~

semi-

breve possible within the contemporary system, the transformation of duodenaria did not entail the theoretical

prnble~s

encountered in the double meaning of senariaa

+--------------------------------------- ·-------------------+I
.sp.

•

•••

.d. •

I
I
I

•I

•. t •

.

I
c
I

•••

J

t
both perfe(;c and imperfect

notationally impos-

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
j

sib le

I
I
I

'
I

1

+---------------------------------------------~--------------+

Pig. 3.3

(113) Gilnther, 108.
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Thus the duple aspect of the division into twelve •ay have
been utilized even in Marchettus• tiaew for it (unlike the
French mutatio gualitatis) preserved the quantity of the
breve, the proportional core of !arcbettus• system. Indeed, in
the case of a configuration such as the following:

Ex. 3.3 Lucente stella m. 40

precisely the same effect (the implication of imperfection
within perfection) is produced without sacrificing the constant measure of the treve.
It is difficult to determine when Muris' concept

of~-

tio gualitatis aight have been introduced into written Italian
notatioDal theory. It vas an integral part of theoretical
works by the end of the
~

cent~~y.

The anonymous Capitulum

accipiendo of the manuscript Catania

D39

~

is very clear in

stating the temporal equivalence of the binary and ternary
interpretations of the six-minim

g~oup

in discussing the sena-

ria perfecta:
frolacio minor perfecta ex qua habetur =odus binarseu ternarius qui ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fiqur.a
[italics mine](114)
1US

(114) F. A. Gallo, Mensurabilis musicae

tractat~li

1
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Another late fourteenth-ceDtury Italian treatise (Vat. lat.
5129) notes that

Itea est sciendua guod quadratus aaioris prolationls1 tef~cris lmp~~iec~i valet sex ainiaas, ut
hie: tt~ ~J
• et ~uando est ainoris prolationis
te•poris perfecti, valet totide•(115).
~he

constant quantity of the perfect breve as a meaningful

unit in real tiae (at both the second and third levels of
division) had, then, been totally abandoned even as a tbeoretical concept by around 1370(116).
Still another transformation of the duodenaria measure
was utilized late in the century: an interpretation which coabined both levels of autatio gualitatis, i.e. a higher-level
binary division (6+6) coupled with a subdivision into two
groups of three rather than three groups of two (the original
transformation introduced by fturis) within each half-tempus:

This grouping of the mensuration could be notated in practice

(Eologna, 1966) , 59.
(115) Anonymus

~ Codice Vaticano lat.
CSft9 (Roae, 1964), 42.

~,

ed. A. Seay,

(116) The first level is, of course, the division into

three, the second into six and the third into twelve.
rhe division into nine vas always considered ~ ~?~
cial case, owing to its gallic origins. Neither Marchettus nor Guido assign it an ordinal position among
the divisions of the perfect breve.
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~ith

the indication for ternaria(117i.

The use of .t. to

indicate yet another special for• of duodenaria is symptomatic
of the practical and theoretical interest which was increasingly focused upon this particular division of the perfect
breve, at the expense of the siapler division of senaria.

~he

growing use of "longa-notation" in Italy after around 1350 vas
essentially another aanifestation of this same coepositional/theoretical tendency.

(117) Pirrotta suggests that the .t. in Rossi no. 16 ("Du
occhi ladri") "aay aean a reorganization of the minims of duodenaria in groups of three, instead of in
groups of four." CHMB/2. iii.
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IV. SUBDIVIS!ONS OF DUODENABIA AND lC!G!-MOTATIOS

A. Ternaria and teapus ainiau•.

The use of the indication .t. to signify not so auch an
independent mensuration as a particular subset of the "generic" term

.d.[uodena~ia]

aust be carefully distinguished from

the casual use of the tera ternaria by french and Italian
theorists. As an element within a set of concrete notational
symbols, .t.(ernaria] bears the specific meaning of a autatio
gualitatis within .d. with no change of quantity. The theoretical concept of ternaria is aerely a proportional oue, and
operates at any level. Thus, the application of the term
naria to the triple
does not

c~rry

s~bdivisions

~-

of the nine-se•ibreve tempus

tha same practical aeaning as ternaria as a

form of duodenaria(118):
French ternaria

•••••••••••

t. within d.

(118) See for example, Jacobus• statement, above, for the
proportional use of tne tera ternaria.
-
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A semibreYe ainiaa of .t. (in relation to .d.) is not equal to
the semibreve minima of the ternaria division of perfect teapus, perfect prolation
ses~uitertial

(=

Ital.

novenariaj. Rather, it is in

proportion to the other, just as the mini• in

the usual 4x3 variety of duodenaria is sesquitertial to a
ainia of

nov~naria.

originally) as a

The Italian .t. could be used (at least

sig~

of quality rather than quantity.

In the minds of soae, however, .t.(ernaria] acquired the
status of an independent division of the breve, not necessarily associated ¥ith duodenaria. This approach to ternaria
obscured its uaefulness as a means of achieving a change of
quality within the fraaevork of an invariable perfect tempus
+----------------------------------------------------------==~

I

I

!
!

JJJJ JJ!JJ

I
I

JJTJ

l

I
1

·d.

J J :~ J J j J J
:
I
f
+------------------------------------------------------------+

fJT1

Fig. 4 .. 1

by making it a division of a variable breve: a perfect tempus
vith a value in real as well as theoretical time cf three minims. Prosdocimas complains of these musicians
Notandum taaen quod aliqui ponunt tempus ternariua pro una alia mensura inter alias €t dicunt
illud esse tempus ternarium quod ponit brevem in
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valorea triua ainiaarua. Et dicunt ulterius quod
ille cantus est ternarius, in qQo oanes breves de
sui natura valent tres aini•as, et inter quelibet
duo puncta iaaediata vel sibi con foreia tale teapus
dividentia, reperitur valor triua ainiaarua. Et
dicunt quod pro tanto dicitur tempus ternariua quoniaa quelibet brevis in tali •~nsura reperta de sui
natura valet t:es miniaas. Sed A~c dictua videtur
michi satis absurdaa duabus de causis, quarum pri~a
est quia nunquaa visua est aliquaa nota• aliquo aodo
perYenire posse ad valorea note ~ecte ainoris
valoris sed bene aaioris ut notu• est quia per
alterationea. Secunda est quia da~etur tempus quod
non esset perfectua nee imperfectua: hoc nangue
tempus ternariua priao non esset perfectgm; eo quod
tunc brevis de sui natura valeret tres seaibreves
quod non est hie, nee esset te•pus iaperfectua eo
quod tunc brevis valeret duas seaibreves quod etia•
non est hie. Et si diceres quod te:pus ternariu• est
teapus perfectum eo quod brevis de sui natura valet
tres ainiaas dico ad hoc quod talis valor perfectionis non pertinet ad perfectionea temporis sceu
brevis, sed ad perfectionea seaibrevis ut supra
habitum est. Et ergo hanc mensura• diaittaaus tanquas superfluam et contra ratione• positam(119).
The origins of this independent form of ternaria lie, not
surprisingly, in that saae difficult period of the 1320s which
witnessed so

man~

other atteapts to grapple with the Froblems

caused by the lack of agreement concerning the selection of
the integer valor of the perfect tempus. lLd once again, we
find unaistakeable evidence of the interaction between French
and Italian theory and practice.
~hilippe

de Vitry offered an early description of the

three-minim teapus in his Ars

~~

Unde sciendua est quod tempu~ perfectua est triplex,
scilicet ainiaua, medium et aaius. ~iniaua tGmpus
posuit Franco. Unde notandum est secundum ~agistrum
Franconea, et sicut visu• est superius, <quod>

(119) Prosdocimus de Beldemandis.
(Florence, 1938), 42-Q3.

T~actatus

ed.

c.

Sarto~i
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ainiaua teapus non est nisi tres continens semibreves, quae quidea adeo sunt strictae guod a&plius
dividi non possunt, nisi per seai=iniaas dividantur(120).
Vitry sets forth the three divisions of the perfect tempus:
ainiaum (3 seaibreves ainiaae), aediua (6 se•ibreves

aini~ae)

and maius (9 semibreves ainiaae). Iaportantly, he associates
the first with Franco, pointing oat that Franco's semibreves
were sung quickly (strictoe): more quicklJ, ve aay assume,
than the Moderns (who now have a special shape for the minim)
sing an unsteamed semibreve in the aoie coaacn divisions of
aediua er maius teapus perfectum.
In a passage possibly derived from Vitry, Jacobus of
Liege reiterated the fact that tempus minimum

2osui~

Franco,

although he did not follow Vitry in aaaitting the possibility
of further division into se=iminims:
Dicendum igitur quod, ubi dixerunt. Antiqui tempus
perfectum non esse divisibile in plures semibreves
quaa tres, intelligunt de cita mensuratione, et hoc
approbat quidam modernus doctor de Francone.
Dicit enim quod teapus minima• posuit Franco cum
brevis in tres semibreves dividitur adeo strictas ut
~lterius sint indivisibiles. Et quod sic intelligat
Franco patet. Naa, cum dixisset semihreviua plures
quam tres non posse accipi, statim ezponens se subdit: eo, inquit, quod huius modi semibrevis de gua
loquor est minima pars b4evis(121).
Jacobus a111plified his discussion of Franco» s

~ J~ysuratione

by outlining the proportiorial relationship between Franco's
tempus and that of the Moderns:

(120) Philipi de Vitriaco Ars ~. ed. G. Reaney, A.
Gilles and J. Maillard, CS!8 (u.s.A., 1964), 29.
(121) Speculum ausica! 7:17,2 (CSft3, 36).
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Idea iqitur intelligit ibi fEanca per seaibrevea,
quae tertia pars est brevis peEfectae, quod intelliqunt ftoderni per aini•a• vel athoaaa quaa ponunt
partem <nonam> teaporis perfecti, et coamuniter
indivisibile(122).
Jacobus• statement supports the suggestion made earlier that
the

ind~peudent

ternaria mensuration represents one-third of

the French novenaria (i.e. three of nine •inias) and is net
eguivalent in teras of quantity to .t.[ernaria] as a
tive subset of duodenaria.
composer~

This is not to say

t~Qt

q~alita~

Italian

never utili2ed the ternaria division in the

Prenc~

sense. Prosdociaus• coaplaints •ake it clear that they did.
The

pseudo-~archettan

&ubrice breves(123), includes a discus-

sion of this fora of teapus ainiaua(124).

More influential

with regard to international ausical style vas the fora of.
ternaria in which .t.

vas introduced within a framework of

duodenaria, and the sesquitertial nature of the minim (in
relation to the Pbench minim of constant value: minimum = 1/2
aediua

= 2/3

maius in quantitative time) was not lost.

It was

this category of the twelve-miniM division which became popular among French composers in the last quarter of the fourteenth century(125).

(122) Speculum musicae 7:17,3 (CSM3J 36).
(123) Rome, Vat. Lat.

5322~

(124) Rubrice breves, GSIII, 188. See also

(1955), 59n.

Pirrotta~

MD9

(125) Cf. the discussions of Guido•s ballade "Or voit"
(Chantilly 56~, f.25v) above, and section D.2. below.
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B.

Quate~naria

and longa-notation

The s.uaterparia diviaio is the most difficult mensuration
to deal with froa a tbeQretical perspective. Part of the problem arises from the fact

th~t

Ma~chettus

aakes no specific

reference to quaternaria as an independent division in the
Poaeriua, considering it no doubt as a category within the
division of octonaria(126).

+------------------------------------------------------------+
I
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+------------------------------------------------------------~

Fi<J. 4.2

By around 1350, however, it had become perhaps the

~ost

prac-

ticable of all the Italian divisions, and the basis for the
system now knovn as longa-notation. The network of relationships which constitute this notational style is illustrated in
Tatle 2 (see next page).

(126)

Pi~rotta, MD9 (1955), 59n.
Harchettus refers to
these levels of division as JLrimua and secundum gradua.
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TABLE 2. Lonqa Notation [1]
+-------------·------------·~~----------------------------------+

qua ternaria
(=French tempus imperfectua minimum)

"tempus"

t

•

'

duodenaria

( Marchettan per fee 1: tempus]

•

"mod us"

octonaria

[narchettan imperfect tempus]

J
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•

',,

"modus"

I

• +••••

(novenaria)

•••

'

'

I
I

+------------------------------------------------------------+
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Since the systea as I have presented it here centers around
the thrce:one proportion of duodenaria and quaternaria 6 a proble•atic stateaent made bt Prosdociaus vbicb flatly contradicts this proportional view of longa-notation aust be claritied. In describing the guantity of the ainias of octonaria
and duodenaria Prosdociaus writes that they are special cases,
in sesquitertial proportion to the "normal" minims of senaria
and novenaria:
Unde scire debes, quod due sunt fractioDes rationabiles, et dulciter cantabiles, reperte inter einiaam
et seaiminiaam que in dupla froportione ad minimam
cantatur, scilicet fractio ad minimam sexquialtera,
propter quam fractionea invente sunt semiminime cu~
cauda retorta et ad superius reflexa de quibus facta
est superius aentio, et fractio ad minimam sexquitertia, propter quam invente suot iste due mensure
iam recitate scilicet mensura octenaria et mensura
duodeoaria quas si bene considerabimus, et ipsas
aliguantulum stricte cantabimus, invenieaus octenariaa aensuram ad sena£iam reduci, et duodenariaa ad
novenariam, que a•be aensure aaiores, ad ambas aensuras minores, in sexquitertia proportione se
babent, ut apparet, et sic tales mensure non posite
sunt sine necessitate, cum talem proportionem sexquitertiaa satis necessariua habere non possemus
absque istarum duarum mensurarum positione. Sed bene
posite fuissent sine necessitate si s~b suo proprio
esse cantate fuissent et non stricte ut octenaria
duplex quaternaria et duodenaria triplex quaternaria
pro ut quandoque iaciunt ignorantes cantores Ytallici qui dicunt guod non semper teapus octenarium et
tempus duodenarium ad senariua et novenariam cantari
habent in proportio sexquitertia, sed guod aliguando
octenarium sub modo duplicis quaternarii et duodenarium sub sodo triplicia quaternarii cantari
habent. Sed istis non est attendendum quia male et
false loquuntur propter rationes iam adductas.
Sed si contra hoc obstaret aliquis protando
mensuras iam recitatas scilicet octenari~m et duoedenariam adhuc positas fuisse sine necessitate,
retenta adhuc tali proportione sexquitertia, eo quod
ad hoc sufficisset mensura guaternaria stricte cantata, ••• fuisset sufficiens pro froportione sexquitertia. Sed dice guod propter hoc non est dicendum
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alias duas aensuras ia• recitatas fuisse positas
absque necessitate, et banc •ensuram quateruariaa
pro tali proportione sexquitertia poni debuisse,
quoniaa si tales due mensure posite nou fuissent, et
talis oensura quaternaria aliquando pro proportione
sexquitertia stetisset, tunc sempar, quando nobis
presentatus fuisset aliquis cantus guaternarius,
fuisset nobis dubium an ipsius figuras cantare
debuisseaus in suis propriis valoribus sive large,
an stricte sive in proportione sexquitertia; et
propter banc obscuritatea sive dutietatem fugere,
invente sunt alie due mensure pluries nominate,
scilicet octenaria et duodenaria: et hoc ut scia•us
quod quaternarium tempus sempa• sub modo quaternario
cantare debeaus, octenariu• Yero et duodenarium ad
senariua et novenarium in sexquitertia proportione,
et sic babes quoaodo tales aensure posite non sunt
sine necessitate quod declarar~ voletamus(127).
This passage may be seen as a rational cosplement to Prosdocimus• earlier invective against those who consider ternaria to
be a true tempus (i.e., a division of the breve). The suaternaria divisio if it were one-third duodenaria or one-half
octonaria would be in proportio sesguitertia to ternaria.
Since ternaria is not a valid •ensuration(128), its sesquiter-

tial counterpart (equal in absolute quantity) can not logically exist as an independent mensuration. Therefore, Prosdocimus appears to have been in aqree•ent with Marchettus in
consideri9g quaternaria to be a fourfold division of the same
imperfect breve which constitutes the •easure of octonaria
(see Fig. 4.2 above).

(127) Sartori, 48-49.
(128) See above, p. 65e
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There is theoretical support for the opposing viev (that
of the ignoranti). The anonyaous Capitglua
of

th~

~s.

~ ~

accipiendo

Catania D39 gives a clear description of longa-no-

tation as we find it in the mcsical sources:
Modus autea duodenarius sive octonarius ~er se :cdi
secundua istas figuras et p~olaciones qu~a non sunt
alique ipsarua est modus quod dictuR est; sed in
canto red~cuntur ad aodua quate~nariua, dicitur de
prolacione minori inperfecta, hoc aodo quia aajor
qui ponitur in soda duodenario et per talem reductionem perficitur longa, et eodea modo vide&us de
octonario(129).
The basis for the systea as it was practiced, then, was
an i•perfect tempus (actually a theoretical construct: a pseudo-teapus) with a duration of two minor semitreves (four semi-

in quantity to one-third of the tempus doodenaria. Thus, the
quaternaria unit operated at tvo levels simultaneouslye It
constituted a theoretical tempus (and therefore vas represented by the notational symbol of the treve) but in real time
represented one-third of an in¥ariable perfect tempus. Similarly, it was equivalent to one-half of the invariable eightminim "real" imperfect tempus. However, since the "real"
iaperfect and perfect

te~pora

(octonaria and duodenaria) vere

theoretically conglomerates of tvo or three breves

(e~ch

of

four minims• duration) they had to be represented by the
imperfect or perfect longa, respectively. The end result is
that the division of duodenaria was espressed by a lonqa of

(129) Gallo, ~MT1, 59. The passage is discussed by Gallo,
1A Teoria della Notazione !R Italia, 85.
~
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I

twelve ainims• length.

~ctonaria

vas expressed by a

lc~ga

of

eight minias• length.
Froa the point of view of Marcbettan theory, the system
(based as it is on hypothetical tempora and double meanings)
is a bit unorthodox.

Froa a practical point of view, however,

it provides a solution for the very protlem which Marchettus
(and Jacobus) raised with Legard to the six-semibreve tempus(130).

Table 3 illustrates the relative advantages of the

longa system over traditional Marchettan notation.

~ABLE

3. 1onqa Notation (2]

+------------------------------------------------------------+
I
I

1
I
1

Marcbettan system

Lonqa notation

Length in real time

(~

:

•

1
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J

ft

+ +t + t +t

(impuful)

:

(pedeet)

:

t+tt++ttt+tt

t t tf

tffttt
I

'

l+• • +i•

t t t f +ttf

+++

r•·\

,-- a • l

tttt+t•ttttt
••

~ipien~o)

modo

r•\ r'!\

(fet-fed)

1
!
I

(ierna;-i~)

··~

I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I
I
I

+--~~--------------------------------------------------------+
~he

proporti~nal

difficulties engendered by the six-ainia tea-

pus of the 1320s are ameliorated in this system of "•iniaal"

(130) See above, Chapter III.A.
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I
breves(131).

The "mutation" fro• 3,2 to 2,3 in the new

syste~

takes place at a level above that of te•pus. Thus, the "quality" of the breve is not affected(132).

notatio qualitatis

represents, again, contrasting interpretations of duodenaria,
as in the case of the aonophonic ballate with phrasing indications(133), so that the shift fro• 3,2 to 2,3 is actually a
shift from 3,4 to 2,6 (or aore precisely 3,4/2 to 2,6;2). The
introduction of the French punctus augmentationis(134) allowed
for the division of the twelve-minim group into two units of
six without resort to special note shapes(135).
By reducing the absolute value of the breve, there was
little need for note forms which represented unusual semibreve
values and

(131)

(~32)

cc~binations

(e.g.

r

,f

1

). In addition to simpli-

See the preceding section on tempus a1n~aua. Quaternaria was, then, egui?~lent to Vitry•s hypothetical
tempus imperfectum mini•ua: ]i]~ tempus
[ iaperfectua] .!!..§! illud quod continet in ~ ~
semibre~es, g£~ gu;elibet ~ valet ainimasi ~
~ minimum tempus imperfectua ~ nisi quatuor ~
~ valere debet, ~ per se•iainiaas dividatur.
tArs ~) eh. 23. cs~e, 30. whether Vitry;s te•pus
minimum was ever used in practice is questionable.
Frobenius• inte~:pretation (art. "J?rolatio" in Bandworterbuch ~ MosikalischED Terminoloqie (Wiesbaden,
1979], 4) of the notation of Vitry•s motet, "Tribum
quem non abhorruit" (Pn146 f.41v) can not he accepted
with certainty. See also Schr.ade, P!PC1, Commentary
(Monaco, 1956), 92.

one •ight argue that this solution merely transfers

proble~ to another level: i.e., an imperfect long
may now equal a perfect long (in theory). But this
situation would not entail the sa•e theoretical
consequences as ~hifting tempus quality. Mode is an
artificial construct (see above, Chapter I.C) consisting of units (tempera) which have an essential
"reality~ about the•, and are defined in physical,
th~
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tying this technical aspect of notation, the institution of
the short teapus as an iaautable standard invested that unit
with real aeaning in the Franconian seDSE once again(136).
~eapus

and tactus (or mjnsura) vere to some e:tent, then,

reunited in theory and practice(137).

not nuaerical, teras.
(133) See above, Chapter III.B(134) First described in the anony•ous

~ ~ ~tetorum

(CSIII, 92), a treatise of the first-half of the
fourteenth century which vas formerly ascribed to
Muris. Se~ O. Michels, 42=47.

(135) It should be eaphasi2ed that the cunctus

~~qmer-ta

!igpis is the only element of Italian longa-notation
which can validly be termed "French". The use of the
quaternaria division (which existed theoretically in
Vitry's systea) and the twelve-ainim longa were not
in use in France. Nor vas the eight-ainia iaperfect
long (the longa-notational equivalent to Marchetto•s
octonaria). This is substantiated by the anonymous
~s. Pavia 450 which atteapts to translate the Italian
divisions into French fraqmentua de proportionibus of
the tempora and prolations. The anonymous theorist
refers to octonaria as Eroportio (=temEus] quatruEla
(~1colatio minor] noting that this mensuration~~
!B ~ secundum aagistrum Johan~e• S£ Muris. (F. A.
Gallo, 5nT1, 55).
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c.

The use of quaternaria and iaplied aodus in the earliest
Italian repertoire

We have seen that the notation of Italian works in longanotation aay have been a response to ausical situations which
had becoae increasingly troubleso•e froa both practical and
theoretical points of view. Theoretical witnesses for the
existence of these probleas date from the earliest recorded
stages of Italian notational development (e.g., Marchettus•
exposition on the six-minim teapus), but discussions of longanotation have focused on its use in the last third of the Trecento (chiefly in the Florentine sources FP and Sq). Vcn

(136) In this rega~d it is interesting to reconsider
Vitry•s and Jacobus• statements that Jte•pus minimum
posuit Franco (see above, pp. 65,66)a
( 137)

See Th. Gollner, "Die Trecento-Notation und der Tac-

--- --

+nc:

-in

<Ion

--~

!:l+oe+an

~~~--~~N

ilon+..,.,.l.~,..

~~~-~~W~M

~ Itali~na ~ Trecento
on connections betwe~n the

n..-nelnn"='1-l.-eni!
~~~~~~~~

-in

~

n--

1 i iiT-.;;<

~

3 (Certaldo, 1969), 176ff,
Ger•an terms taktus and
mensura, and the Italian divisiones of the temPus.
iclf originally suggested~bat soae elements of German notation were derived from Italian practice (in
Geschichte ~ Mensural-Notatiou (Leipzig, 1904},
371-380). The identity of tempus and mensura is suggested by (1) the longa mensnra and curta mensura
discussed by Hanboys: ~ sit ~ seaibrevi imperfecta, distingoendea ~ A!! ill ~ curt,.A •ensura:
guatuor equales pro brevi: vel de lopqa •ensura,
videlicet ~ ~g~~ pro brevi, (CSI 428a), which
seem to be equiwalent~ of quaternaria and octonaria
te•pus. Bent, however, considers Banboys• measures to
be totally independent of international inflnence:
"This ~oald seem to be an English rather than a
French idea, and examples occur in English sources"
- 76 -
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I

Pischer wrote of the !rench

i~fluence

on Italian notation iu

the 1370s and 1380s:
Dieser Einfluss ist jedoch nicht so zu versteh€n,
dass die Italiener d1e in Prankreich ja auch noch
selten (und gerade nicht in veltlicben liedern)
anzutreffende Longanotier~ng nachgeahmt batten. Es
handelt sich vielmehr ua den Versuch einer Uaschrifc
der italienische in die franzosischen Rotation(138).
While this observation is certainly borne out by the numerous
theoretical attempts to establish equivalences between the
Italian divisiones and the Prench guatre prolaciones, it does
not take iuto account the repertoire of the 6ossi manuscript
which, it will be deaonstrated, provides evidence of an
embryonic

for~

of longa-notation which must have been in use

in northeLD Italy by the period of the late 1340s, and which
enables us to more satisfactorily bridge the apparent gap
between theoretical concerns and practical response to the
same issues.
Several works in the Rossi/Ostiglia collection are
notated in a quaternaria divisio which does not correspond to
the description of quaternaria given ty Prosdocimus, or to the
understanding of that term iEplied by the discussion of octonaria in the Pomeriu•(139).

A clear illustration of the fact

(M. Bent, "A Preliminary Assessment of the Independence of English Trecento Notations) in L 1 Ars ~
Italiana 4 1 69).
(138) Von Pischer, nzur Entwicklung der italienischen Trecento-Notation" AfHv 1959, 97.
(139) See above, • The works in question are I-B~3t215 f.1r
("De soto '1 verde''), f.lv ("La~andose le ma~c~),
ff.4v-5 (HGaiete, dolce"), f.Sv ("Levandoae 1 1 mai- 77 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

that quaternaria as it is utilized in the Rossi/Ostiglia manuscript is equivalent not to the iaperfec:;l: breve of octonaria
(the !archettan intArpretation) but represents rather a tbeoretical breve which is one-third the length of the
duodena£ia is furnished by the aadrigal "Vaguca
The rhythaic figure
tiaes.

.m n

of

vaga"(140)~

appears in the cantus part four

In each case it fills an entire tempus (i.e., it falls

between two dots of division), and is Dotated •
~reve

~ivision

rr~ ~ ~ •

This

of four mini•s• duration corresponds to Vitry•s teapus

impcrfer.tua :inimu•.
Miniaua teapus [imperfectua] est illud quod continet
in se duas seaibreves, quarom quelibet duas valet
ainiaas, et sic einiaua teapus iaperfectum non nisi
quatuor ainiaas valere debet, nisi per semiminiaas
dividatur(141).
l

siail~r

configuration appears in the first

wo~k

of the Rossi

as, "De soto '1 verde 11 (cantos, stave 2, on the word Che ( 142) :

·!~~~~·
although the composer of this work can not be positively identified, "De sctc 1 1 ve~de" is very likely
by Giovanni da cascia. All of the works in the Rossi
aanuscript which have co~co~dances in othe~ sources
(Nose 14, "Quando l'aire co=enca", 16, "Ogni
dilecto", 20, "Nascoso el viso", and 29, "La bella
stella") are attrih~ted to ~agister Piero (14,16) or
Giovanni (20,29) in those sources. "De soto 1 1
verde" appears on f.Slr of Panciatichi 26, where it
is surrounded by other works bj Giovanni (ff.47-58

ti~o"),

and I-OST f.26r ("Vaguca vaga")·

(1qO) Facsimile in G. Vecchi,
Italica III:2, Tav. 31.
(141)

AJ;S

Monumen~ ~yrica

Medii

~

l!2n Ch.23 (CS!8, 30).

(1q2) Vecchi facs. Tav. 1.
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of lP are devoted priaarily to his oeuvre) • The work
is related stylistically to a nu•ber of •adrigals
known to have been written by hi•. Most striking is
the rese•blance between the aelodic sequence at the
end of the ritornello of "De soto '1 verde"(143):

and similar sequences built upon the descending
fourth leap which appear in Giovanni•s "Sedendo all
oabra" (144):

and "Appress' un fiuae"(145):

The position of "De soto '1 verde" as the opening
piece in the Bossi collection •ay also indicate that
it was the work of one of the two better-known ~
istri.
As

Pirrott~

has suggestedf many works which survive in

versions notated in guaternaria are later "•anipulations" of
original duodenaria aud octonaria versions(146).

( 143) Ed. Pirrotta CMM8/2,. 17-18,.
( 144) Ed. Pirrotta CMM8/1 1 en,
( 145) Ed. Pirrotta

•••

9,

liii.

- 79
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CMM8/1,

1111.

One motiva-

46-50.

2tl- 26.

17-21.

( 146) Pirrotta CrtMS/3, iii.
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tion for notating a work in qaaternaria rather than in the two
larger aeasures aight have been a desire to alternate between
higher
and

lev~l

te~nary

{i.e., higher than the level of prolation) binary
groupings. Pirrotta cites the use of .q •. in the

monophonic ballate of lorenzo !asini as exaaples of this
procedure(147).

The opening of lorenzo•s ballata "Hon se qual

i' mi voglia"(148) serves to illustrate the

~·ans

by which an

alternation between duodenaria ana octonaria •easures is
achieved without need for puncti divisionis or •ensuration
signs through the use of longa-notation or implied quaterna-

+

t

Ex. 4.1

This technique of "playing with the larger rhythm" is usually
associated with the aiddle generation of Italian ars nova eo•posers centered in Elorence between 1350 and 1365(149).

How-

ever, there is evidence of this sa•e co•positional rationale
behind the use of quaternaria in the notation of one of the
pieces in the Rossi collection of early northern Italian
works. In the case of the rotundellus "Gaiete, dolce parolete

(147) Pirrotta CMM8/3, iv.
(148) !d. Pirrotta CM"S/3, 20.
(149) Pirrotta CMMS/3, v.
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I

I

aie" the alternation bet•een i•plied

and octonaria

duodenari~

measures eaphasizes the poetic structure(150).
be~~een

The shift

ternary and binary groupings underlines the alterna-

tion between the eleven- and seven-syllable lines:

2 x .q.

Gaiete, dolce parolete •ie,

[11]

3 x .q.

Dites de voi che fie

[ 7]

2 x .q.

Partite •••

[ 11]

There is not a single occurrence of a notated alternation
between the ducdenaria and octonaria =cnsurations (.d. and
.o.) within a structural section (e.g.,
a madrigal) of any work in the Rossi

~ithin

th~

~epertoire,

terzetti of

although

alternation between one of these diYisions and the

~

gal-

1!£2 divisions (.sg., .n.} is cozmon and, according to the
Capitula•

~

naria

traditionally used to create the illusion of a tem-

va~

vocibus, encouraged(151}.

pus shifting between .d. and

~o.,

the earlier Italian repertoire.

It may be that quater-

and vas already common in
"Gaiete, dolce parolete mie"

provides, then, an example of the use of first-stage longa
notation within the early northern school of compositicn;notation. If the puncti were removed fro• the tenor part,

(150) Concerning which, see above~ _;ter I.E.2.
rotta, C!ft8/2, 27. Vecchi facs. tav. 9.
(151)

Ed. Pir-

Regarding the madrigal, for instance, the anonyaous
theorist wrote: Volunt etiaa ~ de t~apore perfecto ~ aere italico: ~ quis aliguando aiscetnr
aliquod tempus aeris qallici, bonum esset. D~bene
detti ed., 11. 56-58.
- 81 -
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it would certainly reseable a voice re-for•ed froa an earlier
version in octonaria, here with doubled note valnes. There are
no steaaed ainias in the Bossi version of this piece(152).
· The most telling case in support of the idea that the
early use of quatarnaria was a product of the saae coapositional and theoretical concerns as vas the later fully-developed longa-notation is provided by the second work in the
Rossi manuscript, the aadrigal "tavandose le mane" (153).

The

piece is notated in .q. throughout, and these quaternaria aeasures group quite regularly into larger binary units. fhere is
no apparent reason why quaternaria vas preferred here over
octonaria. The version preserved in the Eossi ms represents
nothing aore than a literal "translation" of a madrigal conceived in octonaria, here with aost note values doubled (the
seRibreves naturales could have teen written in the same mannar in an cctonaria version, although th€ir te:poral value
would be that of minias).

The probable reason for the nota-

tional transformation of "Levandose le mane" lies in the

(152) In his description of the rotunuellus fora, the
author of the Capitulum S! vocibus wrote of these
pieces that they should always he notated de semibrevibus minimis vel ainoribus ~ aelius S! ainiais. Et
in aliquo 12£2 ~ fuerint ~ vel ~ breves, aelius
[seaibreves] miniae discernerent~. (Debenedetti ed.,
llc 23-25). This explanation of the notation of the
rotondellus implies that such works were often transaitted in longa-type notationc If one finds groups
of two and three breves in a aelis•atic work, one may
assume that the notational integ~ valor has been
augmented, and that the se•ibreves should be sung at
the speed of minias (as in "Gaiete, dolce").
(153) Ed. Pirrotta

C~!B/2,

18. Yecchi facs. Tav. 2.
- 82 -
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rhythaic structure of the ritornello. The opening of the
ritornello (notated

~n

.s[enari~]

p[erfecta].) is aarked by an

, ...

unusual notational configuration in the cantos voice:
sp

~

The part opens with the sz•bol for an iapeLfect long or, more
precisely, a longa

created~

brevi bis replicata(154).

One

rarely encounters this figure in the practical sources. It
occurs in only one other work in Bs(155).

ftarchettus des-

cribes this symbol and its proper use in the third treatise of
Book Three of the Poaeriua. This section (III.3) of the Pomer~

is devoted to the

con~ept

of modus and reveals that

rhythmic organization at the supertemporal level vas an integral part of the

Itali~n

notational system as formulated by

Marchettus. His explanation of the loo9a duorua temporua corresponds exactly to its use at the opening of thB ritornello
of "Lavandose le

~ane:"

Ut autea sciatur quis cantus cantari deteat de mode
imperfecta, diciaus quod ~ principio cantus ipsius
modi imperfecti, si ihi sit nota longa, vel ubicuaque in ipso primo occurrerit ipsi notae longae,
debeat ei addi cauda in sursum a latere sinistro,
(italics mine) ( 156)

(154} Guido, Ars musice 2.5.

(ftft'I

1, 19-20).,.

(155) At the opening of the second line of the terzetto in
the tenor voice of "Pyance la bella yguana" f. 6v
(Vecchi facs. Taw. 12).
(156) Ha:chettus also suggests the ose of the two-stemmed
longa in cases of ¥orks which alternate between perfect and imperfect modus: Si aute~ c~ntus sit ~ixtus,
puta Sg ~ perfecto ~ ii;erfecto, cuilib;t not~
lonqae ~ ~ imperfecta dicimus debere ~ signum
- 83 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Although the ritornello is notated in .sp., there are no
stem~ed

ainias.

The consistent grouping of treves of

perfect_a into binary longs i·ndicates that we are

se~~ria

de~ ling ~i th

a work in modus iapertectum (indicated cy the lonqa caudata
sursu1), tempus eerfectup, prolatio aipor.

The

~

unus~!al

aodus-notation probably represents a transforaation of an original version in sana,ia gallica, with an iaperfect tempus
corresponding to ths i•perfect aodus of the extant version
(Fig. 4.3).

+------------------------------------------------------------+
I
I
I

I

~

s.g.

~

s. p.

I
I

~

\
I

-~~~~~~-

+..
\! \!
• ••.

•

•

L,~

~

1
I

~

~

1

1

+-----------------------R------------------------------------+
Pig. 4.3

superius nominatiua (g! ~ ~ ~roprjus good tales
cantos diversis coloribus figure~). (Poae~,
III:3,4]. This passage implies that ~archettus was
faailiar with the French Ars Nova technique oi coloration. Bovever, the parentheticai phrase~ ~·c•
figurentor is not included in the hest source for the
Poeeriua (~ilan D. V in£.), but does survive in four
other aanuscriptse The iaportant question of the
chronological relationship between Marchettos and the
French Ars Nova theorists has yet to be satisfactoril' resolved. For a discussion of the passage i~
question, see K. von Fischer, "~hilippe de Vitry in
Italy and an Hoaage of Landini to Philippe" in L'Ars
~del Trecento 4 (Certaldo, 1978), 225-226.
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The justification for this aug•ented notation lies in the
seeaingly abstract theoretical issues which plagued the ausici
of the second decade of the Trecento.

ihe upvard-ste••ed

longa at the opening of the ritornello cf "Lavandcse le aane"
js

~
~he

...

followed immediately by another unusual note group:

second long of the

ligatu~e

is i•Ferfected by the two

se•ibreves which follow it:

In a version notated in the usual te:pus notation, this rhythm
would have iaplied the imperfection of a breve by two minims
within

~

imperfect tempus. This is precisely the musical

situation which gave rise to fturis• introduction of

~utatio

gualitatis: the effect of perfection (and its associated properties, namely the possibility of imperfection) within an

Et nota quod quida• cantores, scilicet Gnlielmus de
Mascandio, et nonnulli alii imperficiunt breve• perfectam mino~is prolationis ab una sola minima. Et
brevem imperfectam majoris prolationis a duabus minimis simul sequentibus vel precedentibus ••• Et dicur.t
illi ibi mutari qualitatem{157).

(157) CSIII, SOa.
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I

i

The choice of a longa-based notation fo£ "Lavandose le mane"
allowed for the circn•vention of the troublesoae proble• of
contradictory te•poral qualities by applying the distinctions
of quality to the less fundaaental level of •odus, thereby
maintaining the quality of the breve(156).
The roots of longa-notation are •ore fir•ly planted in
traditional Marchettan theory than has previously been supposed. The use of a notation based on regronpings of s•all
(minieue) tempora did not represent the abandonaent of Italian
notational principles in favor of the French syste•, "a revolt
against the tyranny of the barline [punctus divisionis]"(159).
It was aore an effort to s•ooth the theoretical wrinkles which
were appearing with increasing frequency in a compositional
•ilien devoted to rhyth•ic variety. Its goal vas reformation
without sacrifice of the original Pranconian foundation of a

The aost characteristic eleaent of the traditional Italian notational syste•, the ability tc express propoitio

~

guitertia at the level of the minim without the use of unusual
or hybrid note shapes, vas left unaltered by the introduction

(158) The imperfection of a breve ~n iaperfect te•pus vas
officially accepted by the French-oriented Italian
theorists of the ~dst quarter of the Trecento, e.g.
Cousseaaker•s Anony•ous VII vho explained that in
separia i•perfecta: ~ juxta breve• ~ minima, ~
brevis valet guatuor •ini•as. (CSIII, 405b)e See von
Fischer, "Die Entvicklung", 98.
(159) B. Hoppin, Medieval Music (Nev York, 1978), 435.
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I
of longa notation. And it is this detail which aore than any
other

undersco4~s

the conceptual distinction between French

modus notation and the Italian longa notation of aid-century.

l
B
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D. French vs. Italian teapus and proportio sesguitertia

1. torenzo Masini's "Ita se n•era a star"

The portion of the Squarcialupi codex devoted to the
~asini

works of the Plorentine Lorenzo

opens vith two nearly-

identical versious of the sa2e madrigal, "Ita se n•era a
star."

The distinction between the versions is for the •ost

part a notational one: the first version is

e&t~Led

in brevis-

notation with numerous unusual note foras representing various
divisions of the breve and (•ore often) the semibreve; the
second version appears in longa-notation with occasional

~-

sione indications. It is iapossitle to judge whether the juxtaposition of the two

for~s

of this unusual

pi~ce

is the idea

of the aanuscript scribe or compiler, or whether it represents
the faithful transmission of an exemplar which preser7ed Lorenzo•s o•n intentions. The latter is not unlikely in light of
Lorenzo•s penchant for
didactic bent(i60)o

~usica1

experimentation as well as his

In either case, this unique example pro-

vides an ideal model of the differences between French notation and Italian &odus notation around 1365(161).

Although

(160) See Pirrotta CMM8/3, i-ii. Also F. A. Gallo, "Lorenzo

"asini e Francesco deg!i Organi
~usicali 4 (1975), 61~

~~

S~

lorenzc'' Studi

(161) This is, of course, a conjectural dating for the com-

position. Lorenzo died in 1370 (se~ Gallo, op.cit.).
The work is stylistically quite advanced in comparison with, for exaaple, "Sovra la riva", Lorenzo;s
setting of a text by Saccbetti •hich dates from c.
- 88 -
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I
the first version is in brevis notatioc, there is nothing Italianate about it save the indication .p. (senaria perfecta) at

I
I
I
~

I

the opening of the cantus voice. this "!taliann detail isr
paradoxically, a key to the

rec~~nition

of this version as an

atteapt to express an Italian work (with the sesquitertial
propoxtions which the Italian style entailed) in the French
aanner. Por the second teapus in the cantus:

Ex. 4.2

is clearly a transfor•ation of an original conception 1D
duodenaria(162):

(

~

i~ll ~~li~!i!)

.
I

I

I

.d.

t •••••

Since in the French syste• no fourfold "prolation" was available, an Italian vork in duodenaria would hav~ to be translated
into its nearest equivalent, the only perfect tempus with
binary divisions:

tempus perfectua, prolatio minor (=senaria

perfecta). The minims of the Italian duoaenaria become semiminims in the French senaria. This sort of "translation" might
work perfectly well in the case of an extreaely simple
but the frequent shifts between the

~

pie~e,

italico of duodenaria

1355 (See Chiari, ed. !! libro delle ~, 24, Pirrotta CMM8/3, ii, and LiGotti-Pirrotta, I! Sacchetti
~la tecnica musicale (flurence, 1935], 75).
(162)

See also Pirrotta CftM8/3, iii, where be suggests that
"the madrigal is conceived in a basic frame of duodenaria."
- 89 -
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r

I

I

I

and the

~

gallico of novenaria vhich characterized the •ore

florid Italian vocal style'since the early decades of the
fourt~enth

century(163) introduce

(q[.d.]:J(.n. ]) which can not

sesquit~~tial

proportions

alva~~

bE expressed with si•ple

~his

presents difficulties at

note forns in brevis notation.

two levels in the French-style reworking of the piece(164).
At the broad level of the 12:9 proportion, the senaria notator
faced the problea caused by the unavcidatl€ use of the seaiaiDim as the proportional unit (rather than the sesquitertial
minim of duodenaria).

This creates a handicap from the start:

any subdivisions of the priaary twelve or nine notes have to
be

expre~~ed

iminie

by values saaller than the binary or ternary sem-

(! , t ). In this particular case,

the sguarcia1. ';Api

notator (or the creator of his exemplar) chose the hybrid formi
to express one-half of the ternary se11iainim
represent one-half of the binary semiaini•

(1)

and

t

to

(I). In the ver-

sion in longa-notation [.q.(J)=.d.], since the divisions into
twelve and nine are represented by ainiss, no value smaller
than the seaiminim vas necessary, and since there was no ternary division of the minim involved, only one fcrm of semiminia (the basic binary type: :

) was

c~lled

fer.

( 163) See above.
(164) It is likely that the second version is, if not Lo~
enzo•s original conception, the aodel upon which the
first is based. This is revealed by occurrences of
note shapes appropriate to the longa-notation version
in the brevis version (e.g., the longa--vhicb should
have been a breve-- in the cantos, m. 90). See also
Pirrotta CM58/3, iii.
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I

~

The use of teapus perfectua, ainor prolation, as the
notational framework for the first

~ersion

of the piece is

even more problematic in teras of coabinations of units within
the teapus. The most frequent and troublesome of these is the
division of one-third of the novenaria into a trochaic pair

,JjjJJf
3

1

3

). In the ordinary novenaria division of the

second version of "Ita se" this

rhyth~

is expressed quite sia1

ply as a ainor (or imperfect) semibreve and minia: f • • Since
the sesquitertial proportion in the senaria version Lccurs at
t~e

neit s•aller level, and has to he notated vith different

seaimini• types, the aiaims which stand in binary or ternary
relationships to these semiminims had also tc be distinguished
notationally.

~he

configuration

~~~l!l

tially aeaningless in senaria perfecta (
semibrev~s).

l

}r I r f r

= 2.s

rhus the longer element of the troc~aic coupl~t

(with a value of two-ninths of a
figure

would be essen-

teap~s}

is represented by the

in order that it aay be distinguished from tLe ordi-

nary minim (vith a value of one-sixth cf a tempus).
The

adv~ntage

of using quaternaria rather than duodenaria

in the second version is, of course, that it allows for the
notation of sesquitertial contrasts within the tempus-turnedmodus (see

rv.c

above), as shown in Figure 4.4.

This permit-

ted the composer to exp:sss in si*ple form the relationship
that represented, for all practical purfoses, the highest
level of metrical compleiity and variety obtainable

~ithin
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one

voice

pa~t(165).

+------------------------------------------------------------+
i
I
I

: r .n.]

tll!l.J.~lll.l-~.lJ~l.,.~lll.~l~

:

JJmJJ'JJmJJ

I
I

[3/8]

I

:
:

mrjm

J1T.l

I
f

+------------------------------------------------------------+
Pig. 4.4

2. Italian •usic at Avignon, 1370-1380

Having examined one explicit illustration of the difficulties involved in fitting an Italian work permeated with
sesquitertial contrasts into the mold of tempus;prclation
notation, one can sy•pathize with the
have inspired the coaposer Guido's
lo~ers

of Marchettus(166).

frustrat1o~

in~ective

which might

against the fol-

Guido's ballade «or voit tout en

aventure" (Chantilly 564, f.2Sv) was •ost likely composed in
the decade of the 1370s(167).

Hirshberg has paraphrased the

(165) The notation of "Ita se n•era a star" provides us
with an example of the use of ternaria (in the sense
of a three-aini• complete tempus equivalent in value
to the four-minim guaternaria tempus) which Prosdocimus so determinedly attacked in his 1412 treatise
(see above). Measures 21 and 83 of Lorenzo•s madrigal includ€ the following proportions within the
space of one longa: .t. 1 .q. I .q.
(166) See above.
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poem as follows:
All has becoae haphazard to write in the new manne~,
which displeases everyone. It is co•pletely contrary
to the good art that is perfect. Certainly it is
not done welle/ ie co•pose against nature, and
thereby destroy that which is done wall, for which
Pbilippe [de Vitry], vho is no longer alive, gave us
a good exa•ple. ie do all these things tecause of
Barchettus, who does the opposite of what everyone
else does. Certainly it is not done well./ The art
of !arquet in not •easured and it can neYer be perfectly understood. Great boldness is needed to follow and draw these notational syabols. It deforas
the good art, and that which is proportionate is
modified. Certainly it is not done well(168).
Birshberg, following Gunther•s
attack upon

~archettus

inter~retation,

sees Guide's

as possible evidence that Italian com-

posers at Avignon in the last

qu~rter

of the fourteenth cen-

tury invoked the Paduan theorist's naae as auctoritas, and
that the attack is directed in fact

toward~

these •osicians.

It seems that Guido vas not influenced ty Italian
music of the ti•e of Barchettus, tat possibly by the
practice of contemporary Italians active in France,
like Philipoctus de caserta, who indeed vas one of
the aost advanced coaposers in the 1380s. Guenther
suggests that these Italians aight have used Bar.chettus• name as authority. Even •ore convincing. is
her interpretation of Guido•s claia that L'art ]£
Aarguet ~ aesure as a reference to the frequent
change of •ensuration ~hich characterized Italian
music of the trecento. Such practice~ hc~e~er, ~as

(167) GUnther suggested a dati~g c= 1380 ("Das Ende der Ars
Nova" MF16, 1962)= Hirshbe~g ("~he Busic of the Late
Fourteenth-Century: a Study in !usical Style" Ph.D.
diss. u. Penn~ 1971, 204) places the coaposition
so•evhat earlier on the basis of its relatively simple style. His sGqgestion that the work "could have
been coaposed in the 1370s, even before the death of
~achaut" accords well vith archival eYidence which
documents Guido's presence in the chapel of Pope Gregory XI in 1374 (see GHnther. "Zu~ Biographie einiqer
Koaponisten der Ars Subtilior" !fMM 21 (1964), 177).
(168) Hirshberq, 199-200.
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I
not unknown in French music of the 1360's and 70's,
so that Guido could easily have &ade coapositions
like ]! Narcissus with its changes of aensuration,
or Dame douceaent with its long phrases in hemiolas
target for his criticise. Anothe£ possible interpretation is that Guido's criticism might be directed
against the Italian practice of division of the
breve, aeaning that the short values have no fixed
aeasure ( 169).
Heither Gunther•s nor Hirshberg•s

int~~p~~t~~ions

of this pas-

sage are wholly satisfactory, as Hirshbe£g hiaself admits.
Gunther points to the resemblance between Guido•s remark concerning l'art

~

ftarguet and a siailar declaration made by the

anonyaous author of a treatise formerly attributed to Theodoricus de Caprio (diet. de Caapo) ( 170) that pluriaum cantos i!!
Italia cantatur

~

mensura(171).

However, this citation is

drawn froa cousseaaker•s inaccurate transcription of the passage(172).

The correct reading of the passage, in which the

theorist complains about the

I~alian

division of duodenaria,

indicates that the author vas addressing hiaself to a rather
specific theoretical issue:
ftagister ~ero Phili~pus, flos et geaaa cantorum,
aliter distinguit d1ctua tempus, quia de talibus
tribus temporibus quantum ad eoruadea prolationem
secundum dictum Pranconis, uDum teapus institait

(169) Birshberg, 203-204.

(170) Casimiri first pointed oqt that the attribution (as
presented in CS III) vas incorrect: "Teodono de
Caprio non Teodorico de Ca•po, 7eorico ~usicale Italiano del Sec. IV, Dn suo ~rattato Inedito" in ~
d'Archivio ~]A Storia ~usicale 19 (1942). See also
G. Reaney, "The question of authorship in medieval
treatises on music" MD 18 (1964), 8-9.
(171) Quoted by GHnther, "Das Ende dei Ars Nova", 108e
(172) CS III, 191.
-
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quod recte suae divisionis partes ejus et tot per
trinarium nuaerua distinguitur; quae quia trinitas
perfectionem denotare videtor, teaFUS perfectum
appellat. Sed "archettus de Paduo, ~olens artem
tradere qualiter cantos de Ytalia cantaretur, distinguit tempus perfectua in duodecia partes equales,
quod si bene attenditur respiciendo partes, potius
posset dici imperfectum quam perfectua: nam si predictua te•pus volumus iaperficere, de•pta tertia
parte ipsius teaporis, reaanebunt due quibus multiplicatis per binariu• nuaeru1 sessies habebi•us tempus dicti !archetti, et quantum ad valorem et quantum ad ipsius cantus prolatione•; quia ut plurimum
cantus Ytalici cantatur sine mistura, cantos Gallici, cantatus ~roportionabiliter, ad binariu• numerum reducitur; et binarius numerus iaperfectus esse
ab omnibus diffinitua est{173).
As did Vitry and Jacobus of Liege before him, this theorist
equates Franco's tempus with the prolation of the Ars Nova
(i.e. one Franconian teapus=three modern ainims). He points
out that the true (modern)

pe~fect

teapus is equal to the

three-minim Franconian tempus multiplied by three (i.e., nine
~ini~s).

If you

i~perfect

this te&pus, you are left with six

minims which, when multiplied

~

twelve minims of duodenaria.

Therefore, he argues, duodenaria

is more an

i~perfect

binarium numerua produce the

than a perfect mensuration(17q).

assume that Guido's reference to Marchettus• "lack of

If we
~easu~e"

means essentially the same as pseudo-theodoricus•s reference
to the lack of proportion in Italian music, the grounds for
the cv•poser•s lament are illuminated. ThE for•er contrasts
the Italian style which is
=~sic.

~

sisturj with that of Prench

The French •hen faced with the twelve-minim group

(173) CSP! 13, 52 (ed. c. Sweeney. (n.p., 1971 ]) •
(i74) Cf. Gallo, 1s Teoria della
~

Notaz~,

83-84.
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would, since they sinq groportionabiliter, consider it reducibl.e

~

hinariu; nuaerua(175).

~be

aeaning which seeas to be

implied in the theorist's use of the word

pfOPOI~ionabilite{,

then, is that of a consistent proportion (originating in the
relationship between the old teapus and the new), i.e. prolation and in the case of duodenaria, subprolation. Since the
four-aini• semibreve of duodenaria does not have a Franconian
counterpart (a four-semibreve breve), the Italians sing without prolation.

And since it vas the use of prolation units

(•ini•s) as the basis for aensural propcrtions that encouraged
the development of the technique of mutatio qualitatis, the
!archettan •anner of singing the

~visions

pus (based on the imautable perfect breve)
have been free of such mutations, or

~

of the perfect tem~ould

necessarily

aistura.

Clearly,

it was the existence of this four-ainia group equivalent in
teaporal value to the three minims of major prolation which so
rankled adherents to the French notational theory. As was
ae~on~trated

above in the case of Lorenzo•s "Ita se n'era a

star," it was the expression of this aspect of Italian style
<proportio sesguitertia)

wbic~

created the difficulties in the

French teapus/prolation notation which found resolution only
in new (and largely unstandardized) note shapes (referred to
in the first stanza of Guido 1 s ballade) (176)e

Thus Guido

(i75) Cf. Gallo,

~ Teoria della Notazion~: (84) "Conseguentamente quantu• ~ prolatiogea la misura duodena£iA risulterebbe in un sest"plo della prolatio
ainor."
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(along with pseudo-Theodoricds} was fully justified in choosing !archettus himself (and not aerely the aodern purveyors of
uusical subtleties) as the object of his invective.
This interpretation sheds a different light on the role
of the Italian Philipoctus de Caserta, whose compositions are
usually considered to be the aost influential factor in the
introduction of nev note values in the works of conte1porary
french composers. It is 1ore likely that Caserta•s
~

diversis fiquris(177)

~as

Tractat~lus

an effort to codify the attempts

to express sesquitertial proportion (ainor subprolation)
through unusual note shapes (which must have been numerous and
varied among the international circle of coaposers at Avignon
in the late 1370s and early 1380s) into a coherent, standardized system. Philipoctus did not import the system froa Italy,
for the new note fcr5s are not described in the final section
of the treatise (de figuris

~

teaporalibus ytalicis} but are

included in the discussion of Sg figurj§ frapcigenis(178).

vient fayre
~177)

~!A

novelle figure" (italics mine).

Six out of the seven manuscripts which contain this
treatise attribute it to Egidius de Morino. However,
the !S. Seville 5-2-25 includes a version (ed. Gallo
MMT I, 78-85) attributed to Philipoctus, and it is
this attribution which has generally been ~ccepted
(see Clercx and Hoppin~ "Notes biographiques sur
quelque musiciens h:anyais," Les Collogues ~ !fgiRYnt [1955], 83,89,90). Hirshberg, 219, points out
that ftthe strongest arguaent in support of the
authorship of Philipoctus is the fact that aost of
the various caodata figures described in the treatises are used in Philipoctus• conpositions, but not
in those of Egidius."

(178) Tractatulus 4. 1 and 3,21

(ed. Gallo, MftT I, 84).
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I
V. SYNCOPATION IN THE ITALIAN MADRIGAl: NOTATIONAL DIALECTS

A. The introduction of syncopation in •ajor prolation: "La

bella stella"

Since the Rossi aanuscript contains the earliest mainstream Trecento repertoire, we may assu•e that those pieces
which have the least in common notationally and stylistically
with the bulk of the works in the manuscript, and the most in
co•mon with extant works fLOB the latter half of the century,
represent the "pivotal'• style marking the transitional period
between the "first" and aaiddle" generation
terminology), c. late 1330s- c.

~t~

use Pirrotta•s

135J(179).

(179) Oliver Strunk suggested a dating of 1320-1325 for the
Rossi ms and its ~epertoire ("Intorno a Marchetto da
Padova" Ra!20 (1950), 312ft.). It is conceivable that
a good portion of the anonymous worxs originated in
t~is period (see Appendix 1). However 6 notational and
stylistic features such as the use of semiminims (in
eight works, four attri~utable to either Giovanni or
?iero on the basis of conco~dant sources) and rathEr
advanced syncopations (cf. the discussion of "La
bella stella" below) point to the compositional techniques of the aiddle or late 1340s. These works, not
as advanced as the those of the later Florentines,
suggest a dating of 1350-1360 for the compilation of
the collection. This date ("u: die ~itte des Jahrhun=
derts") was proposed by von Fischer, nzur Entwickicng
der italienischen 'Irecento-Notation 11 Af!w (1959), 88.
His hypothesis is now supported by the knowledge that
Giovanni•s "La bella stella, 11 perhaps the most
advanced work in the collection froa a stylistic and
notational point of view, vas coaposed sometime
betveen 1350 and 1355.
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•

Clearly representative of this transitional style is the
aadrigal "La bella stella," the aost widely tra)

itted of

Giovanni•s extant coapositions(180).

to notated

In

additi~n

seaiminias, it includes the earliest surviving example of an
extended syncopated passage (beyond tbe liait of one tempus)
in the Italian polyphonic repertoire:

Ex. 5.1 "La bella stellaH {cantos)

Giovanni•s use of

syncopatio~

~•~

~across

16-17

the bar line" in major

prolation was highly innowative, and the advanced coapositional technique may be in part responsible for the popularity
which "La bella stella" seems to haue enjoyed.
"La bella stella" is also unusual in that some of the
circumstances surrounding its composition are known, making it
an historical rarity among other

~~ecento

secular works. In

the year 1354, the poets Antonio da Ferrara and Lancillotto
Anguissola (a native of Piacenza) participated in an exchange
of sonnets while both were residing in Padua(181).

Antonio

(180) It is preserved in I-Pn26, F-Pn568, I-Fl87, I-Bvat215

(cantos only), I-Bvat1790 (tenor only) and I-Pc1175
(cantos only). Ed. Pirrotta CMM8;1, 18-19.
(181) F. Alberta Gallo, "Antonio da Ferrara, Lancillotto
Anguissola e il aadrigale trecentesco," Studi ~ probleai di critica testuale 12 (1976), 42.
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responded to Anguissola•s poetic request for relief fro• the
sufferings of passion with the sonnet "La dolce passion che va
martella."

The poe: focuses on the consolation provided by

the planet Venus. The final lines refer to the two-voice setting of Anguissola 1 s madrigal "La bella stella:H
e guesto ven da la terza fasella
celeste, la cui forza e '1 cui dolzore
fa si vago el sovran al tel tenore
del vostro aadrial 1! bella stella.

en

the basis of this 1354 reference to the musical co•posi-

tion, Gallo suggests that Giovanni•s setting probably dates
from around 1353(182).

The terminus

~nte

guea of

135~

pro-

vides a surprisingly early date for the appearance of highIe•el syncopation as a

cr~positional

technique in Italian

music (and in European music in general). As Gunther has
pointed out, syncopation in major prolation is extreaely rare
in the works of

~achaut(183).

~he

only Machaut work dating

from before 1355 which utilizes sajor prolation syncope-chains
is Rondeau 10i "Rose, liz, printeaps." The original version of
the work

~as

probably composed around 1350. However th€ trip-

lum, which is the voice containing the supertemporal

syncopa~

tions, is not found in the earliest redaction of the piece

(182) As Gallo points out, the use of the word "tenore" to
refer to the foundation voice of the t~o-part madrigal is precisely in keeping with the terminology of
the Capitulum S! vocibus which explains that the
slower-moving lover voice "appellatur tenor." Gallo,
n.17.
(183)

u. Gunther, "Die ftensuralnotation der Ars Nova in
Theorie und Praxis" AfftW 19-20 (1962-1963), 27. Also
Hirshbergt 107, and Hoppin, "aotational licenses" MD
i960, 16.
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(trans•itted in the !S. P-Pn1586
dates fro• no earlier than 1351

(~acbaut
~r

C)), and probably

1352(184).

The only other

work produced during the decade of the 1350s which explores
the possibilities of syncopation be!ond the limit of the tempus is Johannes Vaillant•s isorhyth•ic rondeau "Pour ce que je
ne say gaire. (185)" This work probably originates in the latter half of the decade, however.
Although the exact chronological relationship between "La
bella stella" and "Rose, liz printe•ps" is uncertain, they
must have been co•posed within a year or two (if not months)
of each other. Clearly, it can not be •aintained that such
syncopations were impossible within the Italian system of
notation nor that •ajor prolation syncopations across tempera
were a particularli French innovation(186)6
~ents

The first experi-

with syncopation chains in major prolation vere being

atteapted

alm~st

simultaneously at the ccurts of Paris, Avig-

non and Verona(187).

1 c ,, ~
\ ·--,I

J

6e ~acbaut and the Trans•ission of Fourteenth-Century Music" (Ph.D. diss. in
progress, Princeton University) and personal communication.
La~rence

~.

E~rp,

"Guillau~e

( 185) See Birehb~rg, 187; Reaneyp "The "anuscEipt Chantilly
Mus6e Cond~ 1047" MD9 (1954), 79, and Gunther "Johannes Vaillant 11 in Speculu!l Musicae Arti.s: Festqabe fur
Heinrich Husaann (Munich, 1970) , 182.
(186)

As has been suggested by Gijnther,
tion," 24.

~Die Mensuralnot~

(187) Where Giovanni da Cascia is believed to have been
employed. See Gallo, op.cit., 44. Also von Fischer,
studien, 24, where he claims that the text of 11 la
bella stella~ "bezieht sich auf die Scaliger [lords
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The means utilized to express the rhyth•ic configuration
involved in this sort of syncopation within the Italian system
of notation is the ligation of two

c~nsecutive

notes of the

sa•e pitch(188) with the dot of division signifying the end of
the te•pus placed between the two eleaents of the figure:f+.
The scribe of the ftS. z-Pn568 (Pit) used the saae

not~tional

fora (see Table 4) to express the syncopation. In the manuscripts Sq and FP, however, the ligature is broken up into tvo
distinct notes, each within its appropriate teapus (see
Table). A superficial reading of this

~ariant

•ight lead one

to the conclusion that FP and Sq actually transmit an earlier
version of the work than the earliest manuscript source, Rs.
In such a case, the FP-Sg variant would be taken as an
"embryonic" syncope chain, an implied syncopation which is
either not yet

flacceptable~

in style or else too complex to be

repLesenteu within the contemporary notational systea(189).
But on the basis of the evidence provided by similar variations in the transaission of works containing syncopated pas-

sages {at various levels), this explanation seems not as
likely as one in which the FP-Sq reading represents the notational transformation.

~he

remainder of this chapter will

focus on the characteristic details of these variations in

of Verona]".
(188) Cfe the discussion of da Tempo and poetic elisione
Chapter I.B.
(189) The concept of the "embryonic" syncopation is discussed by Gffnther i, "Die !ensuralnotation der Ars

Bova", 24.
-
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TABLF 4. Notational variants among sources preserving essentially identical musical readings

Rs
Pit
Giovanni
"La bella stella"
Bs 23v-24
1'-tu·•*****• T·U·tttttMff'
Pit 19v-20
rP 47v-48
Sq 1v-2

Lo

Tuu.,....~•. ~.~ ITUt·••••·•~•~·•~

a
,.Ull t•!·H.U t-•lodat./

Gherardello
"Sotto verdi
fraschetti"
Pit 26v-27
FP 88v-89
Sq 26v

sjq

FP

rh'flll~it.

b

v.atl-ah-t

••'-4u••u.,..

U!U~·•·H.U
~·1. ~u ••

IMtlul..;t./ rh'11h "":"
111ri1\~t-

u.T.

Lo 45¥

Lorenzo
"Nel chiaro fiuae
Pit 22v-23
PP 77v-78
Sq 48v-49

I

·~

........ ............
••••••••• .........
.,..•.......

~

I

b

,M-'

!!H't·•++· t·

Jacopo
"Nel bel giardinoI
Pit 7v-3

,. f.. t+ , ~rt ·~r+

I

I
I

I

,tr~·~r·

FP 63v

Sq 9v-10

a

JaCO(lO
no c1eco aondo"
Pit Sv-6

•r•·•t•t..
•t .. .,r• •t1t•
.........
t .,.,. ••.

.....
...
er .

b ...

FP 65
Sq 11v-12

~

Vincenzo
Ita se n•era
star"
Pit 31 \f-32

a•ftHf•

Sq 3Sv
Lo 45

b •

Bartolino
"La fiera testa"
Pit 40v-41
Sq 104v-105

t,.J •.

,...!... u...

t••J.~

r ..

.+

··r·· •t• ..........
t

fA l f.

..i.... ~i ..

'
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•fll •.

B. Gherardello and Lorenzo da Firenze

The Florentines Gherardello and lorenzo (active in the
1350s and 1360s(190)) are usually considered the heirs of the
new techniques and co•positional advances originating in the
period of the 1340s. Gherardello died in 1362 or 1363(191), so
the bulk of his activity (late 1340s - c. 1360) coincides with
that of Jacopo da Bologna(192).

On the basis of the reper-

toire transmitted by the extant sources, it is clear that the
possibilities of syncopation "across the bar line" became an
increasingly important co•positional issue among these "middle
generation" Italian polyphonists. As ie have seen, the gradual
shift to longa notation, the introduction of french symbols
such as the punctus additionis, and the implications of modus

in works in mixed notation(193) were results of the growing
need for a representational
ties and variety

co~!d

~yste•

in which rhythaic complexi-

te unambiguously expressed.

Gherar-

dello's madrigal "Sotto verdi fraschetti"(194) provides a

(190) See Pirrotta, introductions to cnM8/1 and Con8;3; F.

"Music and Musicians at the Florentine
monastery of Santa Trinita" Quadrivium 12 (1971),
131ff. and F. A. G~llo, "Lorenzo !asini e Francesco
degli Organi in s. l~renzo" studi Musicali 4 (1975).

D'Accone~

(191)

D• Accone, 148.

(192) Pirrotta CM"8/4.

( 193) I.e., works displaying inconsistent use of the division letters and the point of division or French
notational syabols within a version which includes
Italian division signs.
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aodel of the way in which Florentines transformed Italian
notation after the •iddle of the century. Two phrases of relative rhythmic coaplexity:

Ex. 5.2 "Sotto verdi frascbetti" (cantus) am. 13-14, 44-45

are clarified through the use of the dragsa, the void se•ibreve(195), the punctus de•onstrationis (to prevent alteration) (196), and by dispensing with the Italian punctus
sionis (see Table

ij) •

~-

The same notational devices obtain in

all the sources (with the exception of FP.

~hich

introduces

significantly different rhythmic/&alodic variants at these
points; the above-mentioned characteristics do per•eate the
works of Gherardello as transmitted in FP, however).

"Sotto

vecdi fraschetti" displays the characteristic notational style
of Florentine polyphony of the 1350s and 1360s, and was chosen
as an example on the basis of its use of syncopation.

The

madrigal "Nel chiaro fiume"(197) serves as an illustration of

(194) Ed. Pirrotta C!MS/1, 70-71.
(195) This form becomes d prevalent feature in Plorentine
notation of the 1380s and 1390s (it is particularly
common in the '!orks of Landini) •
(196) See CS III, 42a.
(197) Ed. Pirrotta CDMS/3, 11-12.
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siailar tendencies in the notation of the works of the other
local

Plorentin~

composer, Lorenzo. Hot only do the

sour~es

use the punctus deaonstrationis and abandon the punctus
siopis (a) in order to effect syncopations

~~tending

~

over a

nuaber of tempora, but the French punctus additionis is also
utilized as a representation of the seaibreve of three minims•
duration (b) vithin minoi prolation (see Table 4) :

(a)

-=- -.-:~

--

--------.----

--

(b)

r:n r- _-

------~b
___ -_ r-r--t_Joi-11
=~= ~~-~~~~=v~t=----:.v= =r-=---

..

- ··--- -------·--·----~----- ----------·- - ---- -- --- -·

-----------------------

---------~--------

--v-l=_~l
-_:__ -- ~---~-~

*
~

t\ - --

±--_ - _
-

---

-- -- ----- ---------------.
----------.
-··
. -· -----

---~-----------

--~---·-

Ex. 5.3 "Nel chiaro fiume" (cantus) ma. 22-23, 15-16
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c.

Jacopo da Bologna and Vincen2o da Biaini

In contradistinction to these Florentine works, the notation of the madrigals of Jacopo da Bologna and Vincenzo

da

Ri•ini is not aniform from one source to another, and the
nature of the variants suggests a possible means of dealing
vith the question of the relative "authenticity" of one version over another. The situation is basically the same as that
for "La hella stellaH (written by
active in the North).

Giovann~,

a Florentine

Once again, the •adrigals which include

syncopation beyond the boundary of the tempus serve as the
•ost telling examples. Jacopo's "Nel bel giardino"(198)
includes tt) following syncopated passage:

--- 4:f'l·tl t-r:g=_J~'-~=--r~-r-. _.. 1 . - _r--

---

--

-

. _

-----------

_v . =1-----~-

-·-·

--

---

Er:. 5.4 "Nel bel giardino 11

-

(cantus) m;. t-4

The scribe of Pit utilized the one-pitch ligature with the dot
of division in the middle (as did the scribe of Rs in the case
of

11

La bella stella") to represent the syncopation.

FP and

sq, however, break the figure into its component units (see
Table 4). The Paris ms again stands alone (and in the

(198) Ed. Pirrotta

CK~8/4,

14-15.
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tradition of the Bossi as) in its version of another work by
Jacopo, "O cieco aondo"(199).

Two passages:

(b)

Ex. 5. 5 "O cieco aondo" (tenor) •· 9,

(cantus) 11m. 29-30

are notated with the one-pitch ligature in Pit, are broken up
into individual tempus units in Sq, and are represented as
syncopations within the modus unit in FP, through suppression
of the punctus divisionis (see Table 4).

Of further interest

is the syabol for the three-minim semibreve found in the fol-

- -· . - - · -· ·- ·-

loving passage:

*
~

t·--~-l
PI
r~- t-~-·r._ -~r--

~-~:- -~~~:~.":=
'-'

Ex. 5.6 no cieco mondo" (tenor) •· 43

(199) Ed. Pirrotta CMMB/4, 17.
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The version in Pit makes use of the lozenge with a descending
oblique left-hand tail: ~ • FP breaks the syncopation down
into its siaplest units, while Sq trans•its the sa•e version
as Pit (see Table 4). The tailed se•ibreve is the notational
equivalent of the se•ibreve with punctos additionis found in
the works of the Florentines

Gberard~llo

and Lorenzo, and is

characteristic of the notation of Jacopo•s wcrks in Pit and
Sq(200).
In the case of Vincenzo, one discovers the relationship
aaong the sources to be essentially the same as in Jacopo's
works.

Pit includes the one-pitch ligature as an

~xpression

of the following syncopation froa Vincenzo•s "Ita se n•
era"(201):

Ex. 5.7 "Ita se n•era" (cantus) mm. 14-16

(200) This for• of obliquely-tailed seaitreve is discussed
by c. ~artori, la Notazione Italiana ~ ~recento
(Firenze, 1938), 119. Although it is not specifically
explained in Prosdoci•us• tractatos, the note-s~ape
does appear in the examples included in tbe Bologna
ms of the treatise (Dologna, Ci~. nus. A~56). see
Sartori, 27b.
(201) Ed. Pirrotta, CM!8/4, 47-48.
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I
I

I

II

whi!e the ass. Sq and Lo divide the phrase into individual
teapora (see Table 4). Pit and Sq U3e the tailed tbree-mini!.a
seaibreve

(~)

in the following passage from the saae work:

Ex. 5.8 "Ita se n 1 era" (cantus) •· 42

The London as (GB-Lba29987) does not, although in Flaces where
the figure is called for, an atteapt has been aade to approximate it with the following shape: ,

•

Details regarding the biography of the composer Vincenzo
da Rimini have thus far been sorely lacking. Some confusion
has arisen due to the apparently conflicting appellations
which appear in

th~

musical sources:

Frate Vincenzo (Lo

29987), Hagister Abbas Vincentius de Arimino (Sq), and L'Abate

Vicencio da Imola (Pit). !arrocco points out that Vincenzo
must have been a member of the Benedictine order, basing his
conclusion on the evidence provided by the coapaser•s portrait
in the Sqnarcialupi codex(202).

Both Pirrotta and !arrocco

have suggested a dating within the years 1345-1370 (i.e., the
"middle-generation" of Treceato composers) as the most probable period of Vincenzo•s compositional activity, largely due

(202) T. Marrocco ed., ]Elyphoni£

~£~~Fourteenth

Century 7, ix.

-
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I
~

to stylistic links vith the works of Jacopo da Bologna(203).
-Soae docuaentary evidence does exist, though, which clarifies
the identity of the mysterious Vincenzo. Unfortunately, theae
dccuaents provide no information concerning the composer's
musical activities.
The first set of documents are catalogued in a fifteenthcentury invento.&.:y o.f the Benedictine abbey in Imola,

s. !!aria

in Regola(204).

They establish the

Abbot

in Iaola in the period between c. 1350 and

iincenti~s

presenc~

of a Benedictine

1413 (the date of the compilation of the inventory):
[1) ••• quaternus sine alipa, rogationum fr. vincenti1 abatis(205).
[2) Instrusentua renovationis per abatem vincen-

tiua(206).

r
l•
r

r

Il
r
l

{203) ftarrocco, op. cit., and Pirrotta, CftftB/4, ii-iii.
Neither Pirrotta nor ftarrocco discuss the specific
stylistic features ~hich link Vincenzo•s works with
the style of Jacopo. ihese include: independent and
fairly elaborate ("soloistic") tenor parts, use of
"bridges" between verses of the terzetti of the
madrigals in which one voice sings alone (or each
voice in alternating solo passages) , extended melismas utilizing triple subdivision of the semibreve,
occasiccal syncopation beyond the li~it of the tempus, and quasi-i~itative passages in non-canonic
works. Vincenzo•s compositional expertise in the handling of these devices is no less impressive than
Jacopo•s. These same techniques, which represent one
step beyond the style of the anonymous Rossi compositions, are carried a ·degree further by the Plorentines Gherardello, Loren2o, Donato and the Paduan
Bartolino (see discussion, this chapter).

Iaolese di s. Haria
]• .Deputazione .9i
Storia Patria per .!.! Provincie .9.! Boaagna Ser. 4.6,
(Bologna 6 1916), 316££.

(204) Gaddoni,
iu

[i

[

II

"Inv~nta~i dell 1 Atta~ia
Begola, ~~
~ iiepori_.! della

.illi
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I

(3] Processus cuiusdaa questionis inter dictum a.
et binne de tripaldis(207).
[4] Aliud privilegiu~ inocentii s. pont., electionis
abatis vicentii, hulatua bulla ploabea(208).
(5] Aliud privilegium eiusdea, creationis eiusdea a.
ahatis, bulatum(209).
(6] Aliud privilegiu• eiusdea, confiraationis aicti
a. abatis vicentii, bulatua(210).
&bat~•

That the pope referred to in docuaents 4-6 is Innocent VI (r.
1352-136~)

and not Innocent VII (r. 1404-1406) is indicated by

the follovinq payaent recorded in tbe papal Obligationes ,&!
Solutiones for 1362:
t7]
1/l
cii
16s

Abb., aon. s. ftarie in &egula Iaolen. Ocs. B. (33
flor.) ••• VincenciQ5 1362e I 19~ p.m. Andree Thi(de Pistorio asrc. Avinione•) ••• proQ tote 16 fle
+ 3 tl. 8 s. absol(211).

The combined evidence of the dates of these documents, the
attribution in

Pit~

and the portrait in tbe Squarcialupi codex

suggests that the coaposer must have ceen ahbot of

s.

Maria in

Regola; for a period beginning soae time after 1352 (the date
of the elevation of Inuocent VI) and terminating in 1365, in
vbich year the abnacy was assuaed by Oberto da Novara (1365 1405) (212).

It is conceivable that Vincenzo vas a victim of

------------------(205)

I

bid, 334, no. 114.

(206) llli· 339, no. 183.
(207) ll.!.,g, 339, no. 187.
(208)

I

bid, 341, no. 216.

(209) !.12.!£1, 341, no. 217.
(210)

_Ib_jg,

341, no. 218.

17,1\
,_.. , He Hoherg~ ed~ ~ EinnahaEn der loostolische~ K~mer

unter Innocent !!· Zwe~ter Teil: ~ serv~t~enguit
tunqen ~ JLapstlichen Kam•e£ar~.
(ftunich, 1972),
178, no. 667.
-
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the plague which

de~astated

the Boaagna in the year 1365(213).

In viev of the evidence, Pirrotta•s suggestion that Vincenzo

I

aay have been attached to the household of Pandolfo "alatesta
at

~ilan

as late as 1356 seeas unlikely(214).

That Vincenzo•s

interest in secular polyphony might have been inspired by
•usical activity at the nalatesta households in Rimini (in a
slightly earlier period, c. 1345-50) remains a distinct possibility.

Vincenzo may originally and technically have been a

citizen of that town, despite his residence in Iaola(215).
Another possible source of artistic patronage in the area was
the Alidosi faaily, papal vicars in Imola throughout the latter half of the fourteenth century(216).

connc~tions

between

the Alidosi and the Benedictines are attested to by the mention of Alidosi fa•ily aeabers in the abbey inventories. Any
definite conclusions concerning polyphonic activity in the
area must await examination of local archival records.

(212) see Gaddoni, op. cit, 318. Uberto was, according to
the iaventories, succeeded ty the abbots Johannes
(1405-1413) and Antonio (1413-?). Gaddcni, 322, 323,
343.
(213) J. Larner, The
73.

Lords~

Ro•agna. (Nev York,

1965)~

(214) See Pirrotta, CMM8/4, iii.

(215) See B. z. Kedar, "Toponymic Surnaaes as Evidence of
Origin: So~8 Medieval Vie~s." Viator 4 (1973), 127.
(216) tarner, op.cit., 87-88.
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~

i

D. Bartolino da Padova

~

i

!

I

\

Although the works of Jacopo, Vincenzo, Gherardello and

c

l

!

i

'

Lorenzo all belong to the saae chronological period, it might
still be aaintained that Bs and Fit si•ply transmit earlier
Yersions of the works of the nortbern;Bcmagnol composers than
Pit or PP do in the case of vorks of the Plorentines; and that
the notational idiosyncrasies of the works of Jacopo, Vincenzo
and Giovanni were ironed out of the syste• by the turn of the
fifteenth century. However, one iaportant body of evidence
~e•ains:

the works of Bartolino da Padova.

Petrobelli has

established that Bartolino must have been active in the period
around the turn of the fifteenth century{217).

A syncopated

pas5age in his •adrigal "la fiera testa"(218)

_ _ _ ¥_ _ _

-----

t_f_ffEf¥i~
r~
:-- -~~-~~:- -- -o--- - ----·
-#---#

-~----

-~

--~~

--

------

--

------- -----

------

--

-

~-

-

-4··. -

:
.

-

.

-------~---------11---

Ex. 5.9 "La fiera testa" {tenor) am. 1-3

.217) P. Petrobelli, "Some Dates for Bartolino da Padova"
in studies in ~§is History: Essays 12f Oliver Strunk
(Princeton, 1968;, 94-112.
(218) Bd. Marrocco PMPC9, 31-33.
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appears in Pit in the characteristic northern/Roaagnol notation.

The Squarcialupi codex dispenses with both the syncopa-

tion and the distinctive

I

se~ihreve

fora (see Table 4). Thus it

would appear fairly reasonable to rule out date of composition
as an explanation for the appearance of the two distinct dialects in the extant sources(219).

The northern/Bo•agnol foras

persist from the Bossi collection tbrou9h to the early fifteenth century madrigal repertoire(220).
I

have chosen the tera nortbern/Boaagnol(221) rather than

siaply northern to designate the syste• in question for a num-

ber of reasons. rhere ia no evidence of Vincenzo•s presence
outside of Iaola or Rimini.

Jacopo da Bologna may vell have

been trained in his native city

befor~

~aeking

a position in

(219) The conclusions drawn by E. Fellin (whose approach
vas based on a coaparison of ~French" vs. "Italian"
notation~! characteristics) ~~d not take into account
qeogr~phical considerations. As a result, he mistakenly names Bartolino da Padova (along with Giovanni
and Jacopo) as a "telati~ely older coaposer." See
"'Ihe Notation-Types of Trecento flusic," L'Ars ..!.2!,!
Italia~ ~ Trecento 4 (Certaldo, i97Sj, 218 •
.~

.,

..

(220) The works of Paolo Tenorista, as the~ appear in Pit,
also make use of some of these northern notational
foras. G~nther, "Die Anony•en Koapositionen des
l!anus.ltripts Paris, B.N. fonds. it. 368 (Pit)" AfM"23
(1966), 82, suggests that Florence was not the center
of this Florentine•s compositional activity, due to
his travels witb Cardinal Angelo Acciaiuoli, abd that
his absence is the grounds for the exclusion of his
works froa the Plorentine sources ~P and Sq. Von
Pischer, "Paolo da fir~nze und der Squarcialupi-Kodex" (Quadriviut9 (1969]), has proposed that the
musician Don Paolo is tc b~ identified vith the abbot
of Putzuoli who is mentioned in documents from the
years 1407-1409 (Florence Archivio di Stato ~1S2!i
88,89). Prank D1 Accorie (~A Documentary History of
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the courts of Veroua and

Rilan~

In this regard, it is impor-

tant to bear in mind tha fact that Cesena, in the

r~•agna,

vas

the site of the co•position of the great pedagogical vork of
Italian notation, 8archettus•s Poae:in•.

In addition, Boaagna

(and Iaola in particular) vas perenially hostile to the French
papacy(222)# and this

~ay

account for some of the resistance

to French influence in the area.
In his final treatise, Prosdocimus converts from his
for•er

championshi~

of the cause of 8uris and French notation

to a declaration of his link

~itb

the Harchettan past(223)o

Particularly interesting with regard to the issue of northern/Roeagnol vs. Florentine notation is the chapter on syncopation in which the theorist gives the only description of the

ftusic at the F1orentine Cathedral and Eaptistry ~
ing the Fifteenth Century" (Ph.D. diss. Harvard,
1960], 75) has uncovered a 1408 reference to a si~ger
in the Florentine baptistry by the na•e of do[~]pnas
Paulus Konachus, and s~ggests that this Paolc ~ay be
the coaposer in question. See also Pirrotta, Pao~Q
Tenorista in ~ ~ Fragment of ~ Italian Ars ~
(Pala Springs, 1961), 20-26. It •ight be mentioned
(especially in light of the notation of Paolo's works
in Pit) that a Don Paolo vas abbot of the Caaaldolite
monastery of s. Teonista in Ri1ini in 1388. See Florence, Archivio di Stato, Caaoldoli 17, 20 Noveaber
1388.
(221) The designation Bo1agnol is a comvenience. Bologna is
technically part of the bordering region of E•ilia.

(222) See Peter Partner, "Florence and the Papacy
1300-1375" in Europe ~ ~ 1A1! Riddle ~ges (ed. J.
R. Hale, J. R. L. Bighfield, B. S•alley: !vanstonr
1965), 86, and Jugusto Vasina, 1 Bo•agpoli fra Auton~ Citta~ ~ Accentra•ento Papale nell 1 Eta Si
Dapte (Florence, 1965), passim.
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I
uver-teapus syncopation within the systeM of Italian
siones

~eflecting

~

the evidence of the sources for the works of

Giovanni, Jacopo, Vincenzo and Bartolinn:
Circa banc ergo sincopaa musicalea est bee SQ!a=
notandaa quod quando figora aliqua per sincopaa
~educitur ultra plures notas ipsa aaiores transcendentes in noaero coapleaebtua i!larua figurarua aaiorua aensurarua tunc ubicuaque ad partem alicuius
illarua figurarua coapletor aensura illa supra ipsam
figuras aaiore~ ponere debeaus unus ponctua ad denotandua quod ibi talis aensure sit coapleaentum. ft
potest in oani •ensura fieri talis sincopa(224).
Prosdociaus, the last enthusiastic spokesman for the northern/
Boaagnol tradition of notation, does not utilize the doublesemibreve ligature, however, iD1 illustrating this procedure:

f tff
0

.o.•

His system, which •ight be termed

"ref~rmed

"archettan" nota-

tion is represented largely in the MS. Paris nouv. acq. fr.
6771 and in soae works by northern coaposers included in the

Squarcialupi codex.

(223) !

Tre~tise

gn tbe Practice

Italian !tns=£

(~SD

29),

~
58~

(224) Prosdociaus, Trpctatus ed.

Mensnral Music in

~

c. Sartori, 64.
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I

E. ,Conclusion

Of the central sources containing both northern and Florentine works (FP, Pit, to and Sq), the Paris as contains the
greatest nuaber of distinct notational "systeas." All sources
utilize the saae basic foras and theoretical concepts in the
representation of the works of the aiddle generation Florentine coMposers. The works of Jacopo da Bologna, Vincenzo da

Biaini and Giovanni da Cascia(225), are characterized by a

f

different notational situation •. Among the •ajor sources, the
one-pitch ligature as a syabol expressing syncopation across
the tempus boundary is found only in Pit and Bs(226).

The

tailed three-mini• seaibreve is used only in Pit and Sg for
the notation of the works of

Jacop~

and Vincenzo(227).

The

French forms of dragaa, punctus demonstrationis and punctus
additionis are found only in the works of Florentine composers. Mixed notation, characteristic of syncopated vorks in

(225) Whose "La Bella Stella" was composed outside of Florence (see above, 99).
(226)

This notational symbol is also found in the incoaplete MS. Lucca, Archivio di Stato 184 which, significantly, displays Lcribal concordances with Paris
568: see Pirrotta-LiGotti, "Il Codice di Lucca - Part
I" MD3

(1949), 124.

(227) This form of the seaibreve is also found in Paris
nouv. acq. fr. 6771 which transaits the works of
northern coaposers for the aost part in the "reformed
Marchettaa" notation of Prosdociaus (i.e~, with divisions but without rescrt to the one-pitch ligature).
-
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the Plorentine repertoire(228), is utilized for the vorks of
northern and Romagnol coaposers in florentine manuscripts
devoted for the aost part to the
half of the century.

t~o

loc~l

coaposers of the second

groups, then, are

grounds of notation. !he first consists of
~anuscripts

suggest~d

on the

Fl~rence-centered

representing local scribal and stylistic practice.

The other consists of "historically"-oriented anthologies (the
Squarcialupi codex to some extent, but primarily Paris 568)
j

vhich presuaably preserve the
to the

~olyphonic

~egional

circles around

Milan~

notation systea

coa~on

Pavia, Verona, Padua,

Bologna and Riaini in transaitting works composed in those
areas.
It is not surprising that those idiosyncratic details of
Marchettus• notational system which had LO
contemporary Prench notation are

littl~

counte~parts

in

in evidence in the

works of Plorentine composers as transmitted in Florentine
manuscripts. Neither a scholastic university tradition such as
that of

~adua

(where Marchettus no doubt deviseu and taught

his theories) (229), nor a courtly tradition (characteristic of
the Veneto and Loabardy) uere facto£s in the constitution of

Florentine cultural life in the latter half of the fourteenth

(228) On the "aixed" notation, see the catagorization of

the works of Florentine coaposers inc~nded in Pellin•s table ("Motati6n !ypes", op.clt., 213-217).
(229) P. A. Gallo, "!archetus in Padua und die

'franco-venetische' !usik des f~uben T~ecento" Af5W31
(1974), 49. Concerning the status of the University
of Florence in the Trecento, see below.
-
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I
century. In a sense, Florence vas socially amd culturally
"isolated" from the rest of northern Italy by its uniqueness.
At the saae tiae, its role"in intermational affairs, particular!~

those involving France and the Avignon curia: vas far

greater than that of any other Italian center. Chapter VI is
an exa•ination of those aspects of the Plorentine folis which
were aost influential in determining the fashions and styles
of late Trecento artistic expression.
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1

VI. TBB STROC!ORE OF fLOR!ITIIE SCCI!il ARD ITS IIPLUENCE OM
ARTISTIC E!PBESSION

A. The audience: the econoajcs of the ar.ts

Unlike contempocary North Italian despotisas at
Milan, Verona, Pavia, etc., fourteenth-century Florence vas a
republic.

The lack of a dynastic residence or central court

at which cultural events and activities cuuld receive official
encouragement meant that Florentine ausical life vas somewhat
aore fragmented than that of

oth~r

centers. !usical co•posi-

tion and performance tended to be more a response to personal
or group interest than to aaterial support. The identification
of the sources of that interest and tbe

~elationship

interested parties to composers and musical style

of

~ill

thas~

serve

as the focus of this chapter.
The organization of Florentine governmeDt and society vas
based on a foundation of middle-class enterpcise. Artisats and
financiers served equally iaportant functions in the political
and economic machinery of the patria, and were themselves
acutely aware of that fact. This self-conscious pride in

th('~

uniqueness of their politicaljeconoeic lifestyle encouraged
Florentines to uphold (to a point) the theory of republicanisa
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in daily practice. The political equality of free citizens
which was the theoretical basis of the Florentine republic did
not, however, preclude the

fo~•ation

of economically-deter-

mined subgroups within the citizenry. In contrast to the stratification of feudal agrarian societies in which aristocracy
and political power are legitiaized by the non-secular concept
of an inherited "divine right."

tt~

Florentine FOlitical elite

vas supported by a systea of practical values which were
directly related to Plorence•s highly urbanized environ=ent.
What aade Florence different froa Pisa, Lucca, Siena
and other Tuscan republics, as well as fr.oa Genoa
and Venice, vas her great wealth and her industrial
development. The coabination of banking with the
aanufacture and Frocessing of cloth, especially
woollens, had made a large number of Florentines
rich, and had turned an even larger nuater into
proletarians. No other town in Ital! could pro~qce
thiE particular social aixture, for at Venice, where
coaparable, perhaps greater, wealth vas to be found,
an entirely different econoaic development had precluded the development of large-scale manufacturing
industry, while socially the Venetian merchant
became 11 noble"(230).

(2.30) D. Hay, l l i Italian Renaissance !n lli Historical
Background (Cambridge, 1970), 89. Por an illuminating co~r~rison of Trecento Florence with aodern urban
centers (e.g. New York and London), see G. Salvemini,
"lirenze ai Teapi di Danteft in ~~ !B Onore ~
Araando Sapori 1 (Milano, 1957), 470-471. Florence's
geography vas perhap~ the aost crucial factor in the
growth of its urban population. 'lhe prevalence of
aalaria and other diseases characteristic of aarshy
regions which proved especially problematic for Pisa
and other lover Arno centers was not a factor in Florence due to the city's elevation. At the same tia~,
the presence of riwer water substantially reduced the
threat of ~ater shortages such as those e~perienced
by the other hill towns of Siena 6 Perugia and Cortona. Availability- of water froa the A~no also contributed to the growth of the city•s cloth industry--- by far tbe largest in the region. See G.
Brucker, Renaissance Plorence (Heu York, 1969), 2-3.
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Since the feudal aristocracy (the aagnati) had been deprived
by statute of their political rights in 1293, the aost

influential group in the city cocsisted of
descendants of an affluent rural bourgeoisie who had
migrated into the city, invested capital in coaaerce
and industry, while retaining land and social contacts in the district fro• which their ancestors had
.cHiigrated (23 t).
~eabers

of the rural nobility who wished to regain their right

to political representation often

c~~ng~d

their faaily na:e
Whether a family's

and took on the status of £Opolani(232}

origins were noble or bourgeois, politicai and social status
in

~recento

cess and

Florence vas largely deterainea by econoaic sue-

enterp~ise

¥ithin a •iddle-class

u~ban

What was true of the Boston and Philadelphia

framework~

pat~iciates

in

early industrial Aaerica vas equally characteristic of
medieval Tuscany:
Power, solidarity, and conti~uity enable urban
elites to expand their original domain (usually commercial) into social, intellectual, cultural and
political areas, to increase group cohesion by monopolizing leadership roles, and to develop an aristocratic di~~n~ioq by bequeathing predominance to
descendants(233) ~

(231) G. Brucker,. Renaissance
(232)

~.

Becker,

1967),

s-a.

Flo&enc~ ~

Floren.r~

(New 'York, 1969)

~

5.

Transition I, (Baltimore,

(233) Prederic c_, Jaher, "Style ana. status: High society i.n
late Nineteenth- century New York" in lli .lli.!!, l l i
!ill~ and ,W Powe&ful: Elites i l l Upper Classes
in History, ed. P. Jaher (Urbana, 1973), 259.
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Although financial status (derived froa

coaae~cial

activ-

ities) •as the priaary criterion for social "honor," public
office, faYorable marriages and faaily tradition carried some
weiqht iu the public eye(234).

Bichard Trexler has atteapted

to define the characteristics of the urban elite of the late
fourteenth-century Florentine republic:
The late aedieYal and Benaissance Italian equivalent
of the tera "elite" vas oopini Ai stato and, in a
looser sense, uoaipi ~ !!A!· !he stato, or status,
extended to these •en's faailies: they had held political office, paid taxes, were entitled to a~•bassa
dorial work, figured in the cereaonies of the co•aunes, and so forth, !n Florence they vere citizens
[cittadipi], soaeti•es noble but coaaonly popolani.
Unlike a modern Beaber of an elite, whose appurtenance is not cle~r fro• his dress or tearing~ his
aedieval and early aodern counterpart vas distinguished by his bonorable deportaent and b~aring and
the custoaary deference accorded hia by the lower
=iddle class and the aiqot~. such an individual was
not necessarily powerful in any aeasurable fora. Yet
his physical presence marked him as a aember of a
group of hon~rable men, the group that eabodied
secular authority and social o~der. This "bonor
elite," therefore, wa~ •ore visible and no less
socially crucial than a contemporary elite. Lover
ranks deferred to its ~ight to rule and represent,
to eabody the honor and power upon which the coaaonwealth was based(235).
It was this (fairly large)

ci~cle

of elite families that sop-

ported the arts in Florence, whether tehind the gates of their
palazzi, or in their official capacities as public agents of
the Signoria. !eabers of these clans without political rights
or responsibilities (woaen and ecclesiastics) were a vital

,1 __
....,,
'} 111'

nartines, The ~.ocial World Q.!
Huaapists 'Princoton, 1963), 10.
L.

!!!~

Plorentine

(235) R. Trexler, "Charity ~nd the Defense of Urban Elites
in the Italian Coaaunes" in lli !.!£l!, l l i !.!t!! ].Q.I.!!
apd the Po.-:erful,, 64•-65.
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pa~t

I

of the artistic life of the llorentine honor eliter as is

illust~ated

ansical

I

i

by conteaporary descriptions of perforaances of

vo~ks

vents.and

at bourgeois hoaes(236).

chu~ches

~he

Plorentine con-

(e.g. San Lorenzo, Santa Trinita, Santo

Spirito) which served as centers for all

for~s

of artistic

activity, including music(237), housed numerous representatives (in qeneralw younger sons and daughters destined for
ecclesiastical careers) of the faailies vbich consituted the
culturally- inforaed haute
1uscany

~ere

~gprgeoisie.

The urban coDvents of

able to provide an increasingly co•fortable

lifestyle for their aP.mbers after m1d-century, when the Black
Death inspired nuaerous legacies and bequests to religious
institutions which beca•e (in the words of the city council of
Siena) "immensely enriched and indeed fattened"(238).

Cardi-

nalates vere generally held by a aeaber of one of the tthonorable" bourgeois families(239).
The pastoral character of the =adrigal text, popular in
.,.

the noble houses of the north,

~as

practical urban temperament of the

so!evhat ill-suited to the
Plorenti~e

bourgeoisie. The

Florentine madrigals of mid-century are more likely to have

r------------------

(236) For instance, Giovanni Gherardi da Prato•s Il Paradiso deqli llberti, and Bnccaccio•s ~~cameron.--s€e
Hanns Gut~an, "Der Decame{ope des Boccaccio als
ausikgeschichtliche Quelle" Zf!i11 (1928), 397-401.
(237} See below, Section VI.D.
(238)
·'

w. Bowsky, "The Impact of the Black Death upon Sienese Government and Society" Speculu~ 39 (1964), 16.

(239) For exaaple, the Adamari and Corsini faailiese
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moralistic, huaorous or even autobiographical texts than their
northern counterparts(240).

!.

Siailarly, the Plorentine social

and political cliaate was not conducive to the traditional
foras of cereaonial ausic which were generally associated with
public displays of gratitude for the generosity of a noble
benefactor.

'I

•

j

I

As has been noted, the exurbanite landed nobility

had been stripped of their right to political representation
on the Florentine city councils hy the aiddle-class legislators. To sing their praises within the city liaits would probably have been viewed as revolutionary, if not in violation of
the suaptuary laws which. albeit feebly, discouraged public
displays of personal wealth or pover(241).

By around 1370, the polyphonic ballata had

r~placed

madrigal as the aost popular musical genre in Florencec

the
Bal-

lata texts are more often vocative than narrative, often
addressed to the beloved or to Amor

hias~lf.

Self-revelation

replaces narration. The poet's assessment of his emotional

(240) A clear exaaple of this tendency in Florentine madri-

gal poetry is Lorenzo Masini•s "Dolgom' a voi," the
coaposer•s complaiDt t6 singibg-teacbers. Ed. Pirrotta CM!S/3, 6-7.
(241) Por similar reasons, the use of ausic and musicians
as : "syabol" fo~ political power and prestige was
·restricted to the civic governing institution, the
· Siqpori§. Private citizens could not mai~tain ceremonial gifferi in i•itation of the feudal nobility.
Wind piayers and siQgers perforted for the glory of
Florence, and vere designated as the ~ifferi ~nd
chantori della Siqnoria or ~ Cotune. See G. Villani, Istorie Fiorentine, Bk. 11, Ch. 92 (Milan,
1803: Societa tipografico de Classici Italiani): vol.
7, p. 200, and A. !olho, Florent~ Public Finances
jA ~Early Renaissance (Ca•bridge, 1971), 202.
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II

i

;

i

state becomes the subject aatter of the entire poea. Accord-

!
·

i~gly=

the musical settings confor• aore to the :eaning than

to the structure of the poetry. Intense textual aoaents are
reflected musically by the careful use of dissonances, suspensions, leaps, appogiature. the ballata settings exhibit almost
no aensuration changes, a feature so coaaon in the aadrigal(242).
Historians of art and literature have discussed the
striking increase in subjective content of Florentine artistic
endeavor in the second half of the Trecento, emphasizing the
abandonaent of iapersonal and abstract medieval conventions in
favor of aore personal, self-oriented
sion(243).

~rodes

of expres-

The shift froa the "poetic" to the "empirical"

I

(i.e.w fro• the aedieval poet as Everyman, the common detached
obse~ver

of life to the poet as an individual engaged in

. self-analysis) has been cited as the aost telling poetic aanifestation of this change in artistic teaperament(244).

The

growing popularity of the poetically and musically expressive
ballata fora may be seen as a result of these general artistic
tendencies.

(242) See Pirrotta, art. "Ballata" in

~

I,

1~62.

(243) F. Antal, Florent~fte Painting and its Social Background (London, 1 1). L. Spitiir~Note on~
Poetic and the Eapirical ;I' in Medieval Authors",
Traditio 4 (1946), 414-422. Scbulz-Buschhaus, ~
Madrigal, 14-27.
-- ..1_.

(244) Spitzer, 416-417.
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The econoaist Yves Benouard has suggested that it is not
by chance that a sudden turn towards

~

subiectif in the arts

I

' --,.. ......

Visconti intellectual circles.

He ;:tresses the fact tltat

•

artistic expression vas financed by the cosaopolitan bourgeois
elite, the aeabers of

vhi~h

were generally "self-aade men"

vith little or no university training (and thus no ideological
coaaitaent to time-honored modes of aedieval literary and
poetic rhetoric and fora associated with the course of study
offerea at the universities in i'a1ua and Bologna) (245).

Docu-

aentary evidence reveals that musicians were offered (in
for ausic lessons) both aonetary payaent and hospitality at the family palazzi of the Alberti and Adimari(246),
faailies representing quite different degrees cf

st~tus

within

the Florentine elite. The Alberti fira was the aost powerful
banking house in western Europe for most of the Trecento,
serving as papal bankers in the latter half of the century(247).

.

..

100 •

r ·-

...__

a

Y. Renoaard, "Affaires,et culture
Florence au XIVe
et au XVe si~cle"~ in Etudes d 1 hi~+nire •'di,vale 1
(France, 1968), 495. By "financed" I refer to reauneration for the copying of books or the composition
of poeas, or for devotional paintings in faaily chapels within public churches (a for= cf patronage with
the professed aia of civic iaproveaent rather than
self-aggrandisement): See P. w. Kent. Household and
Lipeaqe ~Renaissance Florence (Princeton, 1977),

(245)

~[

The Adimari were also bankers (though on a smaller

(246)
... -···'
,. ...... .

D'Accone

.!!.Y.!

"Mu~ic

and Musicians at

s. Trinita" Quadri··

12 (1971), 145 n.53, 147 .. Also Da Prato,

adiso deqli Alberti, ed. A.
si•.

t~

!! .fa£-

za (Bome, 1975). pas-
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scale). Twelve aeabers of the fa•ily joined the bankers• guild
in Florence between 1343 and 1378. On the basis of their tax
returns they see• to have been ":cderately prosperous"(248).
As international dealers and fin;tnciers, "the elite corps of
the Plorentine business co•aunity"(249), these businessaen
were in constant contact with foreign centers of culture,
especially Paris, Bruges and Avignon(250).

Often entire

branches of Plorentine bourgeois faailies set up housekeeping
for extended periods at these transalpine centers(251).
aspiri~~

An

young businessman who intended to follow a career as

a foreign trader or banker vas required to undertake a lengthy
training program which usually included years of residence
abroad(252).

A knowledge of French becage an indispensable

asset to the Florentine

busine~sman(253)G

Ber.ouard views this

.fact of economic life as one of the priBe reasons for the

(247) R. de Roover, "The story of the Alberti coapany of
Florence, 1302-1348; as Revealed in Its Account
Books" Business History Review 32 (1958), 15.
(248) G. Brucker, Floreptine Politics and §ociety,
1343-1378 (Princeton, 1962), 34-3!:
(249) G. Brucker, Renaissance Florence,
(250) Renouard, "iffaires

e~

68~

culture," 484.

(251) Benouard's "L~ coapagnie commerciali fiorentine del
Trecento" in ~tudes 1, 519-526, includes a list of
the Alberti houses throughout Trecento Europe. See
also the biographies of Diaaante and Altobiancho
degli Alberti in Passerini, Gli Alberti Si Firenze,
(Firenze, 1870) , 79, 89.
(252) Brucker,

Renaissanc~

Florence, 69.

(253) Renouard, "Affaires et culture", 487, and Brucker,
70.
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great influx of gallicisas into the Tuscan vernacular in the
second half of the Trecento. It vas no doubt to some extent
also responsible for the ready acceptance of gallicis•s (such
as the ouvert and clos endings, certain

caden~ial

formulas,

and even the use of french texts) in conte•porary Florentine
ballate(254).
Although the aadrigal suffered a decline in popularity
aaong Plorentine ausicians, it re•ained an important genre
aaong first-rank coaposers in the north, and occasional •adrigal settings vere co•posed in Florence as late as the first
decade of the fifteenth

century~

these settings continue to

display the change of sgnus at the ritornello, anti other conventional "figures" characteristic of the earlier northern
madrigal(255}o
than

However, these works are no less iapressive

co~teaporary

ballate fro• the viewpoint of melodic and

contrapuntal coaplexity.
Florence

a~e

The late aadrigals emanating from

often marked by a

or propagandistic tone(256).

cl~~rly

moralistic, pole3ical

Polemical poetry

exF-~rienced

a

(254) The most extreme case is Landini•s virelai "Adiu,
dous da:a.- Ed. Scbrade, PBPC4, 192.
(255)

Por instance the descent from 5-3~ a~er the temporary
modal center at the beginning of •elodic phrases
which delineate poetic units (fer ins~~~ce the openi~g of the ritornello) as in Giovanni's "Appress• un
fiuae" (ed. Pirrotta CIU!B/1, 8-10 mm. 12-13., 32-33)
a.nd "La bella stella 11 (ed. Pirrotta Cl!ftS/1, 18-20 ••·
42-43). For a l~te4 ezample of a similar use of the
chro•atic third, see the opening of the ritornello of
Landini•s aa~rigal ~Non a Narcisso" (ed. Schrade
PftFC4, 199, 1111. 42-44).

(256) The vell-knovn example of the last is Faolo•s "Godi
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general upsurge in popularity after the decade of the 1370s.
The proletariat revolt (of the Cioapi) of 1378, factionalisa
in the

govern~~nt,

and econo•ic depression gave vay to doaes-

tic stability and a renewed sense of civic unity in the face
of the coaaon Visconti

en6~y(257).

This civic pride was a

source of inspiration for a great deal of literary propaganda
of the last decades of the fourteenth and the first decades of
the fifteenth century.

Pirenze" written to celebrate the 1406 victory of
Florence over Pisa. Paolo's madrigal •ay be viewed as
another element in the string of Florentine/Visconti
propaganda which characterized auch poetic endeavor
ai the fiLst decade of the QuattroceQto. Concerning
this propaganda var, see Baron, Crisis ~ ~ Early
Italian Renaissance (Princeton, 1966), 37-40 and pas(257) Brucker 6 Rennaisance Florence, 237.
-
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I
B. Prancesco

Landi~i

and the Plotentine cultural elite

1. Landini 8 s intellectual profile

One of the most artistically satisfying examples of
poleaic in ausic (in this case the propaganda is theological
and not political) originating in the latter years of the Plorentine irecento is the three-voice ballata by irancesco Landini, nconteaplar le gran cose."

On stylistic grounds

~e

may

presuae that the vork vas written no earlier than 1375. ihe
disposition of the voice

pa~ts,

and various rhythmic and con-

trapuntal features are characteristic of the three-voice settings of love poeas composed by landini in the latter decades
of his career (i.e. the 1380s and 1390s) (258).

Although from

a strictly musical point of view this is an outstanding work,
its historical value lies in its textual content.

~he

text:

It is good to meditate upon the great works of God,
but it is unnecessary to explain tbea. Why spend
time in subtle reasoning, searching for soaething
which is ultiaately iapossible to know? Simple faith
is the answer, faith which lifts us fro• sadness,
and then we are content.
is an eAposition of tbe basic tenets of the logical philosophy
of William of occham.

Occhaa vas an English Pranciscan born

in the last decade of the thirteenth century. Be died in the
late 1340s or 1350, leaving behind a collection of

(258) Cf. K. van Fischer, "Ein Versucb zur Chronologie von
Landini's ierken" MD20 (1966), q2.
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philosophical works characterized by novelty and subtilitas.
As a result of the highly individual nature of Occham•s
thought, hi& writings have been the source of scholarly disputes for six centuries. Still, the underlying principle of
the system is clear:
togic ••• is not a means of ascertaining absolute
truth, but a useful tool for explaining facts otherwise learned ••• Dniversals ••• have no ~xistence apart
f~o• the aind that cunceives thea. ~hey are only
general ideas, which h&ve no rational validity
except in so far as they are derived from the experience of the individual. The articles of the Christian faith, Ockhal declared, should be accepted as
such. They cannot be proved by reason; nor can they
be made the basis of knowledge. In other words, science is science and theology is theology; the two
are essentially different and aust not be confused(259).
Landini•s ballata expresses in simple poetic fora his fundamentally occhamist Welt§nschauung. In light of all existing
testimony to Landini's teaperament and talents, it is not at

.
;

all

su~prising

to find among his works examples which

r~flect

.

his strongly intellectual cast of minde

Contemporary refer-

ences to the composer rarely fail to mention this aspect of
his personality. For instance, Giovanni Gherardi da Prato
urote in the Paradiso deqli A!berti:
I l quale~ cieco quasi a nativita, si most~o di tanto

intelleto divino cbe in ogni parte pih ast~atta mostrava le sotilissiae proporzioni de• suoi ausicabili
nu•eri, e quelle con tanta dolcezza col suo organo
praticava eh'~ cosa non credibile pure a udilla. E
non istante questo elli con ogni artista e filosofo
gio dispgtando non tanto della sua •usica, ma in
tutte l~arti liberali, perch' di tutte quelle in
buona parte ~rudito si n• era(260).

(259) earl Stephenson, Medieval History, (New York, 1943),
602.
-
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Cino Rinuccini wrote of
Prancesco, cieco del corpo, aa dell'ani•a illuainato, il quale cosi la teorica co•e la pratica di
qaell 0 arte [musica] sapea(261).
The most important witness to the intellectual side of
Landini•s personality is his lengthy invective written in

1--

i

Latin verse against detractors of Occhaa, which is preserved

I

132r-135~.

r-

personal convictions of one of the most iaportant coaposers of

in the manuscript Florence, Biblioteca Biccardiana 688, folios
This

doc~~~~t

reveals a fascinating picture of the

the !iddle Ages, as well as providing evidence of the extent

'
'

1

of his scholarly fa•iliarity with classical literature (sec-

~
'

tions of the poea are aodelled on classical Latin works) (262).

.

t·

,

~ore

important, it enables us to Jelineate

•o~e

clearly Lan-

·.·
;

~

dini 1 s place in Italian intallectual and artistic circles of
the late fourteenth

Da

~rato,

!1

cent~rj.

Pa~adiso ed~

A. laoza

1975), 165.

(261) Quoted in Lanza, Pole1iche e Berte tetter,rie nella
Firenze ~ Priao Quattrocento (Rome, 197 ), 4b.
(262) Landini•s praise of Dialectic is modelled on Lucretins• descriptions of Epicurus in the !§ rerum
natura. I am indebted to Ptofessor David Blank of the
University of California at Los Angeles for this
information. E. Grassi in "Nota a Francesco Landino", Atene e Boaa N.S.6 (~961), 149-150, suggested
that so:e specifiCS of Landini's language reflect a
knowledge of Greek wo~d fotas.
=
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LANDINI 1 S DREA! VISION OF OCCHA8(263)

I

"(Here) begin the verses of Francesco, organist cf
Florence, sent to Lord
Antonio parish priest of Vado, the ~Qst ~orthy
teacher of graaaar, logic, rhetoric,
and coaposed in praise of the logic of Occaa."

5

10

15

20

The dark night, rushe'd along by its chariot, just
reached
the aiddle of the Pole (i.e. aiddle of the heavens)
while all the stars in the
v1ole sky burned •o~~ brightly (than usual) vitb
redoubled fires,
vhen--perhaps the softest dreaa had bound
ay liabs, but ay mind within me vas wide
avake--aarvellocs fro• afar and venerable with age,
a crowd of old aen, frightening in dress and visage,
appeared to enter my private cha•bers. Ugly--and
reverence breathes fro•
his serious visa~e--vas one of the• and filthy in his
!!nddy cloak,
a yc~ng wan of bright face, whom a lOD9 robe covered,
(hanging) down to his feet and tied with a knotted
cord.
As I study these men aore closely, treatling with the
di2zying look
of things, I noted that th~ir eyes were suffused with
a groan
and that they fixed their sad gaze OD the ground.
Without delay they argue about who is acst deserving
of
beginning tb~ talking: the .disco~d is long, long
are the yrumbles, but finally the whole group unites
on that young aan and all push him quietly forward,
. though be is reluctant and says again and again with
tre•bling voice
he is unworthy. Finally he s~eaks with sorrowful ton,., •• .o.
":3..,.'0.}

..... ~.... .......... - ·

""'"..,..,.LZ•

"Hot because it befits me, with the venerable council
of •Y elders
. and with the great agthors, whence

(263) Translation by

Prof~ David Blank, Depart•ent of Classics, University of California at Los Angeles. The
full Latin text of the poem is included as Appendix

3! p. 219.-

-
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faae will always be regembered under the heavenly
pole,
gathered round, to speak first or to share sad wo£ds
with you,
25
but because reverence for such great elders forces me
to,
shall I speak. o son vho art always sweet above all
others,
who art already long beloved of ae, great Nilliaa,
torn
with the teeth of envy, a Franciscan and your brothec
Occaa,
to you do I now coae, and with ae those whoa you see
30
standing by. I in particular, vho• the ignorant
crovd*s
hasty tongue rips, and the tumult of the laymen,
and the jealous, aost unlearned •ob
outside rips, but nonetheless in its heart of hearts
praises ae and contriv~s to possess ay book
. 35
and keep ;.t hidden, with the naliE at the front of the
book
erased, seeks ae with all its light and errs completely (in the atteapt).
Oh! how the dark blue-blackness of envy coaaands poor
aortals, how it aakes them totally irrational
and clouds-over the clear eJes cf t.h;a liind~
40
On these men do I bring nothing in just repayment
than, after I've made theE sweat in eternal labor,
that they know nothing and, in the last analysis, cannot d1.scover
ay intention at all, and that they expend their labor
in vain.
Then I laugh ayself as they tear ae apart.
45
Then the crowd calls ~e over and again sacrilegious
and with its all-too-sinful tongue (calls ae) unholy.
ihoever wants to, coaing-up roughly with his unyielding proofs,
converges on me, ~boa the eternal silence sakes
Mute: fo~ each one boldly proves all things (to me)
50
and I dongt respond--the page of proofs
is furrowed with heaped-up aounds. One hour alone is
allowed
(for ma) to respond to these aen, in which I may find
words to retaliate!
Bow aany syllogizers, how aany eapty sophisas
could I destroy vith a soft breath! But unavoidable
fate
55
stands in t-~ way, and these fellows will be able
freely to
snap at corpses and bree~es, proving things to one
.. aute and not responding.
,.
uovever
these stuabling-blocks of ancient disease must
;.~;..
.
~~! be tolerated,
:~

,··

'•?'~;.~

I

-
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J

!

. .,. aor
~-

does the biting tongue spit out air in any way

,.~a

·, 1 ~,!.

Mlliliar to 11e (patience aakes ae hard)-most inexperienced [ ydiota

6·-~l ~,-~t a layaan has arisen,
. : , .: (l:~dissiaus] in our arts,
1

•Jao rages and raves, a dangerous eneay for us as !lell.
· Hi• Patience, vith its ancient countenance, could not

, , ::

.·

. ,,.: .tolerate
·
~ny. further, the unlearn~ ... fellow: Vex:ed and ~ith
anger
glowing have I coae here: that man forced ay peaceful
aiad into it.
.
65\. This crowd emerged fro a Tartar us 1 caverns
offended and at once pushed forward by a fool•s belloving.
Oh great criae! fhis backward, iapudent layaan
[ydiota] bitterly
·
accuses you, o Dialectic, whoa he has no hope of
.·· kaowing as long as he lives, you who rule all
7~
the Arts, and without ·whom it is thought that no art
can be known perfectly. Sole queen, nobility, mistress
and teacher of her sisters,
-·ahe (Dialectic) teaches the access to the lovely
palace of your reala,
P.h~losop:ty. She alone (teaches us) to climb to the
fortress
of Heaven and to serve the single-and-triple king.
75
She conceives of for.as lacking action and structure
(aatter),
bodies and (of hov) to resolve the subtle knots cf
proofs
does she teach, and hov to discern the false aixed-up
with truth.
Without her all aen babble, nor can they correctly
tell what follows
in the order of nature and what does not follow.
89
She directs the battle-line above the high paaks of
the sky
and everywhere finds out the foras and nature of
things.
She levels out the vacillating tops of aountains,
the peaks which threaten the hea•ens; difficult
e~trancss and rough
paveaents. She directs her pace through doors everywhere
.
vide open. She lovers aountains and cliffs.
85
She alone carries the aind to the inaccessible peak.
No~ is the shadowy prison of Tartarus• real•
not split open (for her; : sbe traverses the Stygian
swamp ..
Finally she fixe~ her ga%e on the hiauen shad~Y.s and
u

deep

-
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90

night, she seeks the caus~s ~dd@D beneath the vorld-niqht becoaes daJ.
Even her~-see how unspeateable!--does that backward
layaan
d~:~ to rip ap~~t and to savage vith his dog•s jaws:
he Yoaits up his bark at the aoon ana terrifies the
shades
of night and, vitb day coaing on, treables at the
sound.
That aan, severe vith ·his superciliousness and proud
of his open
aouth, seeks to resound through the uneducated aasses
of
the rabble and pbilos~phizes aaong the effeminate
crovds. If by so•e aalignant chance he co•es upon
learned aen, suddenly he flees, as one te:rified with
fear,
but usually, just as the deer with the hunters~ nets,
unseen in the datk recesses,
he cannot get away--his swift li&bs held fast:
thus it is that this backward layaan, overcoae by his
fate, often
coaes upon g~oups of vise men and~
his words dying on his tongue, his aoutb tre~hling.
does not know vhat he sbeuld do. ~here he sight flue
to be in safety,
and timidly utters--with many pauses--generalities, in
no way suited to the
responses of the audiencP..
Bot since such great ignorance never has been able to
be concealed
by a useless cover, but ratber when caught flows out
everywhere, spread-out
over the effusive utterance
. while it denies vhat has been accepted and rashly
affiras ~hat vas previously
denied, and the terrified fellow hates logicians like
he hates death
and calls them tricksters and argumentative sophists.
And especially me does this crisinal tear up
vitb his sinful tongue, ae and my books and ay unholy
aind
and he spits a snake's poison froa his pe~~ish breast.
!~, whoa the untamed, brash, rough
indeed steely, untrained, harder than eternal diamond,
screQching throat does not catch vith ~ords, while I
treat of the highest
aatters, and every aoaent of his life
he despairs in his vain atteapt to handle my book
and despairs because he will gro~ pale in vain over
our pages.
I should exult or rather cry (fulsome prcclaaations of
praise
coae to you from this excessive claaor,
~he

95

100

105

110

115

120

-
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125

130

135

140

145

150

155

but bad cause for coaplaint been given, it would have
been even greater praise).
This poor fellow here is Marcus (Cicero), glory of the
Roaan languaga,
whose talents golden Boae has lohg held equal to po~
erful Eapire and vho•
this bra~en aan toh what a crime!)
counts to his ovn credit~ for he
cites divine books, recites thea, though they a=e not
understood by the rabble
or by himself: be runs through all your books, Marcusr
and calls you his very own Cicero~ and vith yea: na=e
frequently cited
he naaes now this book and nov that--with scabrous
countenance.
The unfaailiar words terrify the crowd:
with great praises he.extols Cicero to the skie~A
But, Cicero, these proclamations of praise vex you
more
than if he should cut you with unjust blaae~ as he
does ae;
these tongues ignorantly sully with praises all the
great books
you stayed up nights over, Marcus.
The unyielding justice of Antony did not hara you
aore,
Antony who caused your neck to be cut with a fierce
sword,
than your own words, ;hich fly about around the confused crowd
(for he cites thea) and are not understood.
Obscure Seneca hates the great faae he left behind in
the world
and which he long sc~ght by the utaost virtue,
when this backward layaan confesses that h~ is--and
even naaes hia (Seneca)-his father: he (Seneca) denies it and Dlushes
hidueu in a dark cave: conaeaning each of his own
works in turn.
But far aore aiserable, far aore indeed than all of
thea, is this man
~ha is groaning ove4 here--whose faaous and revered
Daae he has not
meDtioned, as vell as his by-naae--.
Why should I aention the ancestor, torn apart by
bites,
··
of this old uneducated hick and boorish satellite?
How gross and unaaneuverable is his tongue
in ever~ sound it mak~s! How often does one hea~ in
co•petition
"That's a barbarism a~d a solecism!", ana that a shortened syllable
is pronounced long and
- 140 -
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I
a lengthened one short! Often be tlushes and stares
for a long tiae dumbfounded,
noting that a transitive verb takes an accusative, a
tera in the neuter
fears being joined to a moveable feminine term.
Furtheraore he has a heavy gait and proud speech.
He ponders all things beneath his feet, then he brings
in the names of
a thousand authorities, whose na•es are all h.e knows,
and he spews-out against the logicians the deadly
venom
of his serpent's heart and pours-forth criminal abjurations.
Oh! his foolishness is more pitiful than it is detestable-such great stupidity casts bia into darkness,
so much does pitiful error about the facts distract
hi a!"

160

165

His mind, excited by a furor outside, by the joyous
cla!!!or
of the artisans heralding the daybreak, did not allow
him,
though he had more to say, to delay any longer.
The venerable shadow, shattered by the unwanted day~
light,
fled from ay eyes at the sa•e ti•e as the group dissolved
into the air and vanished before •Y eyes.
I myself, long terrified by these great shades,
I vas dumbstruck, disturbed by the image of this wonderful dream.

170

175

2. The battle of the humanists and the suttilizers

Landini 1 s poem has

ap~e~~ed

the late nineteenth century(264).

(26~)

in print several times since
the •ost recent scholarly

It vas first published by A. Wesselofsky in nis edition of the Paradiso deg!i AlbeG!l (Bolognaw 1867),
I(2), 295-301. Unfortunately, certain passages are
rather corrupt in the one surviving source for the
work. This has inspired no less than three scholars
to publish their revised versions of the complete
Latin text. Ph. BHhner, "Bin Gedicht auf die Logik
- 141 -
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•I
edition is included in Antonio Lanza•s work on literary poleaic
in early fifteenth-century Florence(265).

Lanza, like others

before hi•, atteapte tu place this poem in its

~roper

historical

perGpective(266).
For •any years, Landini•s invective vas considered to be
addressed in general to the growing circle of hu•anists in Plo-

I-

rence in the last quarter of the 7recento. It vas viewed si•ply
as yet another •anifestation of the age-old the•e of the battle
between the ancients and the •oderns, in this case •edieval
scholasticism and its associated philosophies vs. Renaissance
hu•anism. It vas Giovanni Saitta who first pointed out that Landini's attack seemed to be directed towards one specific individual(267).

Saitta proposed that the object of Landini 1 s scorn

vas Luigi Marsili, prior of the Augustinian monastery of Santo
Spirito in Florence in the 1380s(268).

Karsili, whom Bans Baron

refers to as a "semi-humanist"(269), was indeed known and criticized

fo~

his enthusiastic discussions of theology and classical

Ockhams", Franziskanische studie~ 26 (1939), 78ff~ c.
Vasoli, "Polemiche occamiste", ]inasciaento 3 (1953),
137-141.
(265)

A. Lanza, Pole•.!che .§ Berte Lett.rt:.arie nella Pirenze
del Primo ouattrocento (Rome, 19·.), ·'33-238.

(266) See below ..
(267) l i Pensieto itali3no nell 1 D•anesi!o
!ento (Bo ogna, 1 49), I, 143lf.

~

.!£!

Rinasci-

(268) On the role of Santo Spirito in the cultural life of
Florence, see Section VI.C, below.
(269) Baron, op. cit., 82.
-
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I
literature with layaen who had not (in the eyes of the acadeaic
~hurchmen)

I

rI

thea to deal

:....

1I

·-·

~eguisite

Leceived the
prope~ty

with such

scholastic tr&ining to enable

eso~e~ic

•atter=. It was this

tendency to bring theology to the masses (along with his championship of the cause of nationalization of the Italian church)

.

~-

!r . .

that kept Marsili fro• b9ing appointed Eishop of Florence in the
1380s(270).

However,

Ma~sili

and Landini seea, on the basis of

!

r

all available evidence, to have teen friends.

They appear side

1- ..

t

hy side on excellent terms in the

I

i

Paradis~

degli

~rti,

a work

1-·· .

which describes the fourteenth-century "salon" held regulary at
the Alberti family villa outside of Florence, where artists and
intellectuals gathered for

disc~ssion

and entertainment(271)

~

In addition, sc=ibal notes in Riccardiana 688 (the source for
Landini•s work) indicate that the poe• aust have been entered in
the manuscript in 1381 or 1382(272).

Marsili vas absent from

Florence throughout most of the 1370s (he was attending the
University of Paris), and his pedagogical activity in Florence
seems not to have begun until the middle of the 1380s(273).
In a 1953 article in the journal

Vasoli

p~oposed

~scimento,

cesare

that the objects of Landini 1 s attack were Nic-

colo Niccoli and Coluccio Salutati(274), vho is ~ommocly known

(270) See below, and Martines, ~ Social iotld £! ~ !1£rentine Huaanists (Princeton, 1963), 307-308 •
. {271) See especially 11 Paradise II!, 8-30 (Lanza ed.,
164-170}, and Lanza~ Polemiche, 47n.
(272)

Ricca~diana

688~

3r, 113v.

ff~

(273) See below, p. 150.
-
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i
I
as "the first of the great huaanist chancellors of the

f

~·

1
t. .

!

I.

!

(Plorentinej nepublic. (275)"
tant pcziticn
ing

wh~ch

di~loaat

f~r ~~er

Sal~tati

held this extremely

~apor-

a qua£ter of a centqry (1375-1406), dar-

tiae he established a reputation as an excellent
and formidable scholar. Be produced a voluminous body

[

of correspondence which includes

nuae~ous

expositions on classi-

cal authors and political philosophy addressed to members of the
contempo~ary

Plorentine intellectual and political elite(276).

Salutati's humanism was, boweve4, pri•arily fOlitical. He represents vhat historians refer to as

~lorentine

"civic humanism."

Salutati was more interested in demonstrating Florence's descent
froa the ancient Roman republic than in the theological disputes
of the clerics(277).

Bore important, be also seems to have been

a friend and admirer of Landini. In September of 1375, Salutati
~rote

of

a lengthy and eloquent letter to Piero Corsini, cardinal

Flor~nce,

recommending Landini for a position at the hospi-

tale of San Giovanni, or

Sant~

Beperata(278).

7he bitter

~one

of Landini's language hardly seems an appropriate response to a
friend and supporter, and the use of the word ydiota in cor.nEction with a man noted for his scholarly achievements seems just

(274) Vasoli, "Polemiche occhamiste," 126.
(275) Martines, 147.
(276) Salutati, Epistolario, ed. P. Novati (4 vols.; Rose,
1891-1911.
(277) See Baron, Crisis passiD.
(278) Reproduced in Wesselofsky
-

!(1)~

323-326.
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as unlikely.
Lanza, who has published the best and most recent edition
of Landini's poea, supports the theory that the
directed at Niccola Nicc~li(279).

inv~ctive

is

Of all the "first generation"

1 "semi-" 1 "prQto-" hu•anists (depending on whose terminology

one favors), Niccoli was certainly the most outspoken opponent
of the "scholastic vices.u In addition, his abrasive personality
inspired public response on the part of many of his contemporaries, including his own friends. He has been described as intolerant, caustic and touchy(280)c

!n addition, Niccoli was a

bourgeois-turned-scholar; to some

extent~

it would appear, an

over-achiever and a dilettante. He might, then, be the perfect
targat fer

L~ndini•s

biting criticism. Nicculi, however, was

born in 1364. Even if the Landini poem had been entered in the
manuscript immediately after it

~as

written, its composition

would have occurred when Niccoli was at •ost seventeen years
old. Niccoli did not even embark upon his academic training
(partly under Marsili•s tutelage) until he quit the family
vool~business

after the death of his father around 1385(281).

ihus, he can hardly

h~

the "old uneducated hick"

~ttacked

by

Landini.

(279) Lanza, Polemiche, 48ff.

(280) Lanza, 48-49.
(281: eartines, op. cit., 160, and Vespasiano da Bisticci,
~ Jit~ [degli Uomini Illustri] ed. A. Greco (Firenze, 1970), ! ! , 225.
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Turning to the text, we see that Occhaa complains primarily
of his detractor's opposition to the use of dialectic. In a letter

cont•~

dialeticos written around 1350, Petrarch made his

first literary attack on tne English school ot dialectical logicians(282).

With the passing of ti•e, his criticism became

increasingly pointed and outspoken. In the fourth book of his

..

Xnvec!;ive contra aedicua written

i~

the aid-1350s, the poet com-

plains of physicians who fancy themselves philosophers. He
argues that these "doctors" have adopted a dialectical rhetoric
which is based on
gisas"(283).

"lam~ •••

, ridiculous and

confusi~g

syllo-

Petrarch's hostility is even aore clearly

expressed in a letter sent from Venice to Boccaccio in Florence
in the year 1364. The letter is included in the collection entitled Epistolae seniles (letters of later years). Petrarch, in
order to "discharge my spleen and anger" writes to his friend
that
Latelf a school of dialecticians has arisen, not so
much ~gnorant as mad. Like a black army of ants, they
have emerged from the recesses of some old rotten oak,
devastating all the fields of sound doctrine [i.e.
aquinas] •• ~ I don•t want to giv€ this school a name;
they have done nothing to deserve cne, though their
nonsense has caused a great stir. I don't want to
class as philosophers those I have seen among these
insignificant thinkers(284).

(282) Faailiarua Berua 1,7 (ed. v. Bassi, Francesco Petrarca: ~ .E.sailiari 1 [Piren2~. 1933], 35-38) .. on
the dating of this l€tter, see !. iilkins, Petrarch's
Correspondence (ftedieoveo e umanesiao 3: Padova,
1960), so.
(283)
(284) Epistolae

re~u•

senilinm

5~2

(28 August 1364). Trans=
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Returning to tandini•s text, one notes that in the first ten
lines (11. 60-70) of Occham•s diatribe, the man in question is
referred to as an ydiota (i.e., an ignorant aan). Although froa
our perspective, the notion of applying such a term to one of

~-

the great lights of literary history aay see• bizarre, there is
corroborative evidence that Petrarch was viewed in this vay by
some of his contemporaries. WhilG in Venice in 1366, Petrarch
aet with his friend Donato Albanzani, who informed him that many
Aristotelians .(and Occham considered himself to stand firmly
within the Aristotelian tradition; in fact his dialectic theory
arose out of his explication of Aristotle's logic) said of

hi~:

"Virum bonum, ydiotaa ferunt," i.e. a good man, bnt ignorant(285)~

!t

line 126 in Landini•s poem, the focus shifts to a con-

demnation of this man's relationship with (and misunderstanding
of) classical authors, Cicero in particular. Occham introduces
the "ghost" of Cicero and complains that
This brazen man (oh vhat a crime!) counts (you,
Cicero] to his o~n credit, for he cites div~ne tooks,
recites them, though they are not understood by the
rabble or by himself: he runs through all your books,
Marcus, and calls you his very own Cicero, and with
your name frequently cited he naaes now this book and
no~

that~~~

lated by M. Bishop, Letters 1!2! Petrarch (Indiana,
1966), 246o
(285} E. Wilkins, Petrarch•s Later Years, (Cambridge,
1959), 92.
-
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.Although Cicero•s vorks were frequently used by the proto-human-

ists and later Italian humanists as a source for quotations,
Petrarcb had a passionate attachment to his writings. The nature
of Petrarch's affinity for Cicero is revealed in a number of his
Epistles. In 1374, he wrote a long autobiographical letter
explaining his lifelong attachment to the classical author(286).
He describes how as a youth he "wanted nothing but books by
Cicero"(287).

The letter makes frequent reference to speci!ic

works of Cicero 6 and the Ipvective

~qsiDst

Physicians includes

extensive citations of the ancient author. The most striking
characteristic of Petrarch 1 s references to Cicero is their personal tonee In the
Cicero"(288).

~374

letter he refers to "my friend

In 1359, be described an accident which occurred

in his study:
[To Neri Morando]. listen to the trick Cicero played
on me -- Cicero, whoa I have loved and cherished since
boyhood! I have a great volume of his letters, which I
vrote out some time a90 with ay own hand, since it vas
too bard for the scribes. (My health vas then poor~
but sy love and delight and eagerness to possess the
book surmounted the body's incomaodities and made
light of the toil). As you have seen, I kept the book
standing on my library floor, right next to the door,
in order to have it always at h:,nd. So then I came
into the room, thinking of something else, and the
edge of my gown happened to catch on this book. It
fell down •. and gave me a slight wound on the left leg~
not much above the heel. "What•s this, •Y Cicero?" I
said. "Why are you wounding ae?" He didn't say a
thing; but the ne~t day when I entered the roow he
saote me aqain(289).

(286) Epistolae rerus
cit., 292-299.

seniliu~

16,1. 7ransl. M. Bishop, op.

(28i) Bishop,
(288) Bishop, 296.,
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In 1354, Petrarch addressed an epistle to the object of his
literary admiration. It opens with "Pranciscus sends his greetings to Cicero" and closes with "lareMell, ay Cicero" (290).
This is highly reminiscent of Landini•s description of the
man who speaks of "his very own Cicero." Petrarch also referred
frequently to the works of Seneca, although I have found no evidence that he "names Seneca his father."

It is not at all

unlikely that he did, though (whether in writing or speaking),
for in 1360 he wrote that he "loved Cicero as if he were ay
father" (291}.

The i•age of seneca as father is also implied in

Petrarch 1 s discussion of iaitatio and the humanist's approach to
what Hancy Struever has termed tbe."construction of his own
literary personality;; based on classical aodels.

She

write~

Petrarch uses a succession of •etaphors, some of them
derived froa Seneca, to express [this] ••• insight. For
exaaple tLe writer must take care to strive not for
identity, bat for similitude: "Fo~ the likeness should
not be as that of a portrait to its subjecG ••• but as a
son to his father, where ••• a certain seablance ••• most
easily discerned in the face and eyes~ creates that
kind of likeness that the sight of the son at once
brings to mind the fa~her" [Petrarch, 11!.!• XXIII, 19,
n-12](292).

(289)

~

Familiari, 21,10. Transl.

(290)

~

Familiari, 24,3. Transl. M. Bishop, 206-207.

(291)

~

Familiari 21;10. Transl. M. Eishop, 191.

(292)

N. Struever, ~ 1anggage ~ Hi~torv.in !he Renaissance: Rhetor1c and B1stor1ca!cnsc1ousness iD Florentine Humanisa (Princeton, 1970), 146-147.
-

M~

Eishop, 170.
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One aore detail exists which aay or aay not have some bearinq on the identification of the "ydiota" in question as
Petrarch. In line 133, Landini uses the phrase xugosa fronte.
:This aay be variously translated as wrinkled, furrowed, warty or
scabrous face. In lutuan of 1364, Petrarch contracted a debilitating case of scabies

~hich

afflicted hi• for at least five

aonths. the disease recurred throughout his later years, until
his death in July of 1374(293).

Landini•s description might

conceivably refer to the poet's skin condition.
The tentative identification of

~etrarch

as the object of

landini•s diatribe does not necessarily provide the definitive
solution

t~

the problem.

In fact, for a

of historical

nu~her

reasons, Luigi Harsili would be an ultiaately more satisfactory
suggestio~.

Unfortunately lack of concrete evidence makes

identification {for tbe moment) impossible. We

kno~

ftarsili•s activities between 1378 and 1382(294).

~he

nothing of

Most scholars

agree that be did not return to Florence (from Paris) before
1382. ftarsili devoted the years 1382 and 1383 to diplomatic missions on behalf of the PlorentiiE€

~ignoJ=ia

(295) ,

In addition,

none of Barsili;s writings have survived except for two moralistic commentaries and a few letters(296)o

It is clear that

(293) Wilkins, Petrarch•s Later Years, 77, 81.
(294)

u. nariani, 1£
1946), 83.

P~trarca ~

g!J !gosti»iani (Rome,

(295) £. Bay, ~ Italign BenaissancP- ~ i!§ Historical
Background (Cambridge, 197C), 93, auu Martines 6 307.
{296) For a list of man1.1script sources, see

u. Mariani, l l
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Petrarch and !arsili were great friends, and shared a similar
vehement distaste for the scholasticism of the
rians" and the Avignonese papacy(297).

"no~tbern

barba-

In fact, Petrarch con-

sidered !arsili to be his "spiritual heir" and ideological suecessor(29~.

A

further consideration in identifying the object

of the invective is Landini's dedicatiou of the poem to Antonio
de Vado, who caae to Florence in 1381, and was naaed a teacher
of

gramma~

there in the following year(299).

If Landini's

poe~

:~as intend~d as a coaplaint against Marsili's political and

theological rhetoric, which one •ay assume was for the most part
borrowed froa the

spe~cbes

and writings of his mentor Petrarch,

we will •ost likely never know (given the absence of evidence
concerning th.e specifics of Marsili •s works) (300).
the poea were aimed at !axsili its

positio~

But even if

as an element in a

broad historical sche•e and as a documentary witness to one

Petrarca £ qli Agostiniani

(Rol!!e, 1946), 92-96.

(297) For Marsili's views on the Avignon curia, see his
letter of 20 August:1375 (Flor~nce, Bibl. Rice. 1080,
ff. 36v-39r).
(298) D.. Hay, 93, 120-121. See also Mariani, 66-92.
(299) See F. Novati, ed. Salutati, Epistolario I!, 52 n.1.
(300) No works bf classical authors are included among the
books bear~ng Marsi~i•s ~~ libri~ in the 1450 inventort of the Santo Spirito library. However, he would
have had ready access to a rich stc~k of classical
literature in tbe libreria parva bequeathed to the
convent by Boccaccio in 1364. See D. Guttierez, "La
Biblioteca di Santa Spirito in Pirenze nella meta d~l
Secolo XV" in Apalecta Augustini~ 25 (1962), passim, and A. nazza, ~t•inventario della <parva libreria> di s. Spirito e la biblioteca del Boccaccio" in
Italia Medioevale ~ .omanistica 9 (1966).
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aspect of Landini's biography would re•ain the same.

The co•po-

ser considered himself to he a representative of a venerable

.

I

acade•ic tradition(301), a tradition
and encouraged by the circle

~hich

surtoun~£

vas being maintained

:g the papal curia in

..

r·

France, and vhich vas facing a host of vociferous opponents in
his native Florence.

3. The ftanuscript Biccardiana 688: Florentines in Avignon

The inclusion of

Landini~s

poem iu Biccardiana 688 is

explainable by the circumstances surrounding the copying of the
source.

~he

manuscript vas, according to the scribe's own

inscriptions, begun in the year 1381 and coapleted in 1382.

The

entire document was written at the papal court in Avignon by a
Florentine cleric, Johannes de E*poli, a member of the retinue
of Piero corsini, cardinal of Florence(302).

The manuscript is

an anthology of short works, many characterized by the literary
and academic subtilitas which was the hallmark of the ecclesiastical artistic style cultivated at Avignon in the 1370s and
1380s(303).

Johannes utilized the point of elision

(301) cf. the conservative .:;;entiment.s which Landini
expressed in his tri-textual 11adrigal ~Musica son"
(ed. Schrade PMPC4, 213-215).
(302)

The scribe identifies himself as Jchannes de E•Eoli

clericum florentine-diecesis et cuEiculariUi Reverendissimi ~ Christo patris §! DOmini ~ ~!Bi Petri
de Corsinis de florentia Portuensis et s. ~afine
episcopi ~. ROaane ecclesie cardinaliS (£. 49).
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(occasionally to excess) to clarify the declamation of Italian
texts in

t~e

aanuscript. one of tandini's aoralistic Latin

poems:
Quidam terrenis curis, aagnoque labore
Labitur aabiguis limpbis, et aontibus auro.
Quidam cum studio Musarua no1en habere
Quaerit, et felii habito p~tat esse quod optat,
Quidaa sic bello fore subliaatus et armis
Concupit, atque illis aniao ~pea ponit inani,
Quidaa dat placitua, quo multi sensibus errant.
Nos criaen caecuw conducit ventur et Orbis.
Hullos in excelsua Caelua, •enteague revolvit,
Quo bona pro iustis regnant, su•aaeque salutes.
Nullcs amore illas charitate videtur habendas,
In quibus est veris~ et tutis vita proeais.
Nullus ab ore tegens oculos scit tollere velum,
Cern~re quo nostrum melius tam tegaine durua est(30ij).
is imaediately followed by Johannes•s rubric:
expopuntur sopetto
of Landini's

inf~rius

sentia~ntsi

supradicti versus

hie scripta and a vernacular version

liberally dotted vith puncti elisionis:

Chi cerea posseder~ or9, et argento
Et pero s'affatica in Mar~, et ~n 7erra:
Chi scienzia acquistar~ studia, erra,
Che pensa auta quella essere contento.
Chi pon~ la spea~. et tutto.fl suo talento
Nel senso sciocco, per cui tanto s} erra,
Chi cere~ esser~ famoso in arme, et in guerra,
Qnesta ci da del Mond9 el vizi9 1 el vento.
Nessun9 volge la ment~ inverso ~1 Cielo,
ov~ e la glori~, el nostro ben~ futuro:
Nessung per ca~ita con fermo zelo
Pare camino quello, che e si certo, et sicuro:
Nessuno dinanzi ad se sa.torre il.velo,
Onde cernere i l aeglio e tanto oscuro.
•
•

-------------------

(303) An inventory (though incomplete and often incorrect)
is given in Bohner, op.cit., 79-80. some of the
authors whose works are included in the manuscript
are discussed ln L. Mehus, Historia litterari~ ~
entina (Plorencer 1769), 201, and A. Coville, 1A ~
Intellectuelle ~ ~ Doaaines d 1 Anjou-Proven£~ ~
~ ! Ji12 (Paris, 1941), 369ff~
(304) Riccardiana 688, f. 125v.
-
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Clarification of the position of

Cardi~al

Corsini and his

retinue at the papal court in the period during which the manuscript vas coapiled affords an illuainating glimpse of the
international cultural e1change which characterized relations
between the French papacy and Italian artists and intellectuals
in the last quarter of the Trecento.
The decade of the 1360s witnessed a solidification of the
temporal authority of the Fope in the papal states in
Italy(305).

By the early 1370s, Florentines began to fear that

the papal states to the south and east, and the powerful Visconti to the north might form an alliance to crush the city
Republic. In the summer of 1375, a plot was uncovered, a plot
which would have involved the deliver} of the nearby town of
Prato into the hands of. the English mercenary John Hawkwood (who
was in the employ of the Pope).

Bicha~d

Trexler described the

Plorentine reaction to this discovery:
On a wave of public outragev the hopeless plotters,
one of whom was a monk, were tri~d in the courts and
then put to a horrible death. !he offices of the bishopric were broken into, and the clergy of the city
terrified; the populace vas convinced that tbe Flo~en
tine church was a tool of Avignon and traitorous to
the city(306).

(305) The historical material in this section is drawn
largely froa Richard Trexler•s "Economic, Political
and Religious Effects of the Fapal Interdict on Florence, 1376-1378" (Inaug. diss., Jobann iolfgang
Goethe-Universitat~

Frankfurt-ag-Main~

1964)6 20-QS,

105-130 and 143-155.
(306) Trexler, 24.
- 154 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

In July, the Florentines signed a

ailita~y

pact

~ith

Eernabo

Visconti (a good exaaple of the changeability of Italian politics in the period} to be extended, if
Pope. Hben Gregory XI

bear~

necessary~

agai~st

the

about the alliance he was shocked.

Feeling that be had been shaaefully betrayed by his strongest
supporters(307), he iaposed unreasonable taxes and fines upon
the Florentine colony in the papal

~apital,

end finally expelled

a number of Florentine merchants and bankers who had been residing in Avignon(308).

On

~ay

11, 1376 he went so far as to

iapcse an Interdict on the city of Florence. The results were
devastating. The ringing of

chu~cb

public was barred fro• mass, except

tells was prohibited. The
fo~

a

ve~y

be perfcr•ed on Christmas, Holy Saturday and

simple service to

Easte~.

In any

event, the host vas not to be viewed ty the populace. By mid-octoter, flagellants began to appear in the streets. More important from a music-historical point of

v~ew,

there was a sudden

increase in the nuabers cf co•panies of laudesi(309).

Since

they had been excluded from mass, thousands of Florentines began
to attend the prayer •eetings held by the singers of laude{310).

(307) Control of papal finan~es and investments had ~lways
been in the hands of Florentine bankers. See above,
section VI.4.
(308) Upwards of 500 merchants and clerics were expelled.
See B. Guillemain, 1A ~ Pontij~~ D1 Avignon
(1309-1376). (Paris, 1962), 605.
(309) Trexler, 125-130.
(310)

The striking increase in public interest in laudasinging and mass prayer is documented by the contemporary chronicler Stefani. Cronaca fiorentina di
Marchionne a! Coppo ed. N. Bodolico. RIS (N.S.)30, 1
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The reading and singing of monophonic and two-voice laude essen-

!

tially replaced the liturgy in Florence for almost two year.s.

!

This set of circumstances aay be to some extent responsible for

I

the increased interest in the composition of laude and laudastyle works by serious composers, a tendency which continues
into the early fifteenth century(J11).
Finally, the government (fearing mass chaos; encouraged the
breaking of the Interdict. They offered bribes to priests (who
wexe afraid to perform the mass before an

excommunicat~

congre-

gation). High-ranking clerics, who were usually members of wealthy Florentine families (and therefore hardly in need of such
questionable gains), left the city in defiance(312).

cardinal

Corsini went to Avignon. In Murch 1378, Pope Gregory XI died
suddenly. To placate the new Pope, Urban VI, Florence resumed
observance of the Interdict (which vas officially removed by
Urban in August of that year) (313)o
cardinals elected the schismatic Pope

I~

September, the French

Cl~ment

whose intellectual ties to Avignon were

~ery

VII. corsini,
strong, defected to

the French camp, leaving his seat in Florence vacant(314).

(1903-1955)~

rubric 757.

(311) For example, the works of Andrea stefani. See E. Li
Gotti, "Per la biografia di due minori musicisti
italiani dell' 1 Ars Nova'" in ~stauri trecenteschi
(Pal~rao, 1947), 99-103. Also G. Tognetti, "Sul moto
dei Bianchi nel 1399" in Bullettino dell 1 Istituto
Storico Italiano 78 (1967), 260.
(312) Trexler, 147-148.
(313) Trexler, 154-155.
-
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He

continued to be referred to by the lrench as the Cardinal of
Florence, however(315).
In light of these circumstances it would not be surprising
to find an invective against Petrarch included in a manuscript
written for a circle of Florentine exiles six years after the
poet's death. For the aeaory of Petrarch was far fro• sacred in
Avignon, which had been iamortalized in infaay by his numerous
descriptions of it as the novissiaa Babylon. In fact, he devoted
an entire work, the Liber
the papal court.

~

Nomipe, to exposing the vices of

This vork no doubt provided a model for Mar-

sili's ovn diatribes against the

F~encb

papacy(316).

After

1378, the humanist element in Florence led by Salutati, Niccoli,
l

and

Marsili~

b~gan

to identify strongly with Petrarch's "pre-hu-

manist" attacks on ecclesiastical scbolasticisa and the effetism
of the Avignon curia. Landini's sentiments were more in keeping
with those of the Florentine expatriates in Avignon, who continued to flourish throughout the fourteenth century.
This international group of artists and intellectuals was
~o

some extent responsible

fo~

the lack of distinction between

Flcrentine and Awignon€se musical style and notation in the

(314) See G. Brucker, The Civic World of Early Renaissance
Plorenc€! (PrincetOn, 1977j, 117.(315) See A. Heier, "Ein Ieihregister aus der Bibliothek
des letzten &vignonese Papstes Benedikt XIII" Rivista
di Storia della Cbiesa in !talia 20 (1966), 314.
,I

(316) See, for example, t~e letter to Guido del Palagio al
tempo della guerra !£A i fiorentini ~ ]A chiesa.
Florence, Biblioteca Biccar~iana 1080, ff. 36v-39r.
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1380s and •90s. The saae aanuscript which contains Landini's
poe~

also trans•its a treatise ascribed to Philippe de Vitry.

The text of this previously unpublished treatise is included as
Appendix 4. Whether it actually represents Vitry•s work or not
is uniaportant. What aatters is that the last generation of Florentine Trecento composers (aside fro• those like Andrea Stefani, who cultivated the simpler lauda-related style) saw themselves as heirs of the French tradition of Franco and Vitry.
Florentine treatises of the late 1300s
so•e reference to Vitry or
chettns~

~uris

al~ost

~lw~ys

i~cJn~e

as an auctoritas(317).

~ar-

codifier of the distinctly nortbern;Bomagnol school of

notation, is never mentioned. There is little evidence to indicate that tbe details of ftarchettan notation were ever basic to
the Florentine style. Economic ties with France and especially
the papal curia at Avignon were exceptionally

strong~

The inter-

ests of the Florentine bourgeois elite and their families
(including aembers of the religious orders) were well-served by
continuous support of and contact
As the University of Florence in
c~lty

~ith

the Avignonese papacy.

aid-~entury

~as

having diffi-

establishing itself as a rival to the northern institu-

tions at Padua end Bologna(318), •ost Florentines interested in
pursuing

{317)

acad~aic

training (and this necassarily meant ecclesi-

See especially the· anonyaous verni\cular Noti tia ~
iiAllA gote in the MS. Florence, Laurenziana
Redi 71, 13r-24r. The citation of French theorists
are discnssed bJ caiapetyan in his edition of the
Notitia (CSHS: Holland, 1957), 27-28.

nlor~

(318) See Hay, 120.
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astics) went to Paris or Avignon. The Universities of Padua and
Bologna, where ftarchettus• teachings no doubt foraed a part of
the course of musical study, were declared off-limits to Plorentines by a city ordinance which ai•ed (unsuccessfully) to boost
enrollaent at the local institution(319).
of civic

humanis~

Until the explosion

polemic on the Plorentine

see~,

Foscari•s

reaark (aade some two centuries later) was already valid:
the heart of

e~ery

"In

Florentine, if it could be cut open, there

would be found in the ve=y center a lily of gold"(320).
It must be emphasized that the composition of a poem or
song with a propagandistic text, be it political or philosophical, vas not an empty acadeaic exercise(321)
Landini•s dream vision of occhaa
ously in its

senti~ent

va~

~c

e

A poem such as

doubt taken quite seri-

by the parties with a vested interest in

the defense of scholastic dialectic: i.e., the Franr.a-Florentine
ecclesiastical

~lite

~esiding

in Avignon.

Adherence to the ten-

ets of the northern school of philosophical subtilitas meant, in

(319) G. Voiqt, Die Wiederbelebunq des Classi~c~~~ Altert~ (Berlin, 1960: reprint of original 1893 ed.} I,
340.
(320) The lily of gold vas, of coursa, the armorial sign of
France. See Baron, Crisis, 97.
(321) Such writings ve~e often quite effective in practice.
Baron points out that the massive expansion of Vis~
conti control over northern Italy in the late fourteenth century vas in few cases effected by the use
of outright force~ ~ropaqanda was eaployed to inspire
treachery and defection in the £anks of Visconti
opponents. Writers churned out poetic celebr~tions of
each successive Viscontean political conquest, praising them as steps towards the glorious qoal of a unified and stable Italy. See above ar.d Crisis, 38-39.
-
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effect, ideological support of the

esta~lished

international

cultural ailieu which existed in its most vital form at the
papal court. Defense of the

"internati~nal

style" i•plied sup-

port of the Florentine economic and cultural status quo: a
social organization based on familial elitism, an organization
which faced the substantial threats of proletarian revolt, religious nationalism and popular. philoaophies in the last quarter
of the Trecento.
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c. The manuscripts Lo ana FP: a sociocodicological overview

1

1. London, British Litrary Additional 29987 (Lo)

Although it vas the haute bourgeoisie that supported the
institutions, ecclesiastical and secular (i.e., their own villas) at which artistic activity flourished. few composers whose
works survive see• to have been scions of this patriciate. rrancesco Landini was hi•self the son of a painter(322), Lorenzo
~asini

the offspring of a Florentine

fro• cleric-coaposers whose fa•ily

jc~k-dealer(323).

na~es

ar~

Aside

generally unk-

nown(324), most musicians whose works are included in Florentine
manuscripts belong to this social stratu•, which lies somewhere
between the popolo ainuto(325) and the elite cittadini discussed

(322) Concerning his father, Jacopo del Casentino, see
below.
(323) F. A. Gallo, "Lore~zo ~asini e Prancesco degli Organi
in S. Lorenzon Studi Musicali 4 (1975) 1 58.
(324) Although Pirrotta and Becherini have SFeculated that
Dun Paolo !enorista was a aemDe~ of an €lite Flo~en
tine fa:ily. Pirrotta suggests that Paolo vas a Capponi. Beccherini believes him to have been a member
of the Leoni family. see Pirrotta, Paolo Tenoris!s in
~ ~ Fraqaent s! !h£ !!2 ~ and H. Eecherini,
"lntonio Squarcialupi e il Codice Mediceo-Palatino
87" in L' Ars !Q_!,! Italiana 1 (Certaldo, 1960),
161-163.
(325) This group "included skilled and se•iskilled, but
also the mass of unskilled, labor in the medieval
city. The minuti Yere not considered part of the political fabric of the city at all." Trexler, "Charity
and the Defense of U~ban Elites", 65.
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in the preceding section.
Add. 29987

refl~cts

~he

manuscript tc=aon, British Library

the ausical interests of this element of the
standpoi~t

Plorentine polis, froa the

of repertoire and as a

physical document.
Lo transmits several works by other comfosers belonging to
the Florentine artisan class, co•posers whose ausical expertise
does not approach that of. their social peers Landini
~he

a~d

Masini.

least sophisticated of these petit £oGLgeois composers is

Jacopo Pianelaio, who is represented by one ballata, "Come tradir"

(f~47).

As Pirrotta points

vas, judging by his name,

ci

~ut,

this "unskilled amateur"

slipper-maker by trade(326).

The

non-musical aspects of the life of the composer Bonaiutus corsini are, on the other hand, reasonably well-documented. He vas
a painter (the ascriptions in Lo are to .Eonaiutus Chorsini
~ito~)

(327), specifically a decorator of wooden chests(328).

Bonaiuto vas very likely a pupil of the organist lndr.ea de Servi
in the 1370s(329).

~be

decades of the 1370s and 1380s consti-

tuted a period during which Andrea

Francesco Landini were in

frequent profassional contact with one another. New organs were
i

being built (or

pla~n~di

t~~

the

Santissi~a

Annunziata as well

(326) Pir.rotta, CMM8/5, iii.
(327) Folios 32, 33v, 34.
(328) Pirrotta refers to fiscal documents in which Bonaiuto
is described ~z a cofonario. CMM8/5, iii.
(329) Pirrotta, CMMB/5, iii, mentions a document which
records a payment made by Corsini to Andrea frO ~
tione in docendum ipsum Bonaiutum.
-
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as the Cathedral of

Florence~

and the two composer-organists

were involved in both projects. It is likely that Bonaiutus vas
also a regular figure among this

sega~nt

cf tandini•s musical

circle. Further opportunitiP.s for contact between Corsini and
Landini~

beyond the influence of their mutual colleague Andrea,

would have been as a result of the activities of the composers•
fathers. Bonaiutus•s

father~

Corsino di Bor.aiuti, vas the

founder of the family bottegha: the workshop which produced the
ceremonial cassoni, or chests: aentioned above. He vas also one
of the six original capitani of the confraternity of painters
found~d

i~

casentino~

Florence in 1350:

!n~ther

of the six

father of Francesco Landini(330).

va~

Jacopo di

Although, unlike

Corsino, Jacopo was more an artist in our modern

s~nse

than an

artisan, he vas a painter with an unquestionably middle-class
style and audience. Although he was quite successful locally,
was among the most provincial styles in Florent1ne art of the period, a quality detectable in the
relative crudeness of his technique, the schematic
nature of his modelling and the frequent gaucherie of
his compositions(331).
Jaco~o•s

His circle (as witnessed by his active participation in the
painters• confraternity) was no doubt composed largely of

this milieu was

p~obably

one with

~hich

both Francesco Landini

(330) Giovanni Gaye, carteqgio Inedito d'Artisti ~ Secoli
..!!!• !!· .!!!• (3 vols. Florence, 184Cl) , vol. 2, 33.
(331)

Marvin J. Eisenberg, "A Plorentine Madonna and
Child". Record of the Art Museua: Princeton Universiti 14 (1955): S: I:am-grateful=to Hattie Ganet of
the Princeton University Art Museum for calling this
article to ay attention.
-
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and Bonaiutus Corsini were intiaately acquainted(332).
A third little-known coaposer, represented by one work in
to (the madrigal "Tre•ando piu che foglia" ff. 71Y-72), is Rosso
da Cbollegrano. Since Bosso•s name bears no ecclesiastical identifier such as prete or f'ater, and no title of distinction or
boner such

as~

or

aaai.~,

it is probably safe to assume

that he, too, was a bourgeois with an amateur interest in composition. Bosso•s toponyaic surnaae has he€n regarded as somewhat
probleaatic(333).

On the basis of contemporary documents refer-

ring to another visitor iA Chollegranoo it appears that Chollegrano is a fourteenth-century Florentine transformation of the
name of a small town outside of Venice:

Conegliano(334).

orthographical variant &a! be taken as ewideuce in
Florentine

p~ovenance

------------------(332)

for the manuscript(335)e

T~e

suppo~t

This
of

replace:ent

As Levi put it (albeit draaatically): "Chi sa guante
volte il prodigioso fanciullo [landini] non avr~ varcato la soglia della bottega di Corsino cofanaio."
Ezio Levi, Botteqhe ~ Canzoni della Vecchia Firenze
(Bologna, 1928), 14. Levi also provides a valuable
list of former owners of the London manuscript
( 18 6 o- 1 8 7 6) • p •

16 n.

(333) "B•lsso da Collegrano is indeed a shadowy figure ••• Nor
has the editor been able tc tr~ce Ccll~grano as a
place either in Tuscany or elsewhereo" Pirrotta,
CfHIS/3 1 ii.
(334) A number of documents originating at the University
of Florence in the 1380s refer to a certain student
named Francesco as being da Conigra~, Collegra~,
and conegliano. See Statuti della Universita ~ studio
Fiorentino ed. A. Gherardi (Firenze, 1881), 290, 304,
332. Whether "Basso" aight have been a familiar name
for Francesco re•ains in the reala of pure speculation.
(335) Reaney suggested Plorentine provenance for Lo on the
- 164 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

of the letter l by
graphic~!

tendency

~

in Collegrano is sy•ptoaatic of an ortho-

~hich

surfaces thrcughont the manuscript.

Plorencia is often spellEd frorencia, the word influenza in the
first line of Landini•s "Per la influenza di Saturn e Marte" is
written as ( Jnfruenca, anrl even the French ableaent (alt.

~

•ent) is transformed into ebraaant. This style of orthography
is, according to Sigliorini, a characteristic of certain Florentine texts of the early quattrocento.
Il fenomeno forse pi~ interessante di qnesto periodo ~
la reazione popolare alla copiosissima accettazione
dei latinisai, specialaente per quei gruppi che non
esistevano nel sisteaa fouologico toscanoe Resta
seapre mal digeribile il gruppo ~, che si continua a
sostituire con A! o a semplificare in Ar e cosl pure i
gruppi di consonant~ se;uita da 1: cripeato
<<clipeato>> (Gherardi, ]~radiso deqli AlberJl!), ~
pressione <<cuaplessione>> (Alherti), Prinicl!• exempr,!
(in una lettera del Bisticci) (336).
It is particularly interesting in light of the

repertoire of Lo (as

~ell

~ature

of the

as its physical features discussed

·below) that this mode of orthographical and phonological transformation was a response at the fOPUla& level to the increasing

----------------·····.a-

basis of dialectal similarities with the Florentine
vernacular theory treatise, the Notitia ~ ~alore
delle ~ del c~~to ~isurato, Lau~enziana, Redi 79:
"~ith regard to the dialect of the teits, Professor
vc~ Fischer, perhaps ivf!ue~c£d by the number of compositions in 12 by Nicolo da Perugia, suggested
Uabria and South Tuscany. This is possible, but Florence may still be adaissitle. Certainly we can find
in the treatise published ty Dr. Carapetyan dialectal
traits also noticeable in 12• such as the stressing
of hard consonants by an 'h' and the doubling of consonants like • s •." G. Beaney, .!4~ .~_!nuscript London
B. !. Additional 29987, A Facsiaile Edition MSD 13

(1965), 9.

-

(336) Migliorini, Storia della
1961) ,

Lin~

286.

Italiana (Florence,
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I

admission of Latin

wo~ds

process fostered by the

into the natiVE dialect of Tuscany (a
•ark~d inc~ease

in the popularity of

classical studies which characterized Plorentine intellectual
circles of the last quarter of thE trecEnto) (337).

Thus, the

language of the manuscript reflects the style of the popular
(i.e., lower aiddle-class) artistic circle which it represents.
The modest physical appearance of Lo completes the picture
of a aanuscript

~eant

for the asE of one or more aembers of the

popular segment of Plorentine artistic society. The collection
seeas to have been asseabled out of

p~actical

interest: the

codex is not a deluxe collector's item. Apparently, works were
entered as they becaae available -- there was ne attempt made to
plan the physical disposition of the contents before the actual
inscriptio~

of the manuscript. As a result: some works were

entered more than once (Jacopo 1 s no dole' appress• un bel perlaro fiuae" ff.lv-2 and lv-4, Bartolino•s "Quando la terra

1

ff.13v-14 and 20v-21: and Vincenzo•s "In forma quasi" ff.31 and
49v-50) and often

additio~al

staves were drawn freehand at the

bottom of a page to accomodate

ove~flow

8v-9, 9v, 23r(text),

Individual works seem to have

24v-25~)a

of nctes or text (ffe

been entered hastily, a process which gave rise to the need foe
large-scale corrections (for exa•ple, an entire line v,!s entered
incorrectly in Guglielaus de Francia•s "La neve el ghiaccio,"
then recognized as an error and immediately corrected by the

(337) Encouraged by Petrarch, Marsili, Salutati, et. al.
See Section VI.B above.
-
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i

I

scrib~}

(338).

These corrections, which often involve text

underlay or •usic overlay, are effected by erasure (scraping) in
contemporary parcbaent manuscripts. Even though Lo is a parch•ent manuscript and erasure was an available method af making
corrections, •ore often changes are entered visibly: music is
crossed out (as in the case of "La neve el ghiaccio" in which an
entire stave is deleted b7 cross-hatching) or lines are drawn
connecting notes and the syllables to which they are
sung (for example, f.33v staves 1 acd q, f.76 stave 1
~).

~roperly
and~-

The natuce of these corrections, which are for the most

part in the

sa•~

hand andjor ink as

~hat

of the scribe responsi-

ble fo= copying the pieces in question(339), indicates that despite the large number of copying errors, the main scribe was

~

musician (or at least could interpret the rhythms represented by
the notation: a process necessary to the proper linking of syllables to notes). They are corrections which improve the guality
of the •usical readings, but at the same time detract from the
atsthetic valQe of Lhe codex as a physical otject. Despite the
Meoici coat-of-arms on the first folio (see below), the •anuscript vas not originally intended to grace the shelves of a

(338) Polio 45v,

sta~e

5.

(339) The manuscript contains a nuaber of "hands," but it
is difficult, owing to the carelessness of the
scribe(s), to determine whether the apparent scribal
differences ai~ht not be illusions created by inconsistent speed of writing, varying widths of pen nibs,
etc. Reaney (MSD13, 8) aptly describes the main hand
as «erratic." For a case in which the original copyist and the perpetrator of the corrections in a manuscript are not the same, see the discussion of FP
below.
- 167 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

wealthy citizen's library.
In •ost manuscripts of the fourteenth century, particularly
deluxe or presentation copies, the tazts were entered before the
music. ifter the •nsic is copied (or as it is copied) text corrections can be made(340).

This •ay have been true of the copy-

ing of some of the works in Lo. However, •ost corrections
I

involving text/note correspondences in this •anuscript point to
the opposite conclusion. 7he critical piece of evidence which
supports the notion that the •usic vas in most 1 if not all,
cases entered before the te:t is the nature uf the lines drawn
between the notes and their coLresponding text syllables. In all
but a few isolated cases, these lines slant towards the left.
For

exa~ple,

a clarification of the declamation at the end of

the fourth stave, folio 33v (Boniauto corsini•s ballata, "Piata

ti mova") is entered as shown in Pigure 6.1.

The notes in this

case were entered too close to one another to allow for the fitting-in of the text syllables underneath. Consequently, the
words had to be squeezed

~ogether

in order even to fit them

under the correct staff. The underlay lines were then drawn

For an exhaustive discussion of the question of the
sequence of events involved in the copying of French
musical manuscripts of the thirteenth through fifteenth centuries, see Lawrence H. Earp, ~Guillaume de
Machaut and the 'Iransmission of .Fourteenth-Century
Music", Chapter 3.
(341)

might counter that the te~t was indeed entered
first (without consideration of the nu~ber of notes},
followed by music entered by a scribe ~~o did not
understand the notation. A hypothetical corrector

on~

-
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:

'

in (341) •
+---------~~~--------------------------------------------------+

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
+---------------~----------------------------------------------+

Fig. 6.1

A more extreme situation, one in which the attempt to
include all the necessary words under the proper staff failed,
is illustrated by the first attempt to enter Vincenzo da Rimini•s caccia "In forma guasin in the manuscript on folio 31. For
whatever reaEons, the scribe

d~scontinued

his copyirg of the

music after stave 7, and began to enter the text underneath.

By

the end of the first line a problem had arisen. The text runs on
well into the right margin, and a line is drawn
ond semibreve

~

and the last syllable of the

betwe~n

~ord

the sec-

"disioq (see

would th~n necessarily be posited, so~Qc~~ who later
added the underlay lines. That this was not the case
is evident from the many works in which fin~l syllables of words containing interior melis•as (over
spaces in the text) are located directly beneath the
proper note.
- 169 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 6.2).

•
.j,.f]_,.______

J

lL

' I'·"-:

Fig. 6.2

At the end of the nex+ staff the difficulty of fitting the
entire, highly syllabic caccia text under the music

h~d

become

insuraountable. The slope of the underlay lines running from the
notes to the syllables in the margin cegins to

app~oach

the hor-

izontal (see Fig. 6.2). At this point, the scribe apparently
realized that the copying of the piece with the present dispositicn of notes was impossible. The caccia vas re-entered on the
present folio 68v, in a "different" hand.

Signific~ntly,

the

work is entered iamediately following the section of the manuscript devoted to a unique collection of dances, Lorenzo
Masini•s "L'Antefana" and the

~Dies

iraen

(ff~SS-68).

This sug-

gests the possibility that the piece was rewritten on the first

-
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J

I

.

available page and, by inference, that the sacred and dance

I

pieces vere already written (in the saaE hand as the nev version

I

of "In forma quasi") • Confusin'J the deteraination of the

!.

sequence of events is: t:he appeatance of a nn•b··H: of vorks in
this saae "later" hand (i.e., the hand which predominates in the
second half of the codex) on fo!ios preceding tbe original
aborted copying of Vincen2o•s caccia.

Any ready explanation for

this complex scribal situation is obscured by the probability
that the manuscript has undergone at least one (aud east likely
more) major re-ordering of its contents
pi!ation.

its original coa-

sine~

Unfortunat€1Yw the present binding is too tight to

allow for any conclusions regarding inco•plete fascicles, tipins, and similar codicological idiosyncLasies.
The most obvious aspect of Le with bearing on the question
of re-ordering and conflation is the appearance of one complete
and one partial work on the first openings of the manuscript
(ff.lv-2v). written in an elegant t€xtual and musical hand
vastly dissimilar from the hasty and Iather primitive style
which marks the bulk of the codex(342).

~he

recto of the first

folio bears the ftedici coat-of-arms, undoubtedly entered in the
manuscript no earlier than the last portion of the fifteenth
century (343}.

_Reaney claims that "this vas the original :L 1,

(342) To my knowledge, it has never been pointed out that
these pages provide a scrital concordance for the
fiagmentary manuscript Plorence, Eihl. conserv.
D1175 (FC). ComFare in particular, the identical versions of Jacopo•s "0 dole• appress• un bel perlaro."
(343) The fleurs-d3-lys in the central palla at the top of
-
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though it was probably blank at first. (344)" A careful exaaination of this folio indicates that it vas not originally blank at
all, and further that it could not have been the original first
folio of any complete aanoscript. An ultraviclet photograph
reveals that five lines of music (staves 1-5) and two lines of
text (staves

~

and 5) have been scraped off around the circular

coat-of-aras. Text and ausic are in the hand of the aain scribe.
The erasure must have teen aade after the arms vere painted.
textc~al

This is indicated by

differences in the otherwise uni-

foraly smooth gold area of the shield, where the text letters
and noteheads have been overpainted, and by a portion of a note-

head visible where soae paint has flake3 off over stave

5~

The

text under the last two staves of musi= is that of the confiteor
(see transcription, Pig. 6.3). ihe rhythmic variety of the
mostly tertless
aonophonic work.

~usic

In

rules out the possibility that this is a
addition~

the ten notes

~t

the beginning of

the first staff are more likely the closing passage of another
voice (probably the

teno~)

than of another section of the work,

a notion suppcrted by the :ong rhythmic values which characterize the phrase (mostly breves and longs). If this is in fact the
case, the piece would close on a

A-~

sonority.

If the fragment

is part of a three-voice coaposition, the C3 clef suggests that
the extant voice is a contratenor part (the upper voice and most

the device were granted by the £rench King Louis XI
in 1465. See A. Atlas~ 1h£ £!ppella Giulia ~~
~ (Part I: Coamentary)
(Brooklyn, 1975)~ 16.
(344) Reaney MSD13, 8.
- 172 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

of the tenor would have appeared on the facing verso). The part
•ight on the other hand represent the upper voice of a two-voice
composition (in the style c,f Bartolo 1 s

.£~) (3~5).

This first folio, containing as it does an interior fragment of vhat appears to have

be~n

a polyphonic Patrem!(3ij6) could

not have been the original front page of the manuscript. The
Qltraviolet photograph (Fig. 6.4) discloses the erasure of at
least

on~

two-digit folio nu•ber in the upper right-hand corner

(either a 68, a 9-,

OL

both). An examination of all the present

folio nuabers under ultraviolet light w?uld probably lead to a
clearer understanding of the original
codex(3ij7).

structur~

of the

Btit the discovery of a fragaent from a polyphonic

liturgical work bears implications concerning the nature of La
more far-reaching than the codicological questions it raises. l t
is not unlikely that this Patre• formed part of a group of
liturgical works, nov lost, which constituted a portion of the
original manuscript's repertoire.

This~

when viewed in conjunc-

tion with the number of liturgical an1 para-liturgical works in
the manuscript(348), highlights the unusudl emphasis placeG on

~345)

Ed.

Pirrctt~,

CMK8/1~

1-5.

(346) I have been unable to identify the work.
(347) There are two surviving sets of foliation: an older
one in ink, entered over the erasure(s) in question,
and a more recent one in pencil ceneath. All references here are based on the older foliation.
(348} There are eight in all: 1 motet-madrigal, 1 Kyrie, 1
Gloria, 1 Credo, 1 "antiphon"~ 2 sequences and 1
hymn. ~ith the addi~ion of the fragment, the total is
raised to nine, with more probably lost.
~
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these genres in this

No other

collP.~tion.

Italian source contains

s~ch

a large

c~

fourteenth-c~ntury

varied

of

ccllc~tion

liturgical works in a priaarily sP.culat repsrtoire. 1bis implies
that soaeone vith an interest in clerical aatters had a hand in
the compilation of the manuscript. The eccentricities of the
cc1lection: the relatively large aao•tnt of space devoted to
•onophonic liturgical pieces, the "aotet"

~hich

is actually a

vernacular troped Sanctus in •adrigal style(349), and the didactic autation exercise entitle "Lwlntefana" all point to a level
of clerical interest quite different from that of the elite
ecclesiastics vho formed the Plorentine contingent at the papal
court. The consciousness is academic, but not scholastic, and
not particularly concerned

~ith

subtleties.

A Medici inventory of 1495 includes three music books: two
lihri

~

musica and one Lihellus

~

musica(350#.

~ight

the Lon-

don manuscript be the "Libellus" listed in the inventory? It is
certainly smaller than the typical fifteenth-century sources
containing liturgical works. If the

holdi~gs

of the

~edici

cha-

pels and household libraries were being consolidated and inventoried in 1495, this would provide a reasonable

painting of the

fiftee~th-centuty

occas~on

for the

Medici arms over the contents

of a small manuscript of little artistic value or interest. We
have seen that the repertoire of Lo points to origins in a

(349)

~Cafita~o

gli

angiol~ti~

f.SS.

(350) E. Piccolomini. "Inventario dell~ Libreria !edicea
privata compilato nel 1495" ASI s.3,20 (1874),76:
item no. 590.
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popular clerical

ailieu~

that of the secular clergy. The pres-

ence in the manuscript of the priest LoLenzo Sasiniis unusual
monophonic "Antefana" (the work is unique to this source) may
in~icate

a connection between that co1poser and the contents of

the l!anuscript (or its exeaplar (s)) (351).

Galla has uncovered

documentary evidence which de•onstrates that Lorenzo vas a canon
of San Lorenzo (a possible place of origin of a
the years 1348 to 1370(352).

ftedi~i

codex) in

A portion of Lorenzo•s tenure at

s. Lorenzo overlaps with the period of Prancesco Landini's early
service as capellano(353), and torenzo may have instructed Landini in so•e of the elements of practical music theory. As a
cleric, but not a Religious, Lorenzo

~ust

have encountered the

art and craft guildsmen frequently (Corsino di Bonaiuti resided
in the parish of San Lorenzo until the 1350s) and probably
played the rule of music-master to a number of amateur singers
and composers from middle-class artisan families(354).

(351) on possible solutions fer the riddle of the "Antefana" see N. Pirrotta CMM8/3, i, ~. Lc~insky, Preface
to H. Colin Slim, ]usica Nova (MBM1: Chicago, 1964j,
xi-xiii, and A. Seay, "The Beginnings of the Coniuncta and Lorenzo Mas1ni 8 s <L'Antefana>" in L'Ars
~ !taliana 2 (Certaldo, 1969), 51-65.
Lorenzo had
been dead for at least twenty years before the actual
coapilation of the aanuscript. A terminus eost quem
of 1396 is suggested by the presence of Bartolino•s
"Alba coluuba" (ff.11v-12). See E.. I.iGotti, g poesia
musicale italiana ~ secolo !I! (Paletmo, 1944). 88.
(352)

F~

in

A. Gallo, "Lorenzo Masini e Prancesco degli Organi
Lorenzo" in Studi musicali 4 (1975).

s.

(353) Landini entered service at
p.59.

s.

Lorenzo in 1364. Galla,

(354) Lorenzo•s pedagogical bent is reflected in the nature
of "L 0 Antefana" and the contents of its text: "Let
- 175 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 6.3 Transcription of GB-lbm29987, f.lr

the singers be aost careful lest the empty boast of
[their] mouth should through ignorance involve
[their] mind, heart and breasts. Rather should they
sing me three and four times, feartul of tritone;
and, if they vill not infringe the prescriptions of
the rule (here] underlying, soon ~lll they be
accepted in the ~odality of (true] singing~ forever,
Amen." (translation by Pirrotta, CMMS/3, i). His
husorous madrigal "Dolgom• a voi," in which lorenzo
offers advice to singing-t~achers, is ~ost likely
based on personal experience.
-
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2. Florence, Bibl. Naz. Centr. f. Panciatichiano 26 (FP)

The Panciatichiano manuscript stands in marked contrast to
the style and appearance of Lo. FP represents the musical tastes
and interests of that segaent of the ilorentine "honor elite"
which played an active part in the arts.

As

~as

the case with

the london ms, the origins of FP are reflected not only in the
contents of the aanuscript. but by its organization and appe3rance as well.
~cattered througho~t

the codex {particularly at the end)

are later musical additions to the •ain corpus, •ade by various
hands. 7he

~~~k

cf the manuscript vas written, however, by two

scribes. The first main scribe sas responsible for the inscription of most of the two-voice ballate (with text in both voices)
by

P~ancesco

Landini, which appear in the first fascicles of the

manuscript. The second scribe. whose role vas more si9nificant
in determining the form and contents cf the

coll~~tion

as it

no~

stands. entered most of the ballate with untezted tenors and
contratenors(J55).
tion

andar~

These are thE works containing the indica-

at the beginning of the piede in untexted voices.

Schrade referred to these works as "the andare group"(356}, although he was uncertain as to the aeaning of the indication;

(355) Por another viev of the roles of the mains scribes of
FP, see Schrade. Coamentary to Vol. 4 of PMFC
(Monaco, 1958), 13-15.
(356) PMFC suppl. to vol. 4, 64.
-
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The tenor of (Landini•s ballata "I' non ardischo"
f.41v] is instrQ~ental~ az also in other later
entries, thus indicating a certain pr~ference among
later entries for the younger, "French" form of the
B(allata]. (The] t(enor] has aerely [the] inc[ipit]
"I' non ardischo", but the beginning of [the] Pi(ede)
is marked by "Andare." This word, ~hich does not
belong to the text, cannot be explained; it occurs at
beginnings of [the] Pi(ede] of the instr~mental,
accoapanying part (or parts) in all such compositions
in [the manuscript](357).
The second scribe of PP aight best be referred to as "the apdare
scribe". The word aost li.kely serves the sa11e purpose as a sec-

.!Ul.9A pars or residuum i·ndication. If the text had been

et.d:.~red

before the music, the jUldare could have served as a guide to
where the notes of the piede should begin in a voice with no
text. It might also have served as a guick pcint of reference in
a performance which

wcul~'udve

involved repeating the mus:c from

the point marked andare. In any case, the term must mean to "go
on," or the continuation (or Besiduum). !he •ndare scribe not
only entered this word under the staves containing the music for
te:xtless voices, but also added it (and

"tenor~

voice designa-

tions) in the bottom space of staves which had already heen
underlaid with te•t(358).
in conjunction with

The term most often occurs in ballate

~~

ticns of the French ouvert. and .£1.22) ,

;:~.nd

l!~j

!-. o:.-we beer1 infl u-

enced by the French practice of enterilrtg secunda pars at the
opening of the B section of the formally identical virelai.
Indeed, one wonders if the selection cf this peculiar term was

(357) Schrade, 59.
(358) see, for

exaaple~

ff.6v, 13.
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in some way related to its visual similarity to the indication
2ndaps ( qhda~~

).

The andare scrite 1 s French orientation is

also revealed in his arrangeaent of the

The first four fascicles are devoted to ballate (in
positions of two and three voices,
section's last folio

(~Ov),

coctents.

~anuscript•s

~nt~red

vario~s

dis-

by both hands). The

which divides the ballate

madrigal collection which occupies (with blank pages

the

fro~
~nd

later

interpolations) the next five fascicles, contains a French virelai, "Le doulz printe•ps.M The piece is unique to FP,
ent~red

~nd

is

in the hand of the andare scribe. The French text is

exceptionally good for au Italian aanuscript, and there is even
an underlay correction (stave

1)

which indicates that the piece

was not merely entered as a curiosity. On folio

90v~

at the end

of the main aadrigal section, and separating it from a group of
caccie and canonic ma1r.igals, is another French work in the same
hand. The text, "Quan je voy le doulz

temps~

is identical to

that of a thirteenth-century trouv~re chanson(359).

The musical

·form is that of a caccia (appropriately; since it introduces the
caccia group in the manuscript) : two canonic voices over an
untexted tenor (unlike the French chace which is canonic in all
voices). This unusual "hybrid" seems, then, to have been written
by an Italian(360).

(359) See T. Karp, "The Textual Origin of a Piece of Xrecento Polyphony~ JAKS20 (1967), 469-473. A number cf
Floreutine private libraries of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries included manuscripts of provenyal
poetry iL their collections.
(360)

Pi~rotta

proposed that "Quan je voy" was "an attemft
made by a French coaposer to use the Italian canonic
-
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The appearance of the two

F~ench-texted

unica as "organiz-

ers" for the Italian repertoire of FP suggests that they may
have been created specifically far the occasion, and
mo~e,

fu~ther-

that the composer may have been the co•piler himself (the

andare

scribe)~

The scribe has cleverly supplied the information

that he uas a composer in the final note of the contratenor part
of the first section of Jacopo•s madrigal "Si come al canto"
(f.95). 7his is a two-voice work in its concordant versions
(except that preserved in the later nan-Florentine MS.
PR) (361), but a third voice (designated "Contratenor," hut more
pr~cisely

a triplum: its range is the same as that of the can-

tus) has been added in FP. The final maximae in several of the
works entered by the andare scribe are decorated with a filigree
in red ink. The final maxima of the unique contratenor of "Si
come al canto" bears within

i~z

tlack notehead the inscription

(in red): musicha mia. The added voice must, then, have been
composed by the andare scribe, who has provided his own attribution.

!

comparison of the cantus and added contratenor of "Si

come al canto" with the canonic voices of the caccia "Quan je
voy" reveals a striking stylistic likeness in the two works (Ex.
6.1-2).

form" (CMMB/2, ii), but in view of the idertification
of the scribe as a musician (see below) and the particular placement of the French works in FP, this
seems unlikely.
(361)

Sg 19v-20, Lo 8v, PB 33v.
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A

Attestations to the composer-scribe's musical

expe~tise ~re

provided by a number of corrections made by the andare scribe in
both his own and the previous scribe's work. One noteworthy
example is furnished by the final tenor melisma of 1andini•s
madrigal "O pianta vaga"(362).

2: r; 1 r·

1

ihe rhythm of this passage:

ffi r 1r r 1rf] 1 r

1~

ta.

[vi.]

Ex. 6.3

was originally written: E.
c.o.p.

s-s s-s E s s-s 1(363)

G

The second

ligature (which was correct with regard to pitch) was

eradicated and replaced ty two distinct semitreves (on these
same pitches)

o

The scribe must have felt there was a danger that

the ligatures, falling as they did between two breves, would
have been misinterpreted as separate a~d complete tempora:

I

ft IF r Ifi

~~·

11

Ex. 6c4

------------------(362) Folio 44. Ed. Schrade, PMFC4, 196-7.
(363) B=Breve, S=S3aitreve, L=Long, -=ligatn~e&
-
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I
This sort of change, one involving notational clarification more
than correction, bespeaks the unusual amount of care invested by
the scribe in the faithful representation of
vas undoubtedly familiar.

... ,. ... lrr..
---··~

..... ..., ..

... ;~l.

•hicb he

Given the French tias of the manu-

script's repertoire and notation (see Chapter V above), the
scribal mastermind behind the compilation of FP must hawe
belonged to the elite circle surrounding Landini in the company
of the culturally-informed reprenentatives of Florence's first
families(364).

As has been mentioned(365), the Italian texts

often include the points of

~lision

which were in fashion in

manuscripts emanating from the intellectual cliques of late Trecento Florence (the London manuscript, with its markedly popular
orthography, is devoid of any such textual subtleties).
The fact that PP ·is a paper rather than a parchment manuscript may be related to it3 protable origin in Florentine haute
~ourqeois

circles. While parchment remained the typical medium

for clerical manuscripts throughout the Trecento, paper had
become (by mid-century) the mvst indispensable tool of the Plorentine banking class, acquiring a nearly symbolic quality as
the embodiment of the elite bourgeoisie, for whom record-keeping
was a way of life(366}c

(364) As Schrade points cut (PnFC4: Commentary, 5) 6 "On the
basis of the proportional part telonging to Landini
in relation to the rest of the contents in any of the
[major Trecento] aanuscripts 8 [FP] is the main Landini source ••• The arrangement of (FP] ••• testifies to
the compiler's attention to place landini in the center of the collection."
(365) Chapter I.B.3.
-
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.....

A further link between the Panciatichiano as and the
cal tastes of the

uppe~

lll t'WC.;~

stratum of the Florentine citizenry is

provided by the collection of French works found in the last
fascicle of the manuscript. Although these were no doubt added
by a later hand than that of the
which

th~y

auua~e

scribe~

the repertoire

represent is one in which turn-of-the-quattrocento

Florentine culture elitists would have typically been interested. Folios 101v-1 08 contain six wodts which have concordances
in the manuscript Chantilly 564(367).

Cne thiril of the twenty-

four French works in FP are represented, then, in the collection
which more than any other characterizes the trends in French
music (specifically that of the

Foix-Ar~~an-Avignon

the last decades vf the fourteenth century.

orbit) of

several theories

concerning the provenance of Chantilly 564 have been advanced.
Scholars have suggested that the

aanu~cript

~as

co~piled

in

Aviguon, Aragon, Foix and even Italy (on the basis of its containiug six-line staves) (368) •

Begardl~ss

of the place of ori-

gin of Ch, the manuscript was in Florence by the middle decades

(366) A typical attitude is expressed in an anonymous compendium of practical suggestions for the successful
businessman: 1.2 cart ta .£.Q.§.!~ .E.QCho 40 !J. spesso ~
recha .B!•.2!!.2 _erofi tto. G. Co!·ti, "Consigli sulla mercatura di un anonimo trecentista" AS! 110 (1952},
118.
(367) See G~~~her, "Die Anwendung der Di•inution in der
Handsc~rift Chantilly 1047" AfMi17 (1960), 3. In
addition, FP c~~taias two other isolated works which
are concordant with Ch (see Hirshberg, "The Music of
the late Fourteenth CenturJ", 16).
{368) See Hirshberg, 13-15, for a
hypotheses.

revie~

of these
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o£the fifteenth century. One of the flyleaves bears an inscription stating that in the year 1461, the codex was presented as a
wedding gift by Francesco di Altobianco degli Alberti to his
son~

A di xviii di luglio 1461 Franciescho d'altobiancho
degli alberti dono questo libro ••• a Beccholo Lancalao
suo figliolo.
Whether or not the eight concordant works

i~

FP were copied

directly from the Chantilly aanuscript (36S), by around i450,
there existed two important
works in Florence

source~;

for French ars subtilior

It is not surprising that of all Plorentine

families it should have been the Alberti

tilly codex. More than any other
d

~ho

Fl~~entine

possessed the Chanfamily, they played

significant role in the economic and political affairs of

France (and

particul~rly

the papacy: see above). They maintained

branches of the family banking firm (and consequently households) in Avignon, Paris, Bruges, Brussels, London,
Barcelona(370).

B~abant,

and

More to the point here, Francesco di Altobianco

tclonged to the Paris limb of the Alberti clan. His father,
1ltotianco di Niccolo, was exiled froa Florence in 1401 owing to
the influence of his enemies in the

po~erful

Albizzi faction.

lftSr a trief respite at Bologna, Altotianco and his wife Maddalena(371) settled in

(369)

~ris,

where he directed that branch of

As Giir.ther points out ("Die Anwendur,g", 3-4), the
notation differs between the two sources.

(370) See the list of directors, factors, and correspondents included in Renouard, ~Le compagnie commerciali
fiorentine del 'Irecento'' in~~ d 1 histoire medie~,

SBff.
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the banking house(372;.

This segment of the Alberti had strong

ties to France: altobianco•s father, Niccolo, car.ried out several political and fiscal missions at the Avignon curia in the
1350s and 1360s.
Francesco di Altobianco, the first documented owner of the
Chantilly manuscript, was
departure into exile.

~orn

three aonths after his parents'

He returned to Florence in 1428

ban on his family was lifted at the urging of Pope
V(373}.

afte~

the

~artin

It is not certain whether Prancesco was the first

Alberti to possess the manu$cripi. lt

~ay

~ell

have entered the

family through the agency of his father or grandfather. Francescc was, however, the most culturally-inclir.ed of the three.
He was a poet (his works survive in several manuscripts) and was
involved in the certgme coronario of 1441(374).

On the basis of

(371) Maddalena was an All:izzi, the daughter of Rinaldo
Gianfigliazzo. The marriage was a source of irrita~
tion to the llbizzi family, who unsuccessfully urged
Maddalena i:',o leave her husl:and. See Passerini, Gli
Alterti di Firenze: Genealcgica Storia ~ Documenti
(Firenze:lb70) ,· 89.
(372)

Maddalena died in Paris in 1405, Altobianco in 1417.
See Passerini, op.cit. and B. Spongano~ "Brevi cenni
biografici degli uomini di casa Alierti" in L. B.
Alberti .! Pripd .:!g Libri della Famiglia (ed. R.
Spongano: Firenze, 1946), xxxv.

{373) Passerini, 91.
(374) See P. Rajna, "Le arigini del Certame Coronario" in
Scritti varii di Erud1zione e di critica in Onore di
Bodolfo Renier~~orino, 1912),~027-i056~-por a poS:
sible con~ection between t~e certame and the compilation of the Squarcialupi codex, see Pirrotta "Novelty
and Renewal in Italy: 1300-1600 11 in Studien ,Z.Y£ ~
ition in der Musik (Munich, 1973), 54, 61n. s.
-
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the reminiscences of teon Eattista
Pamiqlia~

Alher~i

in the Lihro

~la

it appears that Prancesco was a familiar figure at the

villa Paradiso (see above) in the second quarter of the Quattrocento(375).
The relatively large number of French works in FP suggests
that the manuscript reflects the international tastes of the
Florentine bourgeois elite of tbe last quarter of the Trecento.
The high proportion of concordances with Cb among the later
French additions to the main corpus indicates that the manuscript remained in the hands of a member or members of that same
circle through the beginning of the fifteenth century.

(375) See the Proemium to the third book of L. E. Alberti,
libro della FaaiqliA Spongano ed., 228-235.
-
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D:

Fr~n~h

~gsicians

in Florence:

~he

Augustinian Hermits

1. The Augustinian order in Florence and abroad

Of all the civic and ecclesiastic institutions contributing
to the peculiar ambience of the late

~recento

Florentine

republic, none exerted so strong an influence in so many spheres
of activity: sacred and secular, local aLd international, policon~~nt

tical and cultural, as the Augustinian
~he

monastery was founded in 1250(376).

of Santa Spirito.

~hroughout

half of the thirteenth and the first half of the

the last

fou~teefitb

cen-

tucy its library and sturlium generale had increased in scope and
reputation(377), and by the last quarter of the fourteenth centurr had developed into a paradigm for the ideal

bu~anist

society, forming a sort of urban counterpart to the bucolic
villa Paradiso of the Alberti family,

where the same intellec-

tual circle met to discuss politics, philosophy and culture.
The worldly monks of Santa Spirito participated actively in the
political, spiritual and artistic life of Florence, fuLctioning
as

(376) On the history of Santa Spirito see G. Ricba, Notizie
storiche delle chiese !i2£entine 9, (Firenze, 1761),
1 ff.
(377)

See D. Gutierrez, "La Biblioteca di Santa Spirito in
Firenze~ in Analecta Augustiniana 25 (1962), 6-7# and
R. Weiss "An English Augustinian in Late FourteenthCentury Florence" in English Mis~llany 9 (1958), 18.
- 190 -
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eine freie Akade•ie ••• , keiner Autoritat unterworfen,
unarh~ngig van Kirche und universitat(378).
The Santo Spirito circle came to include such men as Niccolo
Niccoli, Boberto Bossi, Coluccio Salutati, Martino da Signa,
~arsili

Luigi

and peripherally, Petrarch and Boccaccio(379).

"arsili and his followers served as ambassadors and political
cou~sellors

for the Plorentine republic(380).

The Augustinians

exhibited an international mobility significantly greater than
that of other- contemporary orders.
of the

It~lians

approximately
·l

major~te

Guillemain points out that

residiLg in Avignon in the 1360s and 1370s,

50~

were Florentine, and that among these

~la

,
,
•
f
"
du groupe clerical
non curial eta1t
ormee
par des

fr~res Augustins"(381).

Many of the most i•portant positions in the pontifical household were traditionally assigned to Augustinians(382).
addition, the

frat~es

In

eremitani were particularly active in the

{378) Hedwig Vonschott, Geistiges ~~ im Augustinerorden
A! ~ ~ ]i!telalters ~ ~ Eeginn der Neuzeit
(Berlin, 1915), 23.
(379) For the relations tetveen a number of these men and
Francesco Landini, see ab0ve, section VI.B. See also
Vonschott, 22-23.
(380)

Marsili conducted ~=bassies to L~uis of Anjou and
Charles of Durazzo in 1382 and 1383~ See L. Mar.tines,
Tb~ Social ~orld £! the Florenti~ Humanists (Princeton, 196~ 1 301 and Be~kcL, rloi~ in Transition 2,
55o

{381)

B. Guillemain. ~ ~ Pontificale d 1 Aviqnon
(1309-1376) (Par1s, 1962), 598-601.

(382) For instance, that of Chamterlain. See Guillemain,
372.
-
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cultural projects of the international ecclesiastical elite.
several of the foremost manuscript illuminators at the Avignonese court were aembers of the large group of resident Augustinians(383).

The role of the Augustinians in the musical activi-

ties at the papal court is docuaented by the mctet "Alaa polis
religio / Axe polis cum arctica"

whi~b

the manuscript Chantilly 564(384).

appears as an unicum in

The work offers a catalogue

of musical Augustinians: composers, performers and theorists,
praising their piety and musical accoaplishments. Most of those
named are known to have been connected with the households of
northern French cardinals or the Avignon

curi~(385j.

rncluded

among this international roll-call of distinguished musicians
are the Auqustini

~g

florencia, testifying once again to the

Florentine presence on the international cultural scene(386).

(383) P. Paosier, Histoire ~ livre et ~ l'imprimerie ~
Avignon Qy A!!g ~ J!! si~cle I (Avignon, 1922), 6-7,
22, 33-34.
(384) Edited by Gunther, The ~otet~ 21 ~ nanuscri~ts
Cha~tilly ~ ~ MOdepa A·~·~ 1 24. CM~39 (196 ) ,
40-45. The work is attributed to Egidius of Orleans,
an Augustinian.
(385) UG Guntherv The Motets of the ~nuscripts Chantilly
~ ~ Modena-A.]-2,24;-xliii-xlv.
(386) It is perhaps significant that the Parisian theorist
Petrus de sancto Dionysio, whcse name heads the list
of Augustinian musicians in the motet, is the only
French theorist to include the Italian symbol for the
imperfect long (~) among tb~ basic note shapes. see
his Tractatus ~ musica~ 23, 31 (ed. u. Michels~
CSM17 [n.p., 1972], 164-165).
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2. Guglielmus and Bgidius de Francia

The role of Santo Spirito and the Augustinians as deter•inants of musical style in Florence in the latter half of the
fourteenth century has never been explored beyond Pirrotta 0 s
suggestion that Gugliel•us de Francia (whose music appears in
the Florentine oanuscripts Sg, Pit, PP and Lo(387))
may have contributed to the strains of French influence th~t are easily perceptible in Lanuini•s and
Andrea•s music(388),
and that his presence in Santa Spirito should be dated c. 1365,
the approximate date for Sacchetti•s autograph of the text for
Guglielmo•s madrigal, "La neve, el ghiaccio"(389).

The identity

of the other French Augustinian in Florence, Egidius (who shares

an attribution with Guglielmus in the Squarcialupi codex) has
heeL a matter of musicological speculation for years(390).

Pir-

rotta suggests that Egidius vas not a musician at all, but
rather the poet vho provided Guglielmus with the texts for his
ballate.

He feels that the corpus of works attributed to the

two men in Sq is stylistically unified, toth musically and

(387) The attributions to Guglielmus are: Sg, ~· Prater
Guilelmus ~ Francia, Pit, Frate ~jqliel!Q di Fran~, FP, Frate Guqlielmo Qi ~~ ppirito, and Lo,
Fratte Guiqlielmo Si Sar.to SpiritP•
(388)

Pirrotta CMMS/5,

ii~

(389) Florence, Bibl. Laurenziana

Ashtu~nham

57~,

fe21v.

(390) See the extensive discussion of the "Egidius question" in R. Hoppin ~nd s. Clercx~ "Notes tiographiques sur quelques musiciens fran~ais" in ~ Collogues de W~qiaon! 2 ( 1955) • 83-91.
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.._.,.

r
textually, and assigns all of the ausical settings to GuglielIIUS(J91) •

Any attempt to augment the slim tiograpbical data for
~uglielmus

(which consist of attributions in &usical sources

which identify him as
illqmination in

~he

~

Pra~cia

and

~ ~(~]

Spirito, the

Squarcialupi codex, where he

appear~

dressed

as an Augustinian vith the master's beret(392), and the rubric
in Sacchetti's autoqraphC393) for "La neve" which identifies him
as J1AS(.i.§..ter] Gugl.ieleus

~arigigus

frater ro•j.tanus) is compli-

cated by the fact that tbe saute Spirito record book (the Memori

isle) for the period in gaestion(394) was destroyed in the
devastating flood of 1966. The

re~aining

documentary evidence is

scanty, hut some tentative conclusions concerning

Gugliel~us•

and Egidius• activities in Florence may be offered on the basis
of a fev extant references (uhicb are, unfortunately, of no
inherent musical interest).
The first mention of a French Gug1ielaus at the convent
occurs in a volume of

contr~cts

and testaments(J95).

The will

cf Dominus Andreas natus quondam nobilis militis domini ]aynerii

(391)

Pirrotta C"MS/5, ii.

( 392)

See below, fig. 6 .. 6.

(393) Sacchetti, Il I.ibro delle !.!.!§, ed .. A.. Chiari (Bari,
1936), 122.
(394) Pirenze, Archivio di stato Conventi Soppressi 122,36.
(395) Firenze, Archivio di Stato Conventi Soppressi 122,76.
contratti £ Testameyti

£.
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~

buondEl montibus vas witnessed by several residents of the

convent,

c:~mong

them a fJ;ater Guglielmo

testament is dated

1360~

d~

iiarbon,g (396).

The

Narbona is an Italian orthograpbical

variant fer Narbonne, a city and frovince near Avignon.

An

imMediate identification with the ausician is frustrated by Sacchetti's use of the qualifying Pariginus. However, a University
of Paris document from the year 1362(397) includes among the
nomina •aqistror!! provincie
Pagesii, alias

~ ~atbopa,

Parisiens~

one ]Agistro Guiller•o

Parisiensi. Therefore, Guglielmus de

Narbona and Guglielmus Pariginus •ay well be the

sa~e

man.

Guglielmus does not appear among the extant documents from Santo
Spirito again until the year 1371(398), where his name is found
(along with three other Frenchmen) in a list of

wit~esses

as

Guilielmus de Francia. Whether Guglielmus received his master's
degree in absentia or returned to Paris sometime after 1360, but
before 1362, is unknown. ! f he did leave Florence and
return(399), the date of that return can only be conjectured.
With this information, augmented by his setting of Sacchetti's

(396) Conv. Soppr. 122,76 f. 14.
(397) Botulus facultatis artiua Farisiensium ad Urtanem V
m~ssus. Included in A. Denifle, Chartularium unlvP.rsitatis Parisiensis 3 (Paris, 1894), 82 no. 1265.
(398) Firenze, Archivio di Stato, ~useo Diplomatico Pergamene di ~c Spirito 16 .. Giugnic. i3'; 1. Elezione di

Sindaci & Procuratori.
(399) This

s~tuation was not at all unusual for the mobile
and cosmopolitan Augustinians, See# for example, R.
Weiss "An English Augustinian in Late Fourteenth-century Florence" iL English Miscellany 9 (1S5o), passim.
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"La ne•e,n it is probabl.y safe to assume that his compositional
activity in Florence

~as

confined largely to the years 1360-1362

and 1363-1371, after which date his presence there is no longer
recorded(400).
The

ident~fication

of the Sqaarcialupi Egidius de Prancia

is, of course, also hindered by the loss of the Santa Spirito
Memoriale. However, no Egidius,
up in the eztant

~ourteenth

g~

Fr~~

or otherwise, turns

century volumes or parchments in the

s. Spirito holdings of the Plorentine archives. A docu•ent dated
1425 concerning the spedale of ss. Iacotus and Michael de Certaldo, witnessed in Sunto Spirito by what appears to be the
entire studiam qenerale of the convent, contains the name of a
!!(ater] Eqidius Egidii de

Francj~(401).

1he name

appea~s

under

the heading Studentes. Regardless of whether one accepts that
this very late Frater Egidius could be the ccmposer in question,
the apparent temporal aucmaly may at least serve to underline
the fact that the "connection" between Guglielmus and Egidius
exists only pictorially and is nothing mcro than an nistorical
assumption~

There is m"ch to be said for Pirrotta 1 s suggestion,

(400) Nor is he mentioned in Luigi Marsigli's letters from
Paris (1373-1374), documents whict refer to two of
Guglielmus• compatriots aho appeared in the 1371 £erqamena. The letters are found in the MS. Florence,
Bibl. Riccardiana 1080, ff. 35r-36v. Marsili 1 s name
is also included among the fratri in residence in
1371 and therefore ~ust ha~e been acquainted with
Guglielmus. The composer may have died or returned to
France shortly after 1371. on Harsigli"s letters, see
above, Section VI.B.
(401) Firenze, Archivio di Stato, conv. soppr. 122,75 f.
117v-118.
-
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and indeed there does not exist a great deal of stylistic evidence to contradict it. Eot a reasonably strong case may be made
for the identification of Egidius as an independent composer.
The evidence starts with the illu•ination in the Squarcialupi
code¥. Although the attribution reads Prater Egidius £! Guiliel~ ~

Francia, the cue to tbe illoainator which is visible in

the manuscript in the upper margin of f. 174r reads the reverse:
Ghilielao

~

Eqidio

~

francia:• The illu•ination reveals that the

man on the left is a •agister; he wears the

master•~

beret. He

is also evidently a good bit older than the other monk. The master•s hair is grey, while the figure on the right is blonde and
appears to be a youthful and tonsured novice. The figures are
holding a book of music, possibly meant to represent the Squarcialupi codex itself (see Fig. 6.5).

!he novice points with his

right index finger to the top half of the recto page.

The cor-

responding piece in the layout of the Squarcialupi codex is
"Alta serena loce," one of the three pieces in this section not
attributed to Guglielaus in

conco~dant

sources, and one of the

two works of the Guglielmus/Egidius corpus
lupi.

u~ique

to Sguarcia-

The illumination in Sq provides evidence that Goglielmus

and Egidius, though both French nationals at the Florentine
Augustinian convent, were of different generations.

It should

be noted that the Avignon-centered Egidii(402) were masters well
before the co=pilation of Sg.

!L addition, the rather static

(402) E.g. Egidius Aurelianus and Egidios de ~orino, proposed by Hoppin and Clercx as possible candidates for
identification with the Egidius of Sguarcialupi (see
note 390 above) •
-
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style of these small Italian ballate is vastly removed from the
subtleties which

characteriz~

Egidius de Acrelianus(403).

the works of Egidiuz Je

~orino

and

Only Egidius de Francia of santo

Spirito would still have been a novice at the time of the compilation and illumination of the manuscript.

!he third uork not

elsewhere attributed to Guglielmus (""ille merze, Amore") has a
concordance in London 29987(404).

A late date of composition is

not ruled out in this case, since the ballata is entered in Lo
in a hand and ink different from those of the pieces which surround it.
Although, as Pirrotta

poin~s

out, the three ballate not

attributed specifically to Guglielmus ("Alta serena luce,"
"Donna s•amor

m'in~ita:"

"Mill~

merze, !more"} offer little in

the way of musical grounds to distinguish them from Guglielmus•
"Piacesse a dio" and "Tutta solettan(q05), there is one detail
which may prove of some consequence in dealing with the question
of authorship: cadential formulae. Eoth of Guglielmus• known
ballate rely heavily upon the "Landini sixth" type of cadence,

(403) Egidius vas an extremely popular name among the
Augustinians (as is evident fro• a glance at the
index of Ossinger•s B~blioteca j~gpstinian~
(Ingolstadt, 1768]). This vas no doubt due to the
Augustinians! respect for Egidius of Bome as their
Doctor. See t. Coplestone, ~ ftedieval Philosophy
I (Nev '!ork, 1963), 137.
(404) Folio 13r.
(405) All five ballate are edited by Pirrotta, CMMS/5,
30-32.
-
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particularly in the chiusc ending(406):

EXe

6. 5

"Piacesse a dio" mm. 19-20

Ex. 6.6
"Tutta soletta" mm. 16-17

The unattributed ballate.

ho~ever,

exhibit a variety of (occa-

sionally eccentric) cadential patterns:

Ex. 6.7
"Alta serena luce" mm. 26-28

(406) Guglielmus•s madrigal "La neve" (ed. Pirrotta,
CftM8/5~ 28-29) offers no basis for comparison in as
much as it displays a very different type of convent~onal cadence at the end uf the terzetto and ritornello: a step¥ise descent ~so•etiaes ornaaented) from
the fifth above the final in the cantus over a stepwise ascent {usually with a raised leadin9 tone) from
the fourth below the final in the tenor (see "ta
neve" mm. 52-53, 79-80). Ibis was one of the most
frequently used formula for final cadencas in madrigals throughout the Trecento.
-
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Ex. 6.8
"Donna, s•amor m•invita" am. 23-24

Ex .. 6.9
"Mille merze,

Amore~

am. 30-31

The second cadential formula does include a •ove from a sixth to
a fiLal octave, but the sixth appears as a lower auxiliary tone
owing to its position on the weakest portion of the tempus. In
addition, the expected sixth which would normally constitute the
antepenultimate sonority is avoided by the unusual move from the
seventh directly to the fifth in the cantos. The final example
represents the anonymous composer's closest approximation of the
ornamented sixth-to-octave cadence which characterized the works
of Guglielmus and Landini. However, the cadeDce is inverted: a
third moves to a unison= Moreovet, the voices are in an abnormal
disposition, with the cantus moving beneath the tenor (both are
written with a C2 clef in the manuscript). These somewhat awkward cadences, representing a departure from the conventions
generally associated with the Plorentine ballata of the 1370s
and 1380s, may provide a basis for distinguishing two styles in
the works attributed jointly to Egidius and Guglielaus in Sq.
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The combined weight of musical idiosyncrasies, pictorial
representation and documentary evidence indicate that the supposed relationship

Guglielaus and Egidius should he

bet~ec~

reconsidered. A further factor tc be zecognized is the situation
of the representation of the coaposers•

~orks

in the sources.

Only Goglielaus• name is to he founc outside of Sqoarcidlupi.
Though his output was apparently saall, it is transmitted in all
the major florentine sources, all of which aust have been compiled before

1425~

Only the Sguarcialupi ms may have been assem-

bled at a late enough date to include the wotks of a French student

~n

FloLence in the early decades of the Quattrocento. The

very inclusion of a few unique works of questionable musical
value in this source •ay point to a close temporal connection
between Egidius•

rresen~e

in Florence and the compilation of the

codex.

-
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Fig. 6.5 Guglielmus and Egidius

ae

F.rancia (Sqj
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3. corradus de Pistorio and Johannes

a~

J~n~a

Whereas the works of Gugliel•us and Egidius de Prancia as
transmitted i;_j Plo:a:entine wcanuserip1ts are examples of French

musicians writing in a slightly gallici2ed Italian

idic~,

the

body of works by ecclesiastical musicians emanating from the
Avignon court contains illustrations of the inverse situation:
Italian composers working with French •usical genres, often with
French texts. The pri1ary source for this repartoire is the
11anuscri pt Modena, Bibl. Est. a. B. 5 r 24 (fascicles 2-4) (407) •
The early fascicles of Mod were most likely compiled during the
papal

in Bologna, January 1410 to

r~sidence

manusc:i~t

~arch

1411. The

includes works which cou!j have originated in as many

as five centers (Avignon, Genoa, !ilan, Padua and Bologna), but
clearly reflects the musical tastes and interests of the corps
of musicians and

aesthete~

matic popes(408).

attached tc the coria of the schis-

The Italian Corrado cf Pistoia is represented

ty two ballades in the Modena collection. The first, "Se doulz
~spour"

l::ears an attribution to!£. £.grradus de Pistoria(409).

The attribution of the second, "Veri almi pastoris"(410)

(407)

u. Guntberi "Das Manuskript ~odena, Bitlioteca
Estense a.M.5,24 (olia) Lat. 568 = llQ.g)" in MD24
(1970), 17-67. Fascicles 1 ~r.d 5 are later intecpolations.

(408) Gunther, 45.
(409)

Folio 31v.

(410) Folio 36va The
Gunth~r r

25-26.

te~t

refers to the papal chapel. See
- 203 -
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indicates that Corrado vas a •emher of the Augustinian order:
~·

coradus ~ Pistorio ordini§ beri~itaru•. Gunther suggests

that the coQposer is probably identifiable as the curradus
Gualandi

~

Bracilionis

~

~

Pistorio vbo was enrolled as a singer

at Santa Beparata in Florence in the year 1410(411).

The cathe-

dral record does not refer to this curradus as an Augustinian.
However, the identification •ay now be substantiated on tha
basis of a document dated 1385, originating at the Florentine
convent of Santo Spirito. Among the witnesses to the document is
one

1£. Curradus

~

qualndj

~

Fistorio(412).

Corrado vas pre-

-· ..

sent at Santa Spirito at the height of the

ccntro~ersy

surround-

ing Luigi Marsili 1 s attempts to nationalize the Italian church
and purge the

studi~

generale of the barbarisms of dialectic,

during which time
divisio~s in the Augustinian convent were so intense
•• ~that the Signoria was forced to solicit the intervention of the General of the Order(413).

In light of Corrado's taste for the

int~rnational

Avignonese

style and his probable period of residence at the papal courtf
it =ay be assumed that he toraed a part of the same circle of
artists and intellectuals which included landini, Johannes de
Eapoli and Piero Corsini(ij14), and that his sympathies would

(411) Glinther cites a docum~nt published by Frank D'AccoLe
in ! Documentary History o~ Music A! !h£ Florentine
Cathedral i!J!..S Baptistry during l l i l!fteenth Century
(Diss. Harvard University, 1960), 76.
(Q12) Florence, Archivio di State, Museo Diplomatico, Pergamene di s. Spirito, 11. January 1385.

(413} L. Hartines, The social World of
Humanisl§p 30s;-

~

Florentine
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have lain with the

anti-~arsili

elitists(415).

Another name appearing among the

!~st

of Augustinians

residing at santo Spirito in 1385 is that of a ]!. Johannes
Janua. ModA includes a virelai and a tallade by a

~·

~

d2hannes

Janua (f. 12r] (alternatively, :!· ~ Janua [f. 27v ]) • Gunt.her has
speculated that the composer of these works may be one of the
two new singers bearing the name Johannes enrolled in the papal
·chap~!

in 1405 (Johannes Burec and Johannes Cesrame) (416).

The

names Burec and Desrame, however, are almost certainly French.
The

frat~

Johannes from Genoa may well

hav~

been Corrado's con-

temporary at the Plorentine convent mentioned in the 1385 docu-

Whether or not Corrado and Johann€s are specifically the
Auqustini

~

florencia referred to in Egidius of Orlear:s' motet,

it is certain that the ausical ties b£tween the Augustinian convent of Santo Spirito and the Augustinians of Paris and Avignon

(414) ihen Corsini died in 1405, his funeral ceremony ana
burial were conducted at the AugustiLian convent in
Avignon, suggesting a further link between the conventual elite surrounding the pope aLd the Flcrentine
ecclesiastical patriciate. See Passerini, Genealogia
~ Storia della jamiglia Corsini (Firenze, 1858), 74.
(415) It seems that the anti-~arsili forces won out (at
least temporarily) in the period Ce 1388-l394, during
which time Marsili's final bid for the Florentine
bishop's chair was rejected, ~nd an English Occhamist
lecturer vas brought to Santo Spirito to teach logic
and philosophy. See Martines, 308 and R. Weiss "An
English Augustinian", 18-19.
{416) Gunther, 42.
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ve~e

in existence throughout the last four decades of the

~re

cento, and constituted an important strand of the broader fabric
of artistic interaction between the cultural elites of those
centers.
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CONCLUSION

This study has dealt with those aspects of the ausical culture of fourteenth-century Italy which were most susceptible to
influences originating outside the real• of pure music. It has
been seen that theorists concerned with developir.g a system of
visual representation of musical sounds which vas not hopelessly
bound to the vicissitudes of compositional style often turned to
historically sanctioned tradition in an attempt to deal intellectually with the inconsistencies of contemporary popular practice. The focus of such a theoreticul/historical approach to
notation was largely

deter~in~d

ty

exter~al

circumstances: the

presence or absence of a local academic tradition cf music
theory and the pervasiveness of transalpine cultural influence.
In the case of Trecento Florence, the rather late establishment
of a local university and its failure to attract top scholars
and students, coupled vith the especially strong economic bonds
which tied the culturally-oriented elite of Florentine bourgeois
society to the financial

~!nters

of Paris, Bruges and Avignon,

encouraged a level of musical interaction with France (in the
realms of both theory 3nd composition) unmatched by any other
Italian center..

Inte'~-woven with the eccnoiilic dealings of promi-

ment Florentine families abroad was the constant flow of ecclesiastics, ma&y involved in the arts, between Paris, Avignon and
Florence.
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The success of Francesco Landini as a composer and a contemporary cultural phenomencn •ust be viewed against this historical backgrouud.

Although the mental processes vhicb deter-

•ined the development of Landini•s musical genius and
exceptio~al

histo~i~~l

style and technique are unapproachable by way of
scholarship, certain aspects of his poetic and musi-

cal output are illuminated by an understanding of the contemporary society which valued his intellectual cast of mind and
praised his musical prowess. ihe co•poser•s scholarly conservatism as expressed in his own musical and literary texts allied
him with a segment of Plorentine society which was in coLstant
contact with French culture, and much involved in the encouragP-ment of cultural activity in Florence. On the other hand, he was
a product of a lower middle-clasE upbringing, with strong ties
to that stratum of the Florentine populace.

The late four-

teenth-century manuscripts Florence, Eiblioteca Nazionale Centrale fvndo Panciatichiano 26 and London, British Library Additional 29987 are to some extent representative of these layers
of society, and provide an unusual opportuLity of studying two
Florentine musical collections which are essentially contemporary, but are characterized by intriguing differences in overall
style with regard to repertoire and layout.
Trecento musical style (in so far as it may be determined
ty the tastes of the musical audience) and its notational representation have been seen tc have been in part a reflection of
certain tendencies present in conteeporary society (a word which
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1 take to encompass traditions and conventions in arts aud

letters,

econo~ic

and political structure, and the particular

details of social aggregations which characterize a specific
place and time). An understanding of the historical circumstances surroundinq musical activity enhances our perception of
indivi~ual

works and acco•plish•entsa At the sa•e time, the phy-

sical remnants of fourteenth-=entury musical life (theoretical
treatises and musical manuscripts as well
mentary

evide~ce

of the presence of

o~

dS

literary and docu-

interest in a conposer in

a particular place at a particular time) illuminate the society
which

cre~ted

them. As ftichael Bazandall has

~ritten

of Quattro-

cento paij11ting:
A society develops its distinctive skills and
habits ••• these visual skills and habits become part of
the medium of the painter: correspondingly, a pictorial style gives access to the visual skills and
habits and, through these, to the distinctive social
experience(417).
The same may be said of the extant musical works and sources
originating in Trecento Florence. Their form and substance were
significantly affected by historical ana social circumstances,
and thus they serve as vital witnesses to aspects of contemporary "social

(417)

exp~rience."

fil. Baxandall~ Paintin3 i l l Experience.!.!! Fifteenth
Century Italy (Oxford, 1972), 152.
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APPENDIX 1: NOrAT:ONAL FEATUBES IN I-BVAT215/0ST

__.
/
~·~;..$~~~;(~ :://(
,y<hl,::«'$.7¥r4 iV't #/.. .. / {
·:..-t

~.f!'-(C; <.... .,ri/;

•

1
/

I

• •
• •

De soto '1 verde
Lavandose le aane

-

•

• •
•

•

Bella granata

•

• •

Dal bel caste!

--

Quando i oselli
Seguendo un me•
Abracami cor mio
Du occhi ladr.i
Gaiete dolce

• •

•

•

levandome '1 maitino

•

Su la rivera

-

Piance la bella
Involta d 1 un bel

•
•

Quando 1' ayre

• •
•
•
•
•
•

Chiamando una
suso guel monte
Ogni diletto
Ne1 mio bel

•

•
•
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~

J' ;;c.·~ "

•

..

I

!

1

Che "':i cova

•
•
•
• •
•
·• •

-

Nascoso el viso
Aaor ai fa
Per tropo fede

•

O:L qua conpagni
Cum altre ucele

a crudel donna

La bella stella
Pescando in aqua
1 1 vidi a !•umbra
i

Vaguca vaga

e

Canta lo gallo

•

i

II
'

E con chaval

-·

•

it
I

•
•
•

i

I

I

• •
• •
I

•
I

=I

• I

I

•

•

•

•

•
•

A 1' alba

•

• •
•
•

I

•

If the Bassi codex is in part a retrospective compilation
(at least with regard to the earliest works of the corpus), it
is to be expected that some aspects of notational chronology
have been clouded by conscious changes and choices on the part

-

'

• •

• •
•
• • •
•
•
•
•

Non formo cristi

..

•
•

•

L1 anticho dio

La desiosa

..

•

Lucente stella

In un :troleto

..
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•

.

of the scribejco•piler of the 1350s. i certain number of
notational features aay,

~hen

viewed in relation to musical

style, still furnish a clue to the probable period of origin of
a work or group of works. The

follo~ing

list of provisional

criteria for such chronological groupings is not intended to
provide a flawless or coaplete methodology for approaching questions of compositional chronology. It is meant aerely as a possible interpretation of a portion of the data included in the
table above, and should only be used in conjunction with a careful

stylis~i~

analysis cf any

Grou12 ,!: c,

~crk.

1325-1335. Marked by absence of unusual note

forms (including stemmed mini:s), presence of added minim stems,
plicas.
Group ll: c. 13 35-1345. Some semi a inims, some sr::copations
(expressed by use of single-pitch ligatures),
Group

111: After 1345. More frequent

plicas~

appea~ance

of semimi-

niMs and syncopations, few plicas.
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APPENDIX 2. A. Textual coaparison of Marchettus• Pomerium and
Guido's J~§ musice mensurate
e~rchettQs,

Guido,

POMERIUM

cum igitur in praesenti opere
nostrae intentionis sit coqnitionea tradere per rationes
essentiae musicae mensuratae,
igitur pri~o de accentibus
sive de accidentalibus concurrentibus in musica mensurata
principaliter est tractandua,
deinde de essentialibus music~~ p~aelibatae.[2:2]

~

MUSICE

Et quia in conpendiosa doctrina solet delectari animus
auditoris, ideo resecatis
superfluis et obgissis rationibus que hinc et inde possent
fieri causa brevitatis, presens opusculum ad laudem Dei
et amcre aliquorum fratrum mei
ordinis volentium in arte
musice delectationea cantus
habere, a me ir.digno cantore
extitit conpilatum.[ 11:1]

Si enia duae semibreves accipiuntur pro tempore impe~
fecto, tunc, et secundum Gallicos et secundum Italicos,
aegualiter proferuntur. Et
quia ipsae sunt primae partes
divisionis temporis imperfecti, ideo dicuntu~ maiores
naturaliter eo quod coaparantur duabus primae divisionis
temporis perfecti.[43:1-2]

Tempus enia inperfectua deficit a perfecto ad minus in
tertia parte sui, et dividitur
primaria divisione in duas
semibreves equales que in
valore equivalent duabus de
tritus primarie divisionis
pc=fecti temporis, et ideo
simile~ figurationem in tota
natura temporis inperfecti
servabimus guemadmodum supra
in tempore perfecto, ut hie de
duabus: (Ex.) et equaliter
proferuntur secundum ytalicos
~t s~cundu~ gallicos.[10:2]

Per arte: vero potest ipsarum
una caudari, ut hie: (Ex.) et
tunc, s~cundum Italicos, transimus ad secundam divisionem
temporis imperfecti, quae est
in quattuor semibreves aequales. Et quia haec secunda
divisio imperfecti te~poris
comparator subtractive ad secu~aam divisionem te:poris perfecti, quae est

Sed si per artem una in dearsum caudetur, transitur ad
secundam divisionea temporis
quae est i~ quatuor, et tunc
caudata tres de quatuor secunde divisionis continet, non
caudata in una parte de quatuor per•anente, ut hie: {E~.)
secundum ytalicos. Sed secundum galicos ~dudata quinque
partes de sex continet
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in sex, ideo vocantur ainor~s
via naturae. Et tunc caudata
de dictis quattuor, quae dicitur maio~ per artem, tres
partes continet, non caudata
re~anente in sua natura. Secundum antem Gallicos, si ipsarum una caudetur, statim transiaus ad tertiaa divisionem
temporis imperfecti, quae est
in sex semibreves aequales,
quae vocantur ainimae in primo
gradu, eo quod ultra divisionea minorum semibreviu•
dividuntur. Et tunc caudata
de sex partibus quinque continet via artis, non caudata in
sua natura sistente.[43:3-7]

via artis, non caudata in
sexta parte temporis permanente.( 10:3]

Si vera tres semibreves
fuerint pro tempore iaperf'ac'-o
..u ~"" 'h;
,....
(Ex • ) tunc 1
- - "" 1
u-- •
Italice cantando, ultima, eo
quod finis, aequivalet duabus
aliis in valore. Modo autem
Gallico, ut inveniatur propertic et perfectio totius aensurae omnium sex partium, prima
continet tres, secunda duas,
tertia vero unaa, et vocRntur
maior, minor, minima. Et sic
semper debet intelligi q~ando
dicitur guod Gallici pon~nt
perfectionea a parte principii. [43:9-9,21]

Si vera tres ponantur pro tem-

pore inperfecto, tunc ytalice
cantando ultima in eo quo~
finis medietate• temporis continet, aliis sistentibus pro
alia l!edietate, ut hie: (Ex.} •
Modo autem gallico, guia pon~nt perfectionem a parte principii et inperfectionem a
parte finis, prima medietatem
temforis vel tres de sex partibus mensurabit, secunda
duas, tertia wero unam.(10:4]
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Si aute• gu~ttuor, ut hie:
(ex.) tunc~ !talice cantando,
aequaliter proferuntn~. Modo
autem Gallico, eo quod ipsi
non exceount senarium numer.um
(licet possent in divisio~e
temporis imperfecti) , ipsarum
quattuo~ p~i•a duas partes
continet de sex, secunda una•:
et illae duae simul •edietatem
perfectionis instituunt: tertia iterum duas, et quarta
unaa, quae faciunt aliam
medietatem perfectionis. Et
iste modus proportionandi
quattuor notas in sex partes
tesporis fuit omnino neceBsarius# servando formam Gallicaa.
[43:10-15]

Si vero fuerint quatuc~ natu~ales, ytalice cantando equaliter proferuntor, ut hie:
(ex.). Modo autea gallicv inequaliter eo quod non excedunt
senarium numerum, prima enim
duas de sex, secunda vera unam
et sic ambe aedietatem temporis continet, tertia iterum
duas, quarto vero unam, que
faciunt aliaM medietatem temporis, et istum modus proferendi habe•us a galliciso(10:5-8]
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si autea quinque, ut hie:
(E:.) t~nc, sccundua Italicos,
ad quartaa divisionem te•poris
imperfecti pertinent, quae est
in octo: quae coaparantur
division! temporis perfect!,
quae est in duodecim, scilicet
subtractive: quae vocantur
minimae in secundo gradu. Et
tunc duae primae dicuntur
minimae, reliquis remanentibus
~n secunda divisione ipsius
temporis imperfecti. Per artem
vero possunt ipsae minimae
aliter locari in ipsis quingue, ut hie: (Ex.). Secundum
autem Gallicos, tres priaae,
vin naturae, sunt aequales
ainiaae, quarta continente
duas, ultima vera unaa. Semper
enim cum transeunt ultra
quattuor semibreves, accipiunt
tres primas miniaas pro aedietate temporis: post hoc ponun+. perfectiorem, et proporcio.nant eas ad
invicem.(43:16-21]

Si quinque ponantur naturales,
due prime dicuntur miniae in
tertia divisione continentes
duas de octo# religuis in secunda divisione sistentibus, ut
hie Jtalice can tan do: (Ex.).
Sed qallice tres prime egualiter minime proferuntur, guarta
duas, quinta unam de sex eonti&et: et possunt per artem
aliter variari, ut hie ytalice: (Ex.) et h ic gallice:
(Ex.).[10:9]

Si ~ero septem extiterint
natHrales, sex prime sex de
octo partibus te~poris continebunt, ultima ¥ero duas, ut
hie: (Ex.). Sed possunt per
artem aliter distinguantur, ut
hie: (Ex.) • Si aut em octo, ut
hi.-:: (Ex. j tunc omnes minimae
aegualiter proferuntur.[43:26,27]

Si vero septem fuerint, ut
hie: (ex.) tunc, Italiee modo,
se~ primae sex partes temporis
eontinetunt, ultima vero duasr
nisi forte artificialiter variar i, ut hie: (Ex) • Si a ut em
fuerint octo unifor:iter figu=
rate, minime nominantur et
equaliter Froferuntur~ ut hie:
(Ex.) et sic habetur eorum
perfecta divisio ytalicorum
que est in oeto.[10:11,12]

B. Coilmentary
Gallo originally suggested c. 1310 as a probatle date for
the composition of Guido 1 s treatise. He considered tr.e contents
....__ ·---·

of the A!s musice to represent an embryonic stage of Har.chet-

tus's more fully-developed system of notatiou(418).

He later
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revised this theory, proposing that Guido vas probably a student
of

Marchettus~

and that the

~

susice vas very likely a work

composed by Guide on the basis of lecture notes taken in the
course of his studies at Padua(4l9).
treatise,

Textual details in Guido's

indicate that it vas probably written after

ho~ever,

thB Po•erium (thus placing the date of its composition in the

middle to late 1320s) , and that it is actually a derivative
work:

~

siQplified version of Marchetto•s masterwork. The first

clue is frovided by Guido hi•self in the proe•ium to the treatise. He desc£ibed the Fractical nature of his work
Et quia in conpendiosa dcct~ina solet delectari ~nimus
auditoris, ideo resecatis superfluis et cb=issis
rationibus que hinc et inde possent fieri causa brevitatis, presens opusculua ad laudem Dei et amore aliquorom fratrum mei ordinis volentium in arte musice
delectationem cantus habere, a me iLdigno cantore
extitit conpilatum.
!he reference to the "omissions" points to
treatise is based on a more

co~plete

th~

notion that the

model, one whose directing

principle was not that of brevity.
The striking

si~ilarity

in the ordering of material and the

use of certain key expressions in the two works also supports
the theory that Guido had access to a complete version of the
~lmerium.

one of the clearest cases of this occurs in the dis-

cussions of the

three-se~ibreve

imperfect tempus. In previous

sections, the differences between the Italian and

F~ench ~ethods

of interpreting the various notational configurations described

-------------------

(418) P. A. Gallo, g

7eoria della

!Q.!_a~Jone,

25.

(iii9) G.allo, "Marchetus in Padua" AfliW31 (1974), 49.
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in the treatises were introduced by the phrases
secundum Italicos ••• secundut autem gallicos
in both theoretical vorks. Simultaneously, ftarcbettus and Guido
abandon the use of this phrase in favor of
tunc, Italice cantando ••• aodo autem Gallico
The likeness must be more than coincidental. Such •icroscopic
siailarities suggest very strongly that the Pomerium served as
the exemplar for Guide's "Brevis compilatio."

i

examination of

the other sections extracted from the two works (presented above •
in parallel format for ease of coaparison) serves to further
substantiate the hypothesis, and supports a dating for Guide's
t~eatise

of c. 1325-1330. The lack of subtlety in his laLguage

and theory is not a function of chronology (i.e., it does not
represent a less advanced stage of Italian notation than that
presented in the Pomerium), but rather is a conscious choice on
Guide's part, made in order to present earchettan notation
theory in a rractical and easily understood form to any interested amateur.

-
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APPENDIX 3: LANDINI 1 S DREAM VISICN CF OCCHAM
Florence, Bibl. Rice. 688, 132r-135v

Incipiunt versus Francisci organiste de Florentia, missi ad
Dominum Antonium plebanum de Vado, gramatice, loyce, rethorice
optimum instructorem, et facti in laudem loyce Ocham.

Vix bene dimidiua bigis raptata tenebat
Ncx obscura polo•, longe aaplius omnia toto
Sidera dum celo geainatis ignib~s ardent,
cua -- si forte aeos sompnus tenuissi•us artus
Strinxerat, aut nondum completo exterrit~ sompno
Mens vigil intus erat -- thala~os intrare latentes
Ad~iranda michi longo et venerabilis evo
Turba senum visa est, ha~itu facieque veren~a~
Difforais~ spirat~ue gravi reveremtia vultu,
Unius inter eos luteo squalebat amictu
Arguta facie juvenis, guee lcnga tegetat
Usque pedes ~estis nodoso fune recincta.
Hos dum stupida tremefactus ymagine rerum
Intueor propius, ge•itu suffusa notavi
Luminague et aestos ad terram figere vultus
Inter se guerulo strepitantem murmure turbam.
Hec mora, disceptant guis dignior ante loguendi
!nitium sumat: lcnga est discordi~~ longa
Mu~mara, sed jnvenea desum turta omnis in illu:
Conveniunt, placideque impellont agmine cuncti
Sepe reluctantea et treaula se voce fatentem
Indignum. Tandem mesto sic ore profatur:
Non quia me deceat, reverendo astante meorum
Concilio, patrum, et aagnis autorihus, unde
Fama sub ethereo semper aemorabitur axe,
Ante loqui, aut aestas tecu~ diffundere voces:
Sed quia tantorum cogit reverentia Fatrum,
Eloguar. o se~rer p~e cunctis dulcis alu•pnE,
Jam dudum dilecte michi, lacer ille Guillermus
Morsibus invidie frater ainor et tuus Ocham,
Ad te nunc venio, simul hii quos undique cernis
Ast~ntes. Ego precipue, quem nescia vulgi
Lingu~ procax lacerat, ydiotaruaque tumultus,
E~ulaque assidue fratrua indoctissima turha
Externis lacerati taeen in>penet~alj.tns F~is
~e Frobat atgne meum scrutatur habere volumen
Occultum~ue tenet, rasoque in margine libri
Nomine, me totum guerit, totuaque pererrat.
Heu quantum imperitat miseris mortalibus ater
Invidie livor, quantum rationis inermes
Efficit, et claros offuscat ~entis ocellos!
His nil aliud digne justeque rependo
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I
Qua•, sub perpetuo postgua• sudare 1abore
Hos feci, quod nil sapiunt, nil denique possunt
Intentua reperire •eua, frustrague laborem
Expendere suu•. Tunc me lacerantibus illis
Rideo. Sacrilegum tua crebro nomine vul9us
fte vocat, et lingua niaium scelerata prophanum,
Q~ilibet insurgens duris rationibus asper
In me cc.ngreditur, quem eterna silentia autum
Constitaunt: audacter eni• probat omnia guisque
Non respondenti, rationum pagina longis
sulcatur cunulis. Tantum, o, bre~is hora daretur
Respondere illis, gua et verba rependere possea!
Quot syllogizantes, quot vana sophismata levi
Destruerea ,rento! Sed ineluctabile fa tu m
Obstat~ et exanimes mordere licenter et auras
Hii pcterunt, muto nil respondente, probantes.
Hec toleranda tamen antiqui scandala •orbi:
Nee modo plus solito clamore exasperat aures
Kordax lingua michi (fecit patientia durum),
At novus in nostras ydiota rudissiaus artes,
Qui furit et sevit, nostri quoque pestifer hostis.
Hunc non antiquo potuit patientia vultu
Indoctum tolerare magis: stomacatus et ira
Fervidus hue veni: aente• i&pulit ille quietaM
Hec de Tartareis emersit turha cavernis
Indignata simul stultogue iapulsa boatu.
Heu scelgs maquumi Rudis hie ydiota protervus
Quam se scire suo toto desperat in evo
Acriter iapugnat te, te, Dyalectica, cunctis
Artibus imperitans, sine qua non creditor ullam
Posse artem sciri perfecte. Sola tuarum
Regia nobilitas domina at~u€ aagistra sororum,
Philosophia, tui: scla hec conscendere in arcem
Etheream atque unum triuumque attendere regem.
Concipit hec formas motu et coapag~ carentes 6
Corpora et t~nues rationum soivere nexus
Edccet, et veris mixtum secernere falsum.
Hac sine balbutiunt omnes, nee in ordir-~ rerum
Quid sequitur~ ~uid non, recte discernere possunt.
Dirigit hec aciem super ardua culmina celi
Naturamque s~per rerum abstrahit undique formas.
Eec apices montium dubius, minitantia celo
culmina, difficiles aditus et strata viarum
Aspera plana facit: per apertas undique portas
Dirigit illa gradum, •ontes scopulosque supinat:
nee ad inadcessum m~ntem advehit, unica, culmen.
Nee non Tartarei tenebrosa argastula regni
Ri•atur, S'~ygiaa .(:retervehi t ill a paludem,
Denique in occultas latebras moctEaque profundam
Intuitum figit, causas sub orbe latentes
Inquirit, sibi cuncta licet, nocturna diescunt.
Hanc tamen, ecce nephas, ydiota rudissimus unus
Dilacerare audet, rictu et scelerare canine:
Evo~it in lunam latEatum et terri~at umbras
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Nocturnas, sonitumque, die veniente, treaiscit.
Ille, supercilio gravis elatoque superbus
Ore, per indoctas vulgi reboare catervas
Queritat, atque inter aulietria phyloscphatur
Agmina. Si doctis casu fortasse aaligno
Occorrit, subito fugit ut perterritus angue,
Sed plerumque taaen, vena~tua ut retia cervus,
Evitare nequit, cecisque ignara latebris,
Dum ruit iu~aute, velucia crura tenentur:
Sic circusstantes prudentum sepe catervas
Hie ydiota rudis, casu superatus iniquo,
Incidit, et verbis treaulo morientitus ore
Quid faciat, quo se fugiens tutetur asylo,
A~bigit, et tiaide gene~alia verba, nee ullis
congrua responsi~, .perque intervalla profatur~
Sed quia tanta diu nequit ignorantia vano
Tegmine celari, deprensa sed affluit omni
Pa=te per effusam late p~tefacta loguelam,
Dua concessa negat, dumque ante negata protervus
Affirmat, loycos ceu •orte~ exterritus odit,
Pallacesgue vocat altercant€~q~e sophystas.
Me quoque precipue lingua sceleratus iniqua
Dilapidat, librosgue meos mentemg~e prophanam
Vipereumque v~mit truculento pectore virus:
Me, quem indoaita teaeraria durague cervix
Perreaque, indocilis, nee non adauante perempni
Durior, horrisonis tractantem altissima verbis
Non capit, atque sue per singala tempora vite
Desperat frustraque meum tracta~€ volumen,
Atque super nostras frustra impallescere cartas.
Glorier an lacrimem potius (preconia laudum
Ampla tibi ex isto nimium cla~ore resultant,
Justior ad laudes esset data causa grerele):
Hie miser est 5arcus, Boaane gloria lingue,
Ingenium cujus dudum aurea Boma potenti
Par tulit Imperio, sibi quem temerarius iste
(Prch scelos) ascritit, divina voluuina namque
lllegat, recitat non intellecta popello
Nee sibi: percurtit tua cuncta volumina, Marce,
Teque suum appellat Ciceronem, et nomine crebrc
Nunc hoc nunc illud rugosa fror.~e volumen
Nominat. Exterrent ignota vocabula vulgus:
Laudibus immensis Cicerone• ad sidera tollit.
T~ ~a~is hec, Cicero, laudum preconia pungunt,
Quaa si te obprobriis, ut me, laceraret iniquis:
Hec vigilata tibi preclara volumina, Harce,
Laudibus indocte sordescunt omnia iingue.
Non magis im~itis te Antoni iniuria pulsat~
Qui tibi cervi.cea fecit sevo ense rotari,
Quae tua que vario volitant circumsona vulgo
(!llegat quidem) non intellectaque verba.
Odit eam obscuras, quam liquit in orbe celebrem
Quesivitque diu virtutum limite fama~
Seneca, quando suum rudis hie ydiota fatetur
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Appellatque patrem: negat ille, antLoque rabescit
Conditus obscuro, sua q~~~ue volumina damnans.
Sed longe cunctis, longe infelicior iste
Qui geait hie -- cujus clarum et veneratile nomen
Siluit, iapositu1 tanguaa cognoaen eidea--.
Quid aeaorem prisci laceratua dentibus avum
Indocti agricole durique satellitis hujus?
Cajus quaa grossa est atque intractabilis omni
Lingua sono! quotiens occurLunt agmine facto
<<Earbaris et soloe>>, correptaque syllaba longa est
Et producta brevis! activua sepe rubescit
ftiraturque diu verbum subponere cernens
Accusativua: neutralis dictio substans
ftobi1e femineua circuasociata pavescit.
Preterea gravis incessu, seraone superbos,
Omnia sub pedibus reputat, tunc nomina mille
Autorum allegat, quorum nisi nomina tantum
Nescit, et in loycos vomit exitiale venenum
Viperei cordis, scelerataque iurgia fundit.
Heu miseranda magis quaa detestabilis hujus
Stultitia est, tantd hunc insania mentis obumbrat,
Tantum eua de re miserabilis occupat error!>>
Plura locutur~m •ens experrecta tumultu
Exteriore, diem leto clamore vocantua
Artificium, spatio nequit ulteriore morari:
Ingrato percussa die venerabilis umtra
Aofugit ex oculis, simul et gratis~ima turba
Ante meos oculos tenues resoluta p~r auras
Vanuit. Ipse diu aagnis esterritus umbris
Obstupui, miri tqrbatus ymagine sompni(420).

(420) After Lanza, Pole~ich~ ~ Ber~he letterarie (Bome,
1971), 233-238 (with emendations based OL manuscript
source).
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APPENDIX 4: DE MUSICA SECUNDUM FILIPPUM DE VITRIACO.
Plvrence, Riccardiana

688~

£~

142

11 Item de tono et cantus et consonantiis et de speciebus dis-

cantus domini filippum de vitriaco [title as given in ms
indc4]//
Primus tonus et sccundus finitur in .re. Tertius et guartus
finitur in mi. Quintus et sextus finitur in .fa. Septimus et
ottav~s

finitur in sol.

Primus tonus ascendit guinta. Secundus tertia. Tertius sexta.
Quartus guarta.

Quint~~

quinta. Sextus

te~tia.

Septimus quinta.

Ottavus guarta.
Nota quando cantus incipit super .g. totus cantas est per .b.
quadrum. Super .c. non est {nisi)
.b. mole.

naturalis~

Su~er

.f.

est per

Universus (?] natura .c. vult .f. mole .g. quoque

guadrum.
Nota guod sicut pec vii dies revolvitur omnes tempus. sic per
~ii

consonantias revolvitur omnis musicalis cantus. Consonantia

verba dicitur quia siail sonantia. Quia nisi due vel plures cunsonaveruot voces consonantia essere non potest.
Sunt autem consonantie vii. Tonus, Seaitonus, ditonus, scmiditanus,

Dyatess~ron,

Dyapente~

Dyapason~

Et dicitur tonus ab into-

nando.
Tonus est ubicumque inveniens ut. re. mi. fa. sol. la.
Semitonus est quasi dividia vox.
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Ditonus constat ex duobus tonis.
Semiditonus constat ex uno tono et

se~itono.

Diatesseron grece dicitur latine quatuor.
Diapente grece (scribal error here] dicitur latine guingue quia
constat ex tribus tonis et duo semitono.
Diapasson grece latine dicitur otto un. passon est

litter~

cum

littera ut .a. cum .a.
Vel consonantie sunt .vi. videlicet unisonus, quinta, ottava,
duodecima, quintadecima et

d~cimanona.

Dissonantie sunt .vi. scilicet tertia, sexta, decima, tertiadeci~a,

decimasepta et vigesima.

sex sunt species discantus scilicet Tertia, guinta, sexta,
ottava, decima et duodecima. quod iii ipsa ncn Fotest finiri sed
bene incipit.

Quarum quidea specierum iiiior sult principales

scilicet guinta, ottava, decima, duodecima Quia per. ipsas
inciFit discantus et finitur excepta decima.
Notandum est quod cantus et discantus in

non~

ascendit et des-

cendiit simul nisi aliquando per sextas et tettias vel decimas
et hoc propter melodiam magis

descend~ndo.

rt~m

notandum est

quod post tertia debet ponitur quinta vel unisonus. Et post sextam est ottava. post decima duodeciaa. hoc est dictum quod post
aliguam istarum trium scilicet tertie, sexte et decime debit
ponitur aliqua princiFalium.

~t

bee quia opposita intra se

posita magis elucescunt, hoc de puncta contrapunctum sufficiat.
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De floritima tamen possumus habere

pe~

regulas supradictas. et

sic de aliis.
Expliciunt floritiaa domini philippij Qe vitriaco.
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Page 2e Eenvenuto da ImolaQ
No ~ay of speaking in Italy is aore fine or
consistent than the llorentineQ

Page 3. Dante.
Therefore, looking back over vhat has been
said, I recall that se~eral tiaes I have called
the vernacular riaatori: poeti. And I have dared
to utter this word without doubt f~r a reason:
because t~ey are indeed poets if ~e consider the
true meaning of poetry, which is nothing other
than tbe making of a poem (a creation of the imaginatit>::l) according to the principles of rhetoric
and ~usic. But they (the vernacular poets] differ
fro~ the great [classical] poets in that the
great poets composed according to an establishea
syste~ of language and style; and these f.new
poets] coapose at random. For that reascn it happens that when ve try to i•itate thE great ~oets
more closely, we compose poetr! more properly.
And I, who aim at writing a work on the rules of
[vernacular] poetry, ought to emulate the rules
of the great Latin poets.

Page 4. Da Tempo.
In closing, (one may ask] why we use eore Tuscan words than ~ny others irs these poems. And it
is ~eadily &nsvered: because the T~scan language
is aore suited to writing and literature than
other tongues, and is more universal and understandable.

Page 6. Da Tempo.
Whereby it has been acknowledged that just as
in any learned VP.rse which we use in our poetry
(according to graaaarians) a vowel which precedes
-
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another vowel is ezcluded fro• the •etrical count
in scanning 8 so iD any sonnet or [other] vernacular poea th~ fiLst ~owel ls e~clnded fro• the
nu•erical count cf the line ~hat is to say that
the first vowel ~.s not counted aaong the nuaber
of syllables), especially in a poe• upon which a
musical settinq will he =ade, ~ecause if the
auslc dc~s :ot correspond to the proper nu•ber of
syllables, the piece will naver sound well to the
ears of the listeners, according to the aasters
of the art of ausic and singers.

If in a line of a sonnet or vernacular poem a

is found which iaaediately precedes another
vowel, because one word ~ads in a vowel and the
next begins with a vowel, those two vowels should
always be counted as one syllable (~s in this
exaaple of the following line: "Chj por2e al
povro za mai non gli aanc~") ••• for the vowel~
which is at the end of the ~o~d "po~ze" adds
nothing to the syllable ·count. And therefore
there are those who cancel these letters which
are excluded fro• a vernacular verse in scansion
and pronunciation by putting a dot beneath them
in writing, that is, when they write down a sonnet or other vernacular poem ••• Eut according to
ay judgment it is not visually pleasing to mark
these vowels with a point beneath thea, unless it
~ust te done for the sake of those who do not
knov vhich vowel is excluded from the poetic
meter.
vo~el

Page 1q.

~archettus.

[The choice of teaporal quality] is left to
the judgment of the composeri who knows the art
of ausic thoroughly. Indeed, it is accepted that
every notated song aay be sung in both perfect
te=pus and imperfect tempus. such differences in
the mdnner of singing are in truth craated solely
by the composer, for reasons of araonia, of
course. And because this depends solely upon the
inclination of the coiposer, and not upon the
nature of the song. a ·sign [for perfect or
·- 3 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

i•perfect teapus) ought to be placed there [in
the ausicl to indicate these differences, according to the inclination of the coaposer. And
indeed, it is iapossih1e ~o find a proper reason
beyond this as to why such a sign is put in tbe
ausic.
Page 16. ftarchettus.
If however it is necessary for the sake of the
beauty of the haraony not to re-articulate several notes (of the sa~e pitch] ~e say that they
aay be included in one figure~ artis [i.e=•
through the addition of a tail). If not by this
2etbod, they are dravn so close together as to be
just barely touching, but yet so that one takes
nothing of the space of the other, for the reason
set forth above.

Page 26. Tiblno.
According to

~etrical theorists, a short syllte~pns, a long syllable l~sts

able lasts but one
two.

Page 27. St. Baaeram anonymous.
Busica

mens~rabilis

dtrives fro• •easure just
(aetrica deriving from .!.!U;~is,
i:€: ~easur~) • And indeed grammar includes jQst
two measures of accentsr na•ely long and shc~t;
of which the long is tvo teapora, and the short
is one.
as does grammar,

Page 27. Franco.
That which is a a1n1aua in fullness of voice
(sound) is called a teapus.

-
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Page 26.

!archettus~

ihen the necessary means fully and properly
engage in th~ foraation of an utterance (not too
much nor too little) tbe~ there will be produced
a fullness of sound. And tbis will be produced
when the ~ind-pipe of the lung having properly
and in earnest filled up with a breath (through
proper inflatiGn of the stoaach) forces it out
and the breath being expelled strikes the heariug
so that it fully perceives it, bringing forth
this prolonged sound or voice to resonate in its
breaat o~ in another like a bell is aade to resonate. That then is the ainisal period of tiae in
which a fullness of voice •ay be fo~med.

Page 36. Jacobus.
Now, those masters best distinguished among
these semibreves whether for a perfect tempus
they put two unequal se•ibrewes, or three equal
semibreves, or four, five, six: seven, eight or
nine.

Page 37. Jean de !uris.
A song will be •ade fro• 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, e,
9 §emibreves equales of the same shape. It is
aoreover vocally ispossible to exceed this number. They are sung by ~roups of three (equal
semibreves) and by twos. Two and three are five,
twice two are four, twice three are six, four and
three constitute seven, tvice four are eight and
thrice three are nine. All of these are equal.
Therefore it is possible to =ake a song out of
just as many (as here describeG] €qual [te•Pora].
But most praise•o~thy is th~ expert ausician who
correctly fashions a discant oveL the same constant (equal) te•pus, dividing it at one point
into two parts: in another three, and so on.

- 5 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Page 41. Anon: Paris, Bl lat. 15129.
A seaibreve drawn thus~ f
aay be soaetiaes
ainor in value, soaetiaes aajor in value but not
in shape; tvo of these aay be put for a tespus,
or three or four or five or six or seven.

Page 41. Jacobus.
It has been observed that the !oderns never
sees to put four semibreves for a perfect tempus.
And when the Old Ma3ters put four, five~ ~ix,
seven ~r eight for a perfect tempus, it may be
asked of the ~cderns to which division of the
semibreve the~c are reducible; and when they can
not find the solotion it is nec~ssary that they
he reduced to divisions of the breve [as the Old
ftasters understood].

Page 44. Jacobus.
It seems to ae that I heard at Pa~is a triplum
composed, it vas said, by !agister i£~nc~ in
which aore than three semibreves were put for a
perfect tempus ..

Page 48. Jacobus.
It has been observed that the Hoderns are
never seen to put for. a perfect or i11perfect tempus four, five, seven, or eight semibreves, but
onlY. two~ three, six or nine. And when the
ftcd~rns put nine of these for a perfect tecpus,
or ~i~ for an iaperfect tempus, they sing them by
threes, and thus distinguish those which they
call ainias, not conside~ing those ni~e to equal
one perfect tempus, but rather three; so that
thrice three correspomds to one perfect teapus of
the Old lasters~ And those~ when they put six or
nine for a perfect tempus, pronounced these
-
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L
eq~ally so as not to distinguish ternaria,
binaria, or guatetn!ri~ (within the te•pus).

Page 49. Berkgley anony•ous.
It is understood that indeed any figure or
note shape aay of itself be called te~pu~.

Page Si. Jean de

~uris.

And obser•e that certain cantores iaperfect a~
breve of ~ajor prolation by two :ini:s
preced!ng or following i~. And they say that they
are changing its quality. Indeed, they take a
perfect brei~ of minor prolation as if it were an
ieperfect br~ve cf •ajor proiation and vice
versa.

i•p~~fect

Page 52. !archettus.
ERADICATION 0~ A CEBt!IN ERBOB: Yhat was said
above has rai~ed an error not insignificant in
aens~ral ~Qsic. lnr some have said: YoQ say that
I may divide the two parts of an iaperfect tempos
into three each, and thus I have six. But siY.
also serve to di~ide tha three parts of the perfect te~pus into two each. ~b~s, they have
argued, the sf'na:rig ·iivision can serve as the
point in co•mon between perfect and i~perfect
tea pus.
But ve respond: ae say indeed that every nuaber
in the div1sion of two things is always found or
aay be found in both; and nevertheless no part of
some thing can be the &ean between this and
another thing, just as ~f t¥o lines are dividedg
the divisions into two, three, four or any number
of parts can be found in one as in the other. And
still a part of one line aay never be a aear.
betveem that and the other line. However much you
proceed to divide the imperfect teapus into dif- 7 Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

...

ferent parts, you vill coae upon the saae numher
of parts as you aade dividing a perfect te;pus
into its parts. Still, no one part (nor all
together) of the iaperfect teapus aay ever itself
be the mean between this imperfect teapus and a
perfect teapus, since the !~perfect te~pus is
essentially distinct in nature fro• the perfect
te•pus, as is aost clear in the [different] aanners in which teapus perfectu~ ~nd tempus iaperfectum are song. And if it is said: you say that
the iaperfect only lies short of the perfect [is
only the perfect made less], we say that this is
true, vith r£gard to the proportion of the perfect to the imperfect~ Still, they are iu essence
tvo teapora, distinct. separate and opposite from
one another, as is clear froa their opposite
dQfi~itions: for one is produced with a fullness
of sound, the other vith a half-fullness of
sound.

Page

56~

Capitula~

d~

vocibus.

They (the ballate] are inclined to be in perfect te&pus, ae;e ytalico [i.e., senaria perfecta
or duodenari~) with some places or phrases in
aere qallico [i.e .. , sena.ria impe.rfecta or
novenaria], but not at the beqin~ing nor ~t the
end of the piecee

Page 61. De aodo accipiendoQ
7emp~s perfectua, •inor prolation, from which
aay be derived the binary and ternary divisions
[3 x 2 and 2 x 3] which are egual in both perfor~aDce and i~ the ~ay they are drawn.

Page 61.

Anonymo~s,

Vat. lat. 5129.

Likewise, it is known that a breve in imperfect teap~s, major prolation, has the value ot
six ainims and when it is in pertect te•pas,
ainor prolation, it has just the same value~

- eReproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Now, it aast be noted that there are those who
set up a tem9us ternarium as another aensuration
in addition to the others. ~hey say that tempus
tern~rium is that which assigns to the treve a
value of three ainias. They say, then, that that
piece is ternaria in which all bEeves have by
nature a value of three ainias and in which,
between any two successi~e puncti or their equivalents marking off such a teapus, there is
enclos~d the value of three minias. But all this
sseas quite ah~ucd to ae for two reasons. The
first is that no note is ever seen to acquire the
value of a nota recta (analtered note) of lesser
value, although as ~e kno~. a note can readily
acquire the value of a note of gr~at~r ~~l~e,
i.e. through alteration. The s~cond reason is
that we ~onld have a te~pus that is neither perfee~ nor imperfect. T~mpas ternari~m ~ould not be
perfect for, if it vere, the brev~ would ha~e the
value of three semibreves, which it also does not
have in this case; nor would it be iaperfect for,
if it were, the breve vould have the value of two
seaibreves, which it also does not have in this
casea And were you to say that tewpus ternarium
is perfect be ea use the breve has by its na tr!re
the value of. three ainias, I would say in reply
that a perfection of this value does not pertain
to perfection of the te~pas, or breve, but to
perfection of the seaibreve, as €3plained abovee
Therefore let as disaiss thiz =ebsuration as
superfluous and ~ont~ary to reascn(1j.

Page 65o

Vitry~

It is known t~at there are three types of tempus perfectua: naaely •ini•uM~ mediua and aaius.
!inimum tempus va3 set forth by iranco. Whence it
is understcod according to !agister Franco and as
was seen above, tbat a tempus is not miniaua

(1) Translation"by

~-

Buff, !SD29, 20.
-
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unless it contains three seaibreves, which are so
brief that it is iapossihle to divide the=
further, unless they are di~ided into seaiainias.

Page 66. Jacobus.
Therefore it aay be said that the perfect te•pus of the Old Masters, by which is understood a
rapid meter, i~ not divisible into aore than
three seaibreves, and this is accepted by a certain •odern teach~r [Yitry?] of franco~ He says
indeed that Franco set forth the ainiaua tempus
vhich is divided into three seaibreves which are
so rapid that they may not te divided further.
~nd it is clear that this is the way in which
Franco perceived th~ teapus. And it having been
said that no more than three semibreves may be
accepted [for such a tempus], and this having
been firmly deaonstrated~ I aust s~y that this
sort cf seaibreve of which I speak is the saallest [~ossible] part of the breve.

Page 67. Jacobus.
Accordingly, Pranco understood as the semibreve, which is one-third of a perfect brev~,
that which the !oderns understand as a ainia or
ato~, which they put as one-ninth of a perfect
tempus, ~nd which is si~ilarly indivisible.

Page 70. Pcosdocisus.
The other is sesquitertial to the [noraal]
minim, and for this value the two mensurations
just mentioned were invented, i.e., octenaria and
duodenaria. If ve calculate these aensurations
carefully and (then] sing thea somewhat fast
(aliquantulum stricte), we will find the octenaria mensuration reduced to the senaria, anJ the
duodenaria to novenaria~ The two larger measures~ you see, a4~ in proportio sesguitettia

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

[respectively] to the two smaller. Therefore~
these aensurations have not bee~ set up unnecessarily, because we could not have this ~esquiter
tial proportion without th~•· Ent of course they
would have been set up unneces~aEily if they were
sung as notated (sub suo proprio esse) instead of
faster, that is, octenaria as double qu~ternaria,
and duodenaria as triple quaternaria. as thay are
soaetimes sung by ignorant Italian musicians.
Th~se aen claia that teapus octenarinm and te•pus
duoaenarium do not always have tc be sung in proportio sesquitertia to senariua and novenariu•,
but that soaetiaes octenariua should be sung as
double quaternariua and duodenarium as triple
guaternariua. But no heed should be paid to such
people~ because what they say is isproper and
untrue, for the reasons already adduced. And if
soaeone should yet insist, in rebuttal to this~
that the mensurations in question, that is octenaria and duodenaria, have still been set up
unnecessarily since the guaternaria mensaration,
if sung faster, would suffic~ to produce the proportio sesquitertia, as any intelligent person
can see, it would ce~tainly have to be conceded
in reply that the quaternaria mensuratian, if
sung faster, would be sufficient for the proportio sesguitertia. But I say that you must not on
that account aaintain that the two aensurations
in question have been set up unnecessarily and
~he quaternaria mensuration ought to be used for
proportio sesquitertia; because, if these two
~ensurations were riot provi~ed and the quaternaria mensuration ~ere so~eti•es to stand for the
proportio sesquitertia, then every time ve were
confrcnted with a piece of music in quaternaria
mensuration, we would be in doubt whether the
nct~s should be sung accordi~g to their c~n
values, that is. full length, or ~hetha~ they
should be sung shorter, that is, in proportio
sesquitertia= It was in o~der ~o avoid this
ambiguity that the two aensur~tions in question~
octenaria and duodenaria, were invented. In this
way~ we kno• that te•pus quaternariu~ is always
to be sung as quaternaria, and octenaria and
duodenaria always in proportio sesquitertia to
senaria and novenaria. And now you know uhy these
mensurations have not been set up unnecessarily,
which is what we wanted to ~~~€ clear(2).

{2) Ibid, 27-28.
-
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Page 72.

ne

aodo accipiendo.

The duodenaria and octonaria aeasures are in
theaselves aeasures only according to the vay in
which they are draun and their lengths, because
neither is [a true] aeasure: in singing, they are
r€duced to the quaternaria •ensuration {ana said
to be in imperfect teapus, •ino~ prolation)
because the duodenaria aeasure is larger and by
such a reduction is created a longa. And ve perceive octonario in the saae vaye

Page 78. Vitry.
Te~pus imperfectua &ini•~~ i~ ~h~t vhich contains two seaibrev~s, each of which has the value
of tvo ainimsr and thus te•pus iaperfectua miniaua aust have the value of four •iniss, ~nless it
is divided [further] into seai•inias.
·

Page 83. Marchettus.
In order for it to be kno~n ~hich piece oE
ought to be sung in iaperfect mode, ve say
that at the beginning of such a piece in i~per
fect &ode, if there is a longa, or vheresoever in
the piece a lonqa first o~curs, there should he
added to it an ascending tail on the left side.
~usic

Page 85. Jean de fturis.
See page

51~

-
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Page 94.

,.

lnony~ous,

diet. Th. de Capro.

The respected aaster Philippe, flower and
jewel of singers~ in another way divided the said
tespus because he, his teapos with regard to its
perfor~ance bGing equal to three teapora according to Franco, introduced a teapus which because
it appe~rs to call to mind the perfection of the
Trinity, is called perfect tempus. But Marchettus of Padua, wishing to hafd down the art of
song as sung in Italy, divides a perfect teapus
into twelve equal parts, a tempus that if carefully considered with rega:d to these parts may
rather be c~lled i•p~tfect than perfec~. For if
ve wish to imperfect the perfect te•pus, after
having subtracted one-third part of this teapus,
there will reaain twc ·parts which, increased ty
twos sixfold, produce the tempus of Harchettua
witb regard to its value (twelve se~ibr~~es
mi~iaaej and with regard to its perfo~mance;
because while Italian songs [in this division
into tvslvej are for the most part sung without
mixture [of perfect and iaperfect], the singing
[in this division into twelve] of the French, who
sing proportionally, is reduced to a bina~J proportion. And the binary number is by all defini~ions, i•perfect.

Page 118. Prosdocisns.
ihenewer a:y 2~t~-value divided by syncopation
is completed after ~ number of longer notes, and
cuts across the end of any measure of those longer notes, above that note we need to place a
punctus to shov that the end of the measure is

(3) Ibid, 49.
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